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The generAZ objectives of this study were tol ( 1)

,
deVelop a IlletbCdolOgY uhereby needs asSessments of vocational and
tectnical educati",!lght be conducted efficiently,and effectively in

-all urban reas °f "ClZiAai -and (2) conduct, using the ,methodology
developed. 'a need as4ssment of the needs of husinesS and indvstrY,1
studentS, tunding, facilities, and personnel, as they relate to
vocational ion 14 urban

,

educe
t selected area of _Florida. .The area

chosen. for review in-the project was Planning, Region Four, -which-
ctnsists of seven "rtheast-Elorida countigs. The methodology,
AeveloPed for the stliql consisted of a 'five part procedurei 19.A1m7

fOr economi c an d PCPulation growth waAHset forth,. (.2)-alfornativ0:,..,
analls l noverall economic 1 of the paning region and itsiopotenfial

., methaol99ies for projecting the demand for labor in-a,4*YOurban
area were/qevesicped 'and tested, (3) a methodology for TOjecting the

"pPly Pf labor by occ upation for an urban area was defeloped'and
tested) (4) nrccednret were develo ped for meshing forecasts Of

sand aula suppl_
_. ,occupationa r1 de y for,urban areas, so that prospeA-ime

/shortages 4nd.surplusea of manpower could be readily identified, and
(5) exiensi-ve

fiela su-rveys were conducted of the .

ical 14.
.

,...

. Vocational, Techn -4ducation OM programs, facilities, teachers,
students, 4nd ad4wil_s-tritcrs. like m ott important conclusion drawn
grom the atudyls f-Leld work was the,eiistence of vocational program
uheiennesa within Begtou Four., Unique results were c1aimed by the .

iudy,in thcee are"; 'First, the' report showed how existing manpoOr
P ojection techni for an urban labor market area...can be improved,gues

,ex anded, amd.made mcze meaningful for 1TE planning. Acond, A .

'systematic id comprell-Jnse proceddre was developed tosproject the
-ure,suPpi .0f.la,hor by occupation. Third, .i gia-rmat was developel%

lrelate.yoceu pationa supply and demahd forecasts to VTt program....
-,aes in more easi-, q understandable and uPable form. (HD)

. \ ,
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lphapter 1

ItiTRODUCTION

1.1 Purpose of the Study

This study was commivioned by the Florida State Advisory touncil on

Vocational and Technical Education., Its purpose.is to develop methodology -for

-

determining the needs forvocational and technical education (VIE) in ur b'an areas

in Florida. iiiretofore most studies of VTE.needs hale utilized

data and theY have not adequately related needs of
2
business and

.

perSohnel and'faci,litieg., and students to each other ib a local

Ontext.

tate and nati"al

industry, 1/TE

labor market

1.r-Objectives of the Study Li

The general objecti4s of the.study are:

1. To deve,lop a methodology (i.e., systematic procedure) whereby
needs

aS-SeSsments of vo44onal gnd technical education might be conducted

.efficiently.and e4i4tively in all urban'areas ofcFlorI'da.

)

2. To.conduct, thodology developed above a need

assessment-of:

*Business and ,indUstry needs,

\kStudent needs,

*Funding needs,

*Facility needs, and

*Personnel needs

they relate to urban vocational and technical

in one selected urban area of Florida', in light

vocational and teChnical resdurces,. including
,

and proprietary institutions.

8.

educat ion Pr°grams

f all available

Lic,.ny(propriatarY.,



The s ecific.objectives of the study are:

Develop and apply alternative procedures fsr,assessihg present and

.
future demands (requirements) for manpower bToccupation for urban

area's.

.

2, Develop
_

and apply alternative techniques for Assesisng present and'

0 i
--e'''

. XV .

future supplA.11is of mahpower by occupation for:_urban areas.
,

.

3. To field test the methiplogies developed in the Jacksonville labor

market area (Planning Oegion Four):-

4. 0Evaluate these alterflative projection Kocedures in terms of

accuracy, data avaiLabilitjf.,.cost, and.ease qf application.

Conduct surveys of v/ ocational edlication personnelt students, business,

facilities, and programs in the Jacksonville area.

1:3 Rationale for the study

The Standard Metropolitan Statistical Ar&as (SMSAs) in Florida,contain over'

80 'pei-ce.nt of the state's total populatiom and over 70.percent cf.4.-the full-time

c

).equivalent vocationa students. The-vast majority of fUnds provided for VTE in

are spent in these urban areas. ....hithqugh some studies cf the effectiveness
I

Florida

of VTE programs have been conducted, hone of-these past efforts have systemaifcally --. 4,

assessed wh ether or not the;tot'al vocatidnar effortim Florida's urban areas

Adequately meets the needs of all sectors-of the public for vocatIonal andjoechnical

education.

-

lh 1972 an extensjvsratewide evaluation of Florida VTE programs was 1karrid

'of

et a As,part of this evaluation a'cost-effectivenesi
-r-.

four KE Prog rams wa6 cond'ucted.' The results for these four prog ams
,

\

i

were cencouragin-D Positive and,significant_net payoffsjesulted from studelnt and

. .,

state Lzestment irC.these programs,e'However,,it is,difficm11 to generalize about
- .

.

all VT programs from the stal l samPle':. Moreover, other sections of the statewide

- 4
. . .

. P

.



evaluation Of Florida's plan for VTE revealed important weaknesses. The worst
. _

flaw of the plan was that it did not provide estimates of the current and future--

demands for manpower by occupation and by location within.,the state.

Four recent efforts to increase the effectiveness of Florida's VTE programs
%

focused on imProving labor market information in general and information on
*0%

the demands forvbccupations in particular. In one study a management information

system for VTE administrators was designed and-used in pilot studtes ( Latta and

Schmidt,.19725. The system pr .ided data on students, instructors, program courses,

facility utilizatiort stdent Rlacement and follow-ups, and fiscal data. This

information is a prerequisitefor prograM monitoring, evaluation and cmtrol.

-Second, an extensive kirvey of technical employment in Northeast Florida was recentfy
. ,

-Oompleted (Baker, 1972). Employment statistic* by occupation were generate and

6rojections of future manpower needs were made by simple trencNextrapolations.

Third, a model forN,assessing a local area'.,s occupation needs based upon job Bank

information of the Florida Employment Service was developed (Tucker and Rowell, s?

Kr ,

1974). Finally, an Occupational Information and Delivery System (01OS) for manpower;

planning at the, state and substate levels in Florida wasidesigned litrr and Campbell,
( t

)975). Jr .,

,' a..

.. A7
,

tar/f.).a.s been made on measuring the demand for labor by occupat

,

atthè local level, there are some imOortant deficiences .in these efforts.

' .

The'

Baker study has three defects. .First, tbe7study Aoes not consider the students,

Junding, facilities, or personnel of the exisling'VTE programs 'in the region.

.44-lipwer needs is based uponSreebnd, the methodology used for estimating Curf

.,

area skill surveys of employers by mail which has e'en lIctind to be unreliable
.

f

(see discuSsjon _Section 2.9.2)1 Finally, simple trend projections in the future

"r--- _

have been4ound to be inaccurate.
I o'

work by
/
Tucker,and Rowell,poncentrates on the'd'velopment of management

i
c

y

info. ation systems. Two problems are present IA their pioneering work. First,



r.

Aeirg'

the'data on locM labor markets.developed by the:EmployMent Service has major .

oeps-rh its-c6verage. Second,-Tucker-and Rowell provide no-procedy'r4f9f

A
projecting future manpoWer needs. That-is to say their emphasis is primarily,on

developing an information -system on current job conditions in local labor markets.

.

The OIDS systemhwill.provide manpower and educational planners with'projected

occupational demands and measures of,net Occupatio 1 supply'. ThUs far the OIDS

system has been largely implemented only)at the state'level. We.believe thet the

system has a great deal-of-promise. One of the objectives of this study is to

apply, test and evaluate the OIDS system for use in urban-lamas in Florida. -

.

N.47 Metho4logy of the Study'

Our priroach to needs,asseSsMent,for, urban labor market, areas.will ha, five
.

.

parts:

1. Set Sotth an overtatt economic anatoi4 oS the tegion and it6 potentiat

Sot economic and poputation gitoui h. This.should/6e done before a

detailed labor market-,a_nalysis

(17'. establishMent of.awovera11'tegiona1 cOntext is desirable in ordee

undertaken and/presented. The-41tcco

a f
to facilitate'the ocCupational projections themselves and in Order' '

_ .

to make the projections more understandable and useful to VTE planners,
. ..

business and industry, guidance and p1acement covoselors,-and to
.

. . .k

students. Too often labor market projections are not plated in a
. -

overall regional context. Furthermore, the region selected for

'analysis'should be a coherent economic labor market area. For this -.

project we have selected Flotida Planning Region Four whjch is a

seven county area in Northeaster0Florida. The region is compo,sed

ot Duval, Nassau, Baker; Clay, Putnam, St. Johns, and FTaglel counties.-

it

AP

cOnstitutes a unified laborenarket area centered around JaCksonville.

Devetop and test attetnatitie.methdotogia Sot ptojecting the demand

Sot tabot by occupation Sot a given utban atea. Altholigh many of the'

6

11



j)

regional ecdnomic models appear.tolii. a reasonablY-good job of

forecasting employment by industrial (SIC) grouping, they do not

1,
roOide manpower forecasts by')occupation.. Mdreover', this is One of'

the first urbantmanpower stud4- ies which testS alteiitive foreca.sting.-

techniques' in the same labor market area.

3. Devetop andtezt methodopgy oft. pnojecting the zuppty 06 &bolt by
J ,

occupation 6Ok an utban tabok makket: 0)11 existing 'manpower fore-
,

ca.sting models are stronger on the analysis of the demand'for labor

than upon the Supply ,of labor..

4. Devetop ptocedukesz 6on, mezhing lioxecaztz o6 occupationat demand and

zuppty unban arteaz, zo that ptozpective zhontagez and zurEptuzez
.

oli.manpowek can be neadity identiliied. Furthermore, formulatota

methodolOgy to convert all occupational projections into VTE clusters,
%

so that the occupational categories are Compatible with VTE 'training
o

programs.

5., Conduct extenzive &Lad zukveyz o6 theTTE pitoghanz, 6a.c.iz; teacheitz,

ztudentz, and adminiztkatou. Relate survey results to occupational

forecasts and needs assessments.

We plan to use a 1980 time horizon fdr the development.of our labor market

.

projections. It appears that a projection span of five years is sufficidht for-

most.of the VTE planning needs. Second, a five-year time span represents about the
,

.
.

maximum length'of time ii is possible to predict7future conditions for sbbstate
e

areas with reasonable accuracy. However, we'recommend that these forecasts be 0

.
\

diTdited and revised on an anhual basis in ordtr to pick up the grOwth of new

industries and the special impact of exogenous forces upon the.regiona economy.
. ,

. . _



1.5 hi1ophy ar toriCePtS for'Needs Assesment
s,

r tie
-a 7A '

:1.1eeds assessmot for,'VTE'ctrean,many thing0 eb many.people. It is the

bf-this section to'Aiscuss gOme Of theh.i1qohical and.Conceptual issues

'4

related to the aSsio.sment 5 rpdt. 1eMa11 disc44,-pub1ic and priArate

; ,
-

types of needs the_xe4ation of manpower piojections to VTE progeam
, ,

, .

an do- eve 1 imp oft4'
,

-

er
1.5.11..:Publ ic-and Rrivate Ienefit..s'.

.. ,.. ,. , -

,

... ,

c '
.

- .
, ,

. .
We ae.etconcerndd with the.reSponsiveness.of V,TE systems to meet the .

ay-
d iver,se needs, of d i fferent popu 1 a t ions and i ts .col e in, ,pr.o,v'' rd og equal

. - --.7-;,.., dgwr ,...
, .

oppóranity and .A. upigard mobillty for students from.low income fbMilies. -Ideally,

. e _ ,

a needs assessmenestiould b concerned with the benefitg. and costs of VTE
./

.t,

.111.

berlefits,

lanning

programs;hbw demands forVT

and how thiy are financed:. n many. wSys our present study does;not fully,.

articulated, how VTE programs areproduced3

,

grapple with all orthese issues. Yet, we do beli-eve\that we have made in

important beginning.

It is Veal- All"-a large Part of the benef' f VTE programs accrue

directly to the students and theie familLes.rin terms f greatereayaing,'

potentials and greater social mobility. These benefit re often: called

e
private benefits.. If all of the benefits were "private" .-1.natuee Ltveuld:

,
be argued that the rn mers or beneficiaries of VTE should be recibired to

pay for the services recei d as in the c-tise of proprierjry VTE schools.

However, VTE,programs are generally provided publicly without charge to

students throughout the,United States.

The rationale for'public support of VTE lies in the belief that the.

public benefits whiCh accrue to the society at large justify public provision.

Two aspects of public benefits can be identified. First, benefits'from VYE

(and from education in general) acceue to society in addition to the students

trained, i.e., benefits "spill over" to soc ety at large. Secondt is the-



:.2 .
,

i hetion ofiequatopportdnity in a democratic society which regUires that
----__I

. _
.,

sducation he Made available to-everyone without regard to the ability to'pay. -

, . b .
.,...

..--
,, Some of these public benefjts can be measurea in monetary terms.

.

a' .

) '-,-- , , 6

However', it is clear that mah'y aspects are intangible angi can not'be measur
,

,zz - . i -

.

glirectly in dollars and-cents.? .1.

w
. : ...

. '-' b)
: tt

. Perhaps just as, important as the-Problems of,MeasureTent of,poblic and
,-

-

. .-

private bgn its are -rhe problems Wh.ch result from the possibility that'
. ,

differea-grouPs withijr the communi-fy may have-different demangislof-VTE:-
; - - 4,

' .There.are often no'eagi-ways to recondile differing needs and ditfering,
..

\
,.. .

,

,f- , .

%
. :

.perceptions'of public.and private benefim for'VTE within and acress schdlor,
1.#

districts.- CitTzens' preferences may differ across income groups. Moreover,

crtizen preferences may not alWays coincide with the preference6 of edbcational

administrators.and teachers'.

Types of Reeds #

The nature of a need -frOnTE implies.a desire by VTE personnel, ballness
,

and industry, students, or a community for VTE'services. No need exists for

services which-have no utility or the capacity to render satjssfaCtiOn. Yet,

"needs" ieen in,this 1-ight are practical ly untimited1.e., weall want and

'need many'kinds Of-goods and serVices. Since resources-for. VTE are scarce,

is-necessary to satisfy-those needs whichshave the greatest benefits thus using
-

our educatioacl and communify resources most productively. Clearly, there may

be needs for which the tiOef-i-ts derived are less than the costs. Moreover,

with limited resources f91 VTE OrOgrams some programs will be more meritottous

than others. h point'we wish to make here is that all VTE "heeds" are

needs which really codnrare ones whose benefits exceed.costs.relative and the

Withe..t a f-nal balancing of beRefits and costs all,, required or projected needs

are-bc, Thought of as.being "potential" or "provi.siOnal".

9
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.

le
It possib-e

r JO clasS'i-iy

-:., ,i. %. ,

ndeds by time peripd, peographiital-
.6, ,

,

and producerqproups.
.

.

location, ci ient grouPs., -' rtrun needs of less..than

ien

in duration
mayone year differ sharply from long run needs 'over a five or

%Ir. e
year period,. Clearly, needs a$.seen frorms:lbcal or commyty pOint of n

) . . /
. ,

--

Oew may tiot be thdt'sema
.

as needs perceived at tha.siateebr.national eyel.
. ,/'

,
.:..- .. ,

_

Local VIE planners usually more supportiVe qf programsthat serve more.are

, ,ie ,. .,..

rmmed,a ,,, eds

.

, ..,...7

DrOgraM -e- , Manyarur^al communities still Wess VTE programs
-r

_..) .

.

in agriculture and home econigic. henweough these fields-are declining e's.
_, .

, . .
/-

sources Of46137oppo
rtunitle. Extreme_orientatron to loyal need§, can re 1 -,,-,

- - e / 0 ,%. ,

`14
in prog r.arn duplicatiOw* ill communities strving.theSame general' 1.6..gr market,

_. .

Large urban areas 6
generally have a different need pattePn than the

.
I

thebalance of 'tate.
,
hese areas-are Often characterized by\heavy population

.

s
. ,

ooncentlarge
,..

densities, rations of povertY, large concentration\.-of minbrity
-.4)

populations, and large concentrations of Unemployment. , It is possible that

.,,

the emphasis on needs or Oacge urban areas can polarize a state VTE system

along urb,ank rural lines.

Confl
icts in the Oerception of needs can be very real, and there are

m .

no easY ansWers. It is quite possible that the needs for VIE may .be seen

, (

\,l-
-differently instructo r's administrators, taxpayers, stUdents, and by

business COntunication between various interest groupocan

ato

I

always be
i

MorMi5roved. edver,.better manpower data and better.analysis of

Potential
k

. ,

-enefits and cosi/ can majo,Ite choiZes ariong aOternatives more

de moreexplici t and provi a informed basis for decision makign. Yet, it is

,clear that some conflicts will always remain, and that compromise will be 4F

.
recluired in determinin9.!Nhich needs and whose needs will be met.

5.3 ...1ar2Lj._.__t-proetions0%er and VTE Planning and EValuation

Manodwee projections' for loca'l areas,are clearly just a.part of rieeds

assessment; but-it is also clear that projections of. manpower by occupation

10 1 5
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iccatIon essential part. 411aVe [igen surpriged both at seeingare ah
'

.heeds assOsm,nts without manpower projections-and also equally surprised at,

i

Projections"being interpreted as showlng "need" in themselves. if
,

manpower

j_

shortages are Proj

.
_

4cte4 a:"Potential" need may.exist. But, until, we have

.

.
examined both the costs

&".1
t .

erf meeting that need in
/
terms of programs, facilities

, . 4,
_

1

4id personnel,andikhe,benefits in terms-of student placement, earhings,,

conditi ons\Of work, arid regicmal growth'we have not -made a full evaluation or
,

.,
. /

1.1assessment of need."
.

.

The Present studY:
lfr.. . . ,

. 0

points, to-tr ,fuliaspessment of need. However, it
i .._

, N

-\`'. foil's A;ort ofjoone. _We.snow how projectdonOcari.be improved and made mire .
F. -

.

I r \. ' ; 9

anin§ ful in rele'tivoto P.rvOghaq,plahning. .We have,gone part.Of the way, and.
.....--

r

t) We pOint to what needs

is in its infancy. We

1

o be- dope. -Wre believe that needi assessthent for.1/TE .

are onfident that ma4y, of-the remaining 'conceptual-

arid data problems are tractablp and capablef solUtion. Yet,,we believe that.'

it will always be difficult to measUre some of the publ.ic,benefits. In addition,

some conflicts in needs and preferences.of diverse grou

bY compromise:

Here are some of the problems of needs assessment at the national and

state levels as we see them (our views are strongly influenced by Drewes and
\

only be reso14ed

.1c,a t z 975)

1. At presen see neeor..41Tysemac reaon
,

t we d f t ti lti fween man-

Power projections which are used for different pur ses,'e.g. 1

)
. the planning of new programs, evaluatidh of operatio s,

aluation of older programs, evaluation of the needs of

business and industry,^and the needs of student guidance,

2. We believe that manpower projections at the state and national

level are often used to justify new programs. Furthermore,

once ,programs are established the projections.may not'be used

1 6
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111.

in evaluatrng program operation or possibleprogram termination.

In fact,'program termination seems 65-44 based.upon"declines. inr,
student inteFest rather-than,Aore general indicators of benefits

. 0
, A . .

. ..ip .

and costs. In addition me suspect,that manpower prolections are
.

.

sometimes used as "window-dressing" by local or state tficials
* A j

to meet some fotmal requirements for program authotization. 4

.

r

Apparently; manpower. dataoare used to justify programs pre-

selected upon o

3; Finally, we se

Air;

er grounds.
_

gvat Tieed'for imtfrovement of local manpower
i.

rms of accueacy, format, .andiinterpretation. Local f

ficials'eomplain that tbe manpower projections flor local
1 \. ,

areas When available) are inatcurate, and they latk cred-

\
.

.

ibility since special locaT. conditions are Lgnored.
,

;

. the data is presented without a narratixe explaining the over

all economic conditions in the local lakor market. Too often

the local VTE officials ard not provided assistance i how to

use projections developed by outside "experts". Too often the

occupational classifications are not presented in terra of VTE

program clusters which can be used for student guidance and

program planning, and , ,too often the needs of business and

industry are not directly assessed.

The goal is systematic:program monitoring and evaluation. Needs assess-

ment is a complex, important.and continuing task.

1.6 Organization Of the Study

This study comprises seven chapters. Following the lntroduction,_Chapter

, presents a review and critique of manpower projections foryTE. Chapter III

develops'the conceptual and eMpirical models we will apply. Chapter IV anglyses



- the case.S.,tudy area in terms of its demograbhic and

presents the results of the ternative ection

-11

/
nomic trends. chapter V :

thodologies we have tested.

Chapter VI describes national probl_ VTE delivery systems and our

r
.i

Presents
....

.surveys and eveluati.on of the VTE programs ih th tegt,area, and'Chapper"VII.gives

.our conclusions:and recommendations.

Stevens .(976) has r'aised the question

employment projec.trong--W planning for ViE tiArriCula may be

. He writes
k.

. s.

t the development u e'Qf

coo

t

a "rhisiod
mposible"

4 ,

It should be apparent by now what answer will,be forthcoming )

to tquesti011iebout the possibrh ItY -Of the assigned mission. -We
'

know'from obserMition that ,the transmitter is operatin§ because we
have reams of computer pfintouts ;ith employment informaiion of manY :

types. We alscr-know the receiver:is fuRctioning because we see thei

numbers, from computer printouts khowing up in planning documents of
1...

education agencies. This surfa40 manifestation of a successful trans-
mittal t'roirl 1.riformatron producer, to information cdhsumer ls confou

uded

aseruminating animals bring up,a cud from the fitst stomach tO be.:;I:lt"1-

by evidence that generally onlyintermediate consumptibn Occurs.

. ed again, what is really-sought in vocational-technical education

planning is .a cue a "second. chewing" of information'which is curre
ntly

stored in pianning documents, to nourish)the adminisehtiOn of
a

educational processes. .

a

18
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,

Ct(apter.11 :,-....
i

62J)

\ .

,MANPOWER PROJECTIONS FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION: A REVIEW.l
2.1 Ineroduction

40
11'

. r , _.,
The purpose of this section is to revi w'the literature and examine the

,state of the art for forecastinglimanpower r vocational-technical eilUcation

-(VTE) t th state and 1o41 levels: First, v shall discuss the utiliiy of-.

fore
a

ting in'relation to needs assessments. Next, we shill classify and

xamine .trioxis types Of techniques febr manpower forecasting. 0 will

A
,i

i...- assess attempts to p6rvide informatiemabout the supplar,
',(,,01..,, y

SThe literiture oin projectSes of manpower f6.--r vocatieona, clOci)ti father-,d. , -

extensi4. Here we shall present the mojor highlights. ih) fbliographi d es
t d

include most of the important references. HoWever, the,fojlcmi,,Pg discusion will

rely heavily, on four sources:

14, David E, Kidder, Review and Sjnthe LY Re4eatch on Manpowen.

FolLeCamting4o4 Vocationat-Technicat Edu on (1972).

b._ Leonard A. Lecht, Evaaating Votationat E cation--Policie4 and
k.

Pt.aivs- t.tke -1970' With an Annotated Bibtiogitaphy (1974).

c. David W. Stevens, Empaym nt Ptojection4 OA. Panning OA

VoCatiomat-Technicat Ed n quiuea: Mi6Aion Impo44iVe?

(1976f. .

d. Robert C. .Young, et al., Vocationat Education Peanning: Manpowen,

Ptionities, and Data/a. Final Report (1572).

z
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a.

, 2.2 'The Utility of Foreeasting in Relation toNès Assessment

2.2.1 A urac of Forecasty r\
It should be acknowledged at the-beginning that manpower forecasting

._
_

. ,

/
.

, has received considerable crititism with respect to its utility in vocational 1

r

1---.1tlucation planning. oCritics have pointed outthat: (1) forecasts are often
. y , .44.

ler,
-,,

inaccurate, f2) inaccurate.forecasts may res lt in mttallocated resources,
r._

and (3) that manpower data ig often'not presented in a form (or in sufficient
p

. -

detail) neceisary to 92, students, teachers or ittlministrators.

Several responses to theslicriticisms.Abeive been mdde. 4-nng (1972, 114 i`
. f

- 5

p. /.2) grants that forecasts of demand and.suppiy orianpowerWay pot have ..
"V

t.

the desired accuracy levels. kJwever,he argues that he .use of expikigit
e

forecasts by trained manower..9tomists may be bettrtbanimlicit forecasts

by amateurs. 5econd,-evidence suggests Oaf the. curalcy of forecasts may

. , .
. .

increa.se over time as forecasting exotrience gro and the generation of
. .

relevant data improves. A paradox arises, in thatee val of a forecast!

inCreases as it is disaggregated in terms of occupational breakdown'and as it

\becomes more local arta specific (in contrast to aggregated nationa1 dat).

Yet,the-difficulties of making smgif area forecasts with specific dEcupationaf,

detail are Lelltown.

The. need for-accyracyin manpqwer forecasts for-VTE planning is

dependent in large part on two factors: (1) the nature of the VTE training

in termsoI whether it is generalized or specOic and (2) the proportion of

the labor orce that VTE supplies in a given labor market. The larger the

proportion of the foretasted demand for trained labor that VTE programs can

potentially supply the more necessary it becomes to forecast accurately.

Similarly, accuracy has greater value when\expansion'of the VTE system is in

the form of specific (rather than general) training programs.

2 1
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2.2.2 Forecasts vtirsus Projections

.
Stevens (1976) stresses the difference between conditional emOloYMent

/ o
"projections and focecasts. A forecast is said tO represent the b t guess

! '

i

i,

,--'

. of what is exibected to occur. -By contI rast, vmployment project ions are con-
:

ditional and are based ulion exPlicit a7umptions about the orkings of the
).. ,-----

econdlny. J00 often-the VTE administrltor tends 06 overl

nature of the projections.and-the underlying assumptions upon which the

the conuitional

y
based. To r duce thg lack of understanding about the nature of the 0

r.

the forecaster should probably present several projections wi.th a c leer state:

ions

...

ment of,the assumptions involved regarding as.sumedilnstitutional cont traints
.

..

, and as d econodic conditions. In this study we will usecge termt
.;)

projectiorl a d foreeti interchangeably. Yet, we shall stress t
P V- .

. ,

of a carefil4 documentation.of the assimptions Made in developin

2.2.3 Manpower informatiOn

A
rtance

tes
est

ma
,

many VIE planners-there appears to,be an abundance Of future man-

power InfOrmation wh ch has limited value for program planning while at the

same time there is a

Lecht (1974, p. 44) has identified three

hortage of needed Lnfotmation'for direCt appli cat

ortant gaps in existing rrnpoer

data. First, most of the data is national in character. Projected iletiona)

requirements for various occupations abound. Yet, there is often'ver. little

7

information about local or regional job openings in these,same occuptions.

Second,.most of the information stemming from 'such standard st)uroes as

,the U.S. Department of Labor's TOMOAAOWI4 M powex Needz neglect4supply, co'n-gp

,siderations and deals4argely with manpower s and l'requirementw. in

various occupations. For example, the industry-occupati

highly detailed requirements for41984., Yet, _there is a dearr of corn rable

data on occupational supply. Without this kind gf,informadon it is.very

atriX c give.

.

difficult to apOraise the future role of VTE in-various occupational fields.

"7 2 2



e
.

../.For example, lo ratios of vocational enrollmentS t PAPiected job openings.
a .

maymean that VTE'should be expanded or it may. signify that Manpower rieeds

in these occupationS are belng.met in a satisfactory fashion frorrivon-VTE

/r
sountes. of course, for many occupations entrance requirements are/pot very,

.)

specifi so there is a great dealixof interoccupattional mobility ancrthus it

i5T0ifficult td deli-he occupational supply. I

. ii- -

,

Third, most estimates of-future manpower requirements usually are

J

based upion employment_gTowth or explansion demand over a five or ten year

1-
PP. od. Often too little attention is paid to job openTngs attfributable to .

* ,---
, .

,... ,. .

Tepla Ment need s--to replace losses caused by-death, ,retirement, occupational
1r

mobil and withdrawal from tIe11abQrforce. Job ings from_replacement

d ands y be two or three times as Farge as those4'siemming from expansion

4 demand, and to ighore these-will produce serious underestimates of labor

demand. 'clearly, there appears to be p need to make manpower projections

if(
which more direct IY related lo the.operational needs of theXTE system,

including students ,
telchers, and administrators.

2.2.4

Al 1 .o

power forecasts

es to use Projections
4

t ;. ,i)

he foregoin implies that better information and better man-

I be ieful1y employed by VTE planners. Stevens (1976,.

p. 38) adds a note of caution or skeptiOism to this comMon prescription by

suggesting that administrators in VTE, may riorhave strong jncentjves to make

more than superfidial use of employment projections. The answer to this

problem goes beyond th listandard" COmmunication failures between the producers

and consumer of occupational employment-information. To Stevens., the more

fundamental problems lie Fn tht Politics of educatinal planning. In p partial

explanation of the failure to make more use of employment projections by VTE

administrators, Stevens writes (1976, p...37):

18
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Returning to the asymmetry between porential rewards to
action and anticipated losses from a failure to act, we can
see that virtually nplione in an administrativ'd role has a

strong incentiveto dontribpte:consummate performace in using
De tment ofsLabor, or anyone elses>,,employment projec f ions.
P ofessionkreducators and as,sociated naffs and physic 1
pl hts are alreah arrayed, across the country. °Any inconsi -

,

en Y betweeh employment projectiopsdnd the range of prefe red

capabilities of-these resources will revoke adoption of a
defensive self-servipg posture, just as it would ih anr other
part of the public or private sectors: .1/Adence of this

asymmetry phenonmenon is'seen in-the adml-nistratiVe ehthusiasm
expressed about projected'hewly emerging or rapidtrexpanding
employment versus the hostility generatol, toward
evidence of projected-d cline of opportuni,ty or current' abun-.

,)

dance of qualified persont.

If Stevens'is correct, dramatic chaeges inadministrativ bei:lavior in the

use of manpower forecasts will not be forthcoming until new rules of th

gamewarerci yeloped to change the.nature of the incentive-reward structure

N./

,

in VTE planhing and administ ation.

2.2.5 rorecasts and Planning

,4'"\ it is well recognized that VTE 'planning should not be 'based upon

employment criteria glane. Just because there is expected to be a si;ortage

in a particular occupation,)does "hot mean that a ttainjng program should

attempt to mdet that nee# As we pointed out above there may be other supply

responses which can meet the need more effectivelythr VTE. Even more basic

is the possibility that the wages and working'conditions in that occupation

may be too low or unattractive to'attract sufficient numbers of workers.

Clearly, forecasti of manpower demand and supply are just initial steps in

the assessment proces. We must examine at least two additional type of

information: benefits and co ts of VIE programs. On the benefit site, we

must examihe such) things as w ges (earnings), student interest,'job satisfac-

tion and long run promise. P tential social benefits such as reduced crime

I *
rates should also be oriented.- On the cost-side,-carefut consideration

should be given to required facilities, personnel and funds. Educational

resources are limited. We must use them efficiently. Several ceiteria for

1 9 c
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efficje4 pl'annipg have been suggested.:
4' )

(1) minimize costs of. attaining
' t

:specifjc or given Oro-gram poets; (2) maximize benefits for a given amount

r,esource; (3) teach as many studentS ai-possible in programs.of given
,

qu6lity; or (4) expand programs up to the point Where margifiel,(increMental)

benefits equal marginaloosts. Each of these criter has mer..it in some

circumstances.

s4."14:
It eppears that VTE program p1ig shld give, ore consideration

-.

-
to benefits and costs=in the asseSsment of Cost- nefit informatiop

4 / A

, ,0' . ,

vs,-
shou1.7 .e we organiZed and included in'the plann ng p IS, -Thvs means-.

-4. ,

that forecasts of demand a-nd supply by occupatioh shoul upplemented,

on the one hand by cost data. On thezother hand, informetion oh manpower

requirements should have corresponding information with respect to prospectie

tarnings, conlitions of work, and job satisfaction. Variations in the success

of graduatels.,frl particular VTE programs ,are likely. This.implies that a

,

continuous 'monitoring policy should be rnstrtuted. Ideakly, we want to-follow

up graduates and compare program benefits with training costs with the hope of

modifying, 7xpanding and deleting programs in light drtheir success (net

9

benefits). Lecht has ftoted that the literature shows an abundance of reports

et the state level that focus on Menpower projections for VTE. Yet, there are

relatively few-whfch related the future projections tothe training facilities,

,Personnel d to budgets and expenditurs. Even fewer studies exist wAich

'relate future rojections to expected benefits as well as VTE program costt.

In stimmarizing the literature on indicators of succest in VTE programs

Lecht (1974, p. 9) writes%

The studies dealing with the economic and,educational
performance of the vo6tional students,are far from ponslusive.
They make a reasonable case for a posrtiva economic return't6
investments-iri vocational education. The studies-also-challenge-
the notion that vocational education should receive support
because it encourages students with limitep verbal ability to
remain in school. The problem in assessing the economic return
to vocationalueducation is that a great deal may be expected

20 2 5
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fróm-a program with,a limited purpose withoUt,repgnition
of 'the condition necessary for its success--a dynamic,
economy.

40h.

2.3 Techniques for Manpower Forecasting

-

2.3.1 ClaSsification of Techniques

e a number Of ways to cJassify techniques for VTE-manpOwer

forecasi-ing. ,o ng (1972, p..37) lists fOur techniques:

ways:

1. Erliployer surveys,

2.. Extrapolation oftrends,
0

3. Economic -technitlUeS7and

4. *Job vacancy-oc-cupationa't otlook

V '
approach.

tevens (4976, II) classifies emplOyMent projection modelS'An eight

Model One: "Same As Before"

Model Two:-. "Fixed"Coefficient ProductiondFuncti.on"

Mpdel Three: "Increased Labor"

'Model Four: "Incremental Labor-Output Ratio"

Model Five: "Skill and Industry Employment Forec sting"

Model Six: "Skill and Industry Effe,cts"

MOdel Seven: "One State 'skill and Industry Effects"

Model Eight: "Regression Analysis"

Kidder (1972, p. 6) uses four' clasijyfications:

4

1. Unspecified: data generated techniques with assumptions
and structure not specified,'

2. Specified technological models,

3. Specified economicinodels, and

4
'

Specified predictiVE models.

As the reader _pan' Ahere is a good deal of overlap in'these three sets

-of classifidations, Fbr'06oses of this-review we follow the Kidder

fication although all of the techniques discussed by Stevens and Young

wil be included.

r

2 6
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2.3.2 ,Unspecified Techniques

The use of unstructured models for manpower forecasting is quite

co n in the puhlic,and private sectors. Experienced "old hands" often

have the knowledge to make informed guesses about the future which are

surprisingly accurate. (However, when empfoyed by amateurs, the results
U

may be very poor. Koreover, the failure to specify causal relationships

and to make assumptions explicit makes these unspecified techniques'difficult

to employ in policy analysis and evaluation.

In the VTE manpower area, the hest-known unstructured techniques are

employer skill surveys'and job vacancy-occupaticrhal outlook approaches.

Employer skill surveys at the local level are of two types: the Area Skills

Survey and the Training44eeds'Survey. In the_area skill survey state employ-.

ment agencies request information from local employers,on their current and

future expected manpower requirements in 50 to .150 occupations. Both mail

surveys and n site questionnaires are used, and a tWo'to five year forecast

horizon is typiCal. In.addition, estiMates of replacements and on-the-job

trainihg are obtained. With otherdata on supply and demand, estimates.of

training needs fo-r1dal areas'can be made. The trdining needs-survey tends

to cover fewer Occupations, fewer employeri and has a shorter forecast

period._

The area skills surveys have been strongly crit,i6d-?or-6eing costfy

el-

and inaccurate. Employers are not reliable sourCes of occupational forecasts.

if

In addition, there are prohlemS Of a lack of,understanding of job class.ifi-
.-

cation schemes and low response rates. Finally, forecasts of-supply respbnses

are not given systematic ;&dy. Although thkeMethod no longer has the.,

-

support of elle U.S. Employment Service,, it employed by many state

and local agenties.

2 7
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By itself, the arewskill survey appears to be a poor forecasting

, technique. Yeti it can be used periodically to fill gaps in inter-censual

occupational data, and it can provide very quick estimates of immediate

plaffs for firm expansion or contraction. Moreover, it can-serve as a

.communication channel between the VTE system and local employers and help

make schools more responsive to the needs of employers. Finally, even

though it IS inaccurate, the'skills-survey does provide an order of

magnitude estimate of employment demands which is useful when the limitatjons

of the technique are taken into account.
P

The'job Vacancy-occupational outlook technique (also,know as the

unfilled opemings-industry occupational outlook matrix approach) was developed

Medvin (1967, 1969). It is most useful yiien the facilities for training

are very small in relation,to expected o cupational needs.- Under such ,

4

circumstances-high degrees of accuracy

planning, are not necessary. The strength of this technique lies in the-

forecasting employment for VTE

simple approach to get at persistent and intense shortages of manpower. But

iits simplicIty s also its weakness becau5e it can not tell us. why the

situation exists and what kinds of policies are best needed to respond to

unfilled openings.

Essentii-ally, the job vacancy approach analyzes shortages by comparing

job openings ti,at have been unfilled for 30 days or more as a percentage of

total listings. An Udex is constructed in descending orfler indicating,

first, jobs with apparent intense shortages. Tables can be coAstructed to

also reflect Wage rages and working conditions so that the opening.s-matrix

approac'h c4Tii, be related to supply factors. The system is selatively

inexpensive compared to area-skill surveys, and the information can be easily

related to job and instructional codes at the local level.

2 8
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When supplemented with specified models of labor market demand and

supply, it seems likely that the job vacancy data system can belielpful in
-

VTE planning. However, standing alone a change in the intensity ratio'cbuld

be caused by either(or both) demand Or supply changes. As Ki&ler suggests
0 ,

such.a non-causal technique .does not provide the 'policy maker with a way to

check the descriptiv, Ocuracy of a forecast or a way to design VTE policy

to alter the forecast.

2.3.3 Spgcified Technolggical Models

In thisategory Kidder .discutses trend- exttapolation (in its various
I

forms), technological change models, input-output models and various systems
*/.

mode1-S-67 labor markets. The common feature of these various techniques is
0

their assi-Apti& that ihe relationships among the various input (labor,

capital, and land) for producing outputs remains fixed during th forecast

period or perhaps chgnges in some frxed or predeterminad way.

olasN

'Trend extrapolation estimates future ,employment on the basis

future patterns will be similar to past trends. This technique has t

advantage of economy and speed. Naive trend extrapolation mod-il ma be of

three types: no change, constant absolute change or constant relative change.

A more sophisticated apppach would be to develop trend projectectiOns through

least squares regressions. These regressions should be,accompanied by an
1

explicit statement of the assumptions used.e If this is done, faulty

assumptions can be changed to improve the model. By'contrast, unstated

assumptions offer little guidance on how to improve faulty projections

Trend projections
0

have bee4n found to be more accurate than more expensive

,technjques when the forIca'st is for a short range period. Obvioutly, the

farther one projects into the future the less likely it will be like the past.

Also accuracy falls off as the earea OF region becomes smaller, and as more

occupationar detail is required.

Cts
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*Various attempts have been made to forecast technological change_

an& its effects upon manpower. Technological forecasting has become more

- ophisticated in recent years. Studies include detaited technoldgical

projections, "best plant". forecasts, international comparisons, and leding

indicators. However, many of the forecasts have involved technologica)

categories which are too aggregated to be of use to occupational forecasters

.except for highly specialized technicians.

Input-output models which spell out.the interindustry relations of

an economy in matrix form have gained acceptance in regional analysis. A
*

number of attempis have been made to apply this technique to occupational

forecasting by translating Industry demands into*specific occupational man-

fgower needs. The most weknown work of-Ahis kind.is the Bureau of Labor

Statistics'.4-volume publicatiob TOMOVLOW'A Manpowe& Needs (1969). Estimates

of occupational employment by industry are derived from an industry-occupation

matrix, and these are summed to Avide the total _estimate of employment by

occupation. Ten-year forecasts are provided. To translate the occupational

categories into VTE categories requires the use of the manual Vocationa

Education and OcCUpations (U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,

1969). Translating national BLS projections into projections for state and

local areas has been.attempted with variing degress of success. It is clear

that national input-output coefficients and national occupational.aggregations
-

can have serious limitations in small specialized regions. Yet, input-output

models which are based upontrimary state and local data are very* time con-

suming and costly to develop. On this point Kidder concludes (O. 31):

The community base study, or some variant, may offer a
less costly way of spelling out local industry structural
characteristics. On the other hand, vocational educators who
must produce forecasts may find adaptibn of the Bureau of
Labor Statistics' national projection to local needs a tempt-
ing possibility. To be useful, however, such a technique
requires considerable supporting evidence, such as Medvin's
unfilled-openings data or technology studies, as well as
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liberal amounts-of informed judgement from individuals
knowledgeable about local conditions.

System models attempt to .picture the labcir market by looking at broad

demand and supply factors responsible for yielding some speóiffed targets

at a future date. The basic approacb is ,tro.,chart Or picture the labor

,

market asia system with the use of technological alosumptions, Most system

models do not try to explain behayior through an economic framework. Kidder

reYiews three such models: the Battelle tnstitute's Michigan Study (1966),
(.17

Arnold's Pen6sylvan3a Study (1969), and bradon et al., Occ4ationa2 Tnaining

Intconmation Sptem (OTS) (1970). In general, the system models ore best-
,

viewed as excellent methods of assembling and organizing labor market

information. The use of fixed supply and demand parameters and the failure

to employ sophisticated economic assumptions (particularly about behavior on

wage rates and input substitution) will limit their application to rather

static situations. 4

2.3.4 Specified Economic Models

In this category Kidder discusses models.which attempt to relate

forecasting with optimizing behavior on the part oCeducational planners.

Optimizing behavior requrres the specification of a social objective'function

in precise terms (e:g.'maximize net earnings of trainees relative to costs

1

or minimize VTE costs to eliminate specified manpower shortages). _When

multiple objectives exist and when there is lack of agreement'on the

objective function, maximization procedures have proved tcx be difficult to

implement. Two types of models have been usedl linear (and non-linear)

programming and cost-benefit analysis-.

Our review of these models indicates that they are of limited useful-

ness in forecasting. The programming models in particular do not explain

labor market behavior. Therefore, the "efficient" programming solutions
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may be based Upon very crude aSsumptions abou ply-demand changes in

the labO-r markets.

Cost-benefit studies (and cost-effectiveness studies) have proved

very useful in program evaluation on ex post -data. 'When cost-benefit studies

are performed on ex ante data they must rely on forecasts developed by other

manpower-forecasting techniques. As Of now, the cost-benefit studies are

-coMplementary to succes'sful forecasting Models, and they serve to remind

forecasters and administrators that reactions to forecasts require careful

consideration of benefits and costs. Perhaps at a future date there will be

more integration of forecasting, planning and evaluation models.

2.3.5 Specified Predictivemodels

-These models are econometric models which involve solving a series of

simultaneous equations (determined through regression techniques)_to depict

tlie supply and demand forces in labor markets. These models are new in the

labor/manpower field, particularly at the state and local levels.

A conjunction of events has recently made it possible to build regional

econometric models for projections of manpower requirements on a state and

ldcal basis. The usefulness of such models has been apparent for some time.

However, the ability to construct such models on a sound conceptual and

empirical basis has only developed in the past few years.

for this capability. First, substantial

progress has recently been ade in obtaining interTscensal data on the occupa-

tional distribution of emplo ment for detailed SIC indestries on a state"

Without the \n7.4 progr m by the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS)

called Occupational Employment Statistics (OES), the data requirements for

Two factors are responsible

a regional manpower econometr4c tudy could not be met.

The:second factor has been the:development of regional modeling

itself in the last.decade. Millim*s (1971) review of r.rge scale regional
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forecasting models concluded that the state-of-the-art had advan ed

significantly from the pioneering New York Regional Study to the Sqsquehanna

River.Basin simulation model, which intergrated demographic, em loyment and

water sectors flbr eight major subregioris. Glickman's (1971) review of

small area econometric models showed that the field had tome of age./ No

longer are regional economis-ts confined to the simple econOmic bate frame-

work as popularized by Tiebout (1962). Also, it is clear that the use of

'econometric motleis,provides a flexible alternative to the expensive data

requirements of regional input-8utput models as exemplified by the

Philadelphia input-output, model (Isarcret al., 1967).

Regional econometric model building is not possible at a reasonable .

1,
cos

0
t in terms of data, computer programs, and in terms bf regional economic

,theory. The time is right to construct regional econometric models to analyze

regional mpnpower needs.

SoMe cautions, however, should be made clear. Mo4els'.of thi,s type

require considerable professional expertise and computer time. A model once

constructed needs to be carefully calibrated, updated, and evaluated. More-
y

over, tests of such Multi-equation models againsVforecasts by'less sophis-

ticated techniques need to be performed. This is particularly important

since all tethniques suffer to a great extent.fro6 Ithe. lack of good data at

the local level to estimate supply and dem-and-,equations. The data is

particularly weak on the supply side in terms of, hov616b mobility, on-thejob

training, and area migration eictors actually; Opee.ate. On the demand side,

thereare major weaknesses in local" area data for replacement demands.

. .

Finally, econometric models' will still perform best in projecting
r

industry employment totals. To get,specific occupational breakdownS it is

necessary-to use coefficients from an industry-occupation matrix. And, in

turn we still have to make more or less subjective assumptionsebout the
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occupation-education structure. Perhaps someday 1..J can specify VTE-

categories cl-i-;4tly in production equations.

2.4 Critique of Manpower Projection Models

P
As we have seen a number of techniques exkvf for projecting regtonal employ-

'A

ment. Each has unique features in terms of cost, reliability, and data needs.

All have utility for some situation; all models have limitations. Our basic

findings are:

a. )Manpower prolections at the national and state levels are now well-
.

lOon
established and widely employed. (Scoville, 1972; Ahmad and Blaug, 1973;'

and Wabe, 1974.)

b. Manpower projections at the tubstate, regional, and local levels are

not well-established. The quality of the data for local labor markets

is less reliable and techniques presently employed are simplistic.

Moreover, the fact that local economies are more "open" in terms of the

movement of goods, services and people across boundaries makes it much

MI difficult to project local labor demand And supply (Stevens, 1976).

c. All existing manpower.forecasting models are stronger on the analysis_

of the demand for labor than upon the supply of labor (Bezdek, 1974).

d. The supply of labor has often been developed from population projection

and labor force participation rates disaggregated by age, sex and othe

relevant variables. This procedure has most validity at national levels'

and for aggregate manpower supply estimates. It has many serious short-.

comings when applied in local labor market areas, and also when one is

:concerned.with detailed occupational supply, that is, those persons working

(

or seeking work in a given occupation at a given place and time

(TomorftoW4 ManpoWet Need4, vol. 1, 1969). 4. 4

e. iThe data limitations for econometric models of regional labor markets

appear more 'serious for the supply side than for the demand equations.'
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For example, estimates of new labor market entrants from formel\training

programs d're available. Yet, reliable data for on-the,job traini g and

knupward lity in internal labor markets is very rare (Doeringer d
..

Piore, 1970.
,

f. The demand i5r labor is ofiten thought.of as the expansion der4nd plus\

the replacement demand. Our judgment is that projections of expansion \

demand appeer to be given more attention than replacement demand.' Ln

otu

reality, and particularly in slow growing areas, the demand for labor

is often dominated by replacement demand. For in,stance, the U.S.

Department of Labor estimates that for the nation two out ofsthree job

openings result from replacement demand. However, manpower projection

models concentrate on forecasting expansion demand.

g. Replacement demands are created by the need to replace worker's who drop

out of the labor force or change occupations for a variety of reasons.

Separation rates calculated by the Bureau oflabor Spatistics.are based

upon two factors', death and retirement.1 These data assume that death
CY

and retirement rates are-the same for each age group in all occupations

across all states. Separation rates at the substate level are not readily
;

available.

h. .0ther factors affedting replacement demand such as occupational and job

mobility are given less attention although they may be major factors in

docal labor markets. Ma of the factors affecting job turnover at the

state and substate leve are difficult to model. Transfers from one'

occupation to another may be as large as separations because of-death and

retirement (BLS Bull'tin #1816, 1974).

i. With few exceptions, most manpower projection models are based upon a

"requirements"'approach, Manpower projection models usually adopt a fixed
'r

coefficient production function approach usinq national and state
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occupational matrix data developed by the Bureau of Labor Statistics.

The limitations of fixed coefficients at local'and regional levels may

introduce serious bias (Young, 1972; Bezdek, 1974).

Manpower projection models which are used to assess needs for various

kinds of training programs usually assume that unmet needs (projected

manpower requirlments in excess of project d labor supplies in given

occupations) can or should be met by train1ngprbgram responses. Other

important sources' of market adjustment t n4 to be neglected (Stevens,

1976).

k.. Few models for making manpower projecti ns gppear to.be.adequately tested.
, -

Replication over time has not been extensiVely practiCed. Most models

fail to include estimated forecast errors. Jests aganstjr1ive models

4

and simple trend extrapolation are rarely. erformed (Kidder, 1972).

Nor4 Of theModels examined adequately est pate internal staff needs for

keeping the model on line and updating it Over time (Milliman, 1971,.;

Kidder, 1972; and.Stevens, 1976). -

m. Most models:do not attempt to reflect thoinstitutibnal enyironment wit6-

in which they are to be employed. Production of better information and

better projections will be of little ue unless the results can be easily

communicated/19 the'Various decision-makers in 4'decentralized institu-

tional framework. The projection modelsfor vocational-technical

education fail to deal with estimates of staff needs for theyocational

dducational system.,(Lecht, 1574, Stevens, 1976). Stronger links between

forecasts of supply and demand and the costs and benefits of program

implementation are necessary (Young, 1972).

2.5 Forecasts of Supply of Mdhpower

Planning for increasing the supply Of skilled Manpower through VTE programs

should be dependenl upon knowledge of thequentity and quality of labor by
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occupations. As we have indicated above, most of the forecasting techniques
-

concentrate very heavily ow demand considerations and skimp on the supply aspects.

Relatively little study has been given to the role that VTE shoufd play in ,

fulfilling differential oCcupational requirements in relation to sources of entry

and in relation to other labor market adjustments.

Figure 2.5 below.depicts the sources of entry and exit,by occupation

(Tarr and Campbell, 1975). For regional or local labor markets, the.data should

be,area specific. The smaller the area the more important will be the effect of

in and out migration. For the larger and more developed regions there will be more

possailities for mobility within and hetween occupations.

-110' Figure 2.5

Occupational Sources of Entry and Exit

Entry' Current Exits

- Formal training - Employed - Deaths

a. schools: public and
- Unemployed Retirement

private
b. collXges Those not in Occupational

c. federal,manpower labor force mobility
programs - Outmigration

On-the-job training and
Other separations'

upward mobility

- Inmigration
. *

- Occupational migration

- Exmilitary

Other

Most writers in the field of VTE manpower forecasting indicate inigeneral

terms that information would be necessary to produce forecasts of the supply of

manpower. However, the empirical data for the implementation of detailed supply

'forecasts is largely missing even at the national level. At the state and local

area levels* information id even monescarce. .Unfortunately, Occupations for which

meaningful occupational Te45, estimates can be made are often ones which have a
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fairly high level sPec training requirents, e.g. scientific, engineering,

and health occupatiOn5
F01S nyOCCUP0fls reliable information onYhow.workersmo,

j iz
_ become qualifiedbfor

obs difficul
obtain

These difficultie5 recognized. A .number of reSearch efforts

are underway to improve
estirilatps of the

'supply of.manpower, and shortcut methods
,

being developed for f recasting Purpo
ses. There is reason to hope that the

H
num rous difficulties a

nd
-eficierces in terms Of our knowledge of the supOly of

,

man ower bY on4occupati! - - regions wi,11 be
and reduced in size and scope in the near

futJjre. An excellent
review the r

es rch efforts underway is found in Young

(' 9

A

C011eCt.
. 34-68). Already data ion system s are being developed for

estimating training ou i type, occupation and geographiC area .tput k institUtiona_ -

4.
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Chapter ILI

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK AND EMPIRICAL MOVELS TO BE YESTED

3.1 Introduction

The determination of vocational and technical education needs is a multi-
"

faCeted endea(or. Since vocational and technical education is defined by statute

aS-educatiOn which provides salable labor market skills, the logical starting

point is an analysis of labor market conditions at the national, state, and

especially local levels. The basic procedure is to estimate the demand for'labor

by occupations now and for future
,

time periods (a fiVe year horizon is common)

based upon assumptions concerning general economic gonditions, fomes affecting

the particular industry, and local economic trends. These estimates of the demands

for labor by occupations are compared with the current and projected sUpplies of

labor by occupations derived from an analysis of demographic trends and the output

of all educational and training progr$Ms. The comparisons of the demands for and

supplies of labor by occupations reveal which ocCupations may experience an excess

of demand or supply. Thus, they provide valuable information for program planning

and guidance. Given the assessment of labor market conditions, administrators can
0

evaluate the adequacy of existing facilities, equipment, funding, and personnel for

meeting any required modifications in program offerings.

We examine these issues in more depth in the following ten sections. First,

we discuss some general labor market concepts. Next, we examine the general demand

for labor. Third, we outline three techniques for making projections fo the expan-

sion demand. Fourth, we descibe the projection replacement demands. In

section six, we set forth the application of the demand model, and then we examine

the availability of data. Sections eight and nine analyze concepts of the supply
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- ,
of manpower. In section ten we present thre7 empirical procedures for estimating

the supply of labor in local labor markets. 'Finally, in section eleven we out-

line the meshingof the supplty and demand for labor.

.3.2 Labor Markettoncepts

3.2.1 Concept of a Derived Demand,

EconoMists consider the demand for labor to be a .demand--i.e.

.

.

derived from the demands for goods and services. For example, 4in any time

period t,managers formulate projections of their outpUt or sales' for period

t + 1 which serves as the basis, for hiring'capital and labor to produce the

projected level of output: Condition§ in the markets for commodities-Nand

11

services strongly influence.the labor market. Thus, accurate measure§ of
,

current and future leveii f eConomic activity in the commOditieS and %erviOS
,

markets are essential.

The next step in determining the demand for labOr by occupations is an

examinatkon of the production functions, technological trends; institutional

constraintS and relative factor input costs whiCh managers operate under.

Th
ie
-influence of these four factors is most easily explained by example.,

Suppose that a manager expects to produce 100 Units of outpUt in period t + 1.

Essentially, the manager hires capital and labor services, and raw materials

'combining these in the most economical manner to'produce the required output.

In most cases tne'factors of production (land, labor, and capital) can be

combined in,various proportions to produce the outputs--alternative production

functions are'possible, i.e. x units of capital, y units of ,labOr, and z units

of raw materials together canorield 100 units of Output where y, and z can ,

take on various values.

What limits the values x, y, and z can take? First, technological

considerations limit therange of factor proportions especially the quantities

and qualities of labor and capital inputs. Second, the figrimay already have
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a substantial investment in useful plant and equipment available for

production in t + I. Very few firms start from scratch each year, and this

greatly i-educes the flexibilitycnf production processes. Third, institutional

constraints such as government riegulations,'contractstipulations, or union

rules may prohibit certain factor combina0oins. Finally, firms undertake

production because they believe it,wirlIbe profitable. Thus, managers try

--.. to combine the inputs to the productjve process in the most economical way

while satisfying the three constraints listed above. This is an optimizing

process subject to various constraints with the goal of minimizing the cost

of production. The end_result of this process,relevant to the question.at

hand,is t JI demand far, labor by occupations or with appropriate skills..

3.2.2 The Requirements Approach

The general procedure used in this study is the requirements approach

which is the most popular of manpower projection models. Essentially, the

requirements approach assumes that there are "requirements" for labor deter-

mined by the structure of production (as oUtlined above) and by the needs for

replacement. These requirementsdare compared,with estimated supplies of man-

power to determlne needs, which in turn can be translated into educational

requirements. As we shall point out below, this requirements approach-has a

number of limitations arpd musi be used with caution.

JP
3.2.3 Employment, Demand, Job Openings, and Job Vacancies

In the discussion of rabor marklt concepts it is import'w to distin-

rish between: a) employment and demand,andb) job vacancies and projected

job openings. We'discuss each of these in turn below.,

In.discussions of the labor market there often is confusion between

demand and emplo'yment. Stevens (1976, p. 3) explains the difference between,

demand and employment as follows:
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. . demand will be considered only in the context of
effective demand; i.e., the number of persons with par-
ticular qualifications wbirch employers are willing and
able to hire. . . Employment is the outcome of inter-
acting supPly and demand forces. In other words, there
is a setcpf unspecified determhants of the number of
persons who offer their services (supply), and a second
--not entirely different--sef of factors which deteEminet
the level of effective demand. It, is the outcome of
these interacting forces which determines the mix and
level of employment at a point in time, and the changes
which occur through time.

z:1

This distinction is importanX because demand and'employment are not

synonymous. The total number of workers by skills which employers are willing

and able to hire at the given-wage rates, the effective demand, may be greater

or less than the available number of people with the requisite skills available

for employment. This interaction of supply and effective demand often results

in some lesser number actually finding employment.

We also need to distinguish between a projected job opening and a job

vacancy because these terms are also nOt synonymous. We'define a job vacancy

-as a position which a manager is actively seeking to fill. By contrast, a

projected job opening I's a rather amorphous concept to which varioUs analysts
-

have attached alternative definitions. Hansen (1965, p. 10-20) has arranged

theie alternative definitions of Of) openings into five categories:

1.. Requirement's.: Thil _concept uses the procedures outlined aboft.

ProNctions of the.levels of economic activity in the commodities

and services markets are used to derive demands for labor by

occupa_tions.

2. Amailables: ThiS represents the forecasted numbers of qualjfied.

\
wcirkers Who tan fill the requirements projected in number one.

This is the supply of labor, by occupations, and it will be further

discussed below.

3. Outcomes: The differenee between requirements and availables,

represents the excess demand or supply of labor posiessing
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partLcmlar skills. This concept does not provide for, feedback

or other labor market adjustments in,the requirements or availables

due to knowledge of labor market imbalances.

4. Outcomes with responses: Here the responses of employers and

, -

workers to the projected labor market conditions are allowed for,

and the initial supply and demand assuMptions revised.

5. Actuals: This final concept moves beyond the outcomes with

responses and encompasses the effects of altered manpower training'

programs including vocational and.technical education.

This concept of projected job openings is important in assessing

0

vocational and technical education needs. Note thet the categories of: out-
_

comes, outcomes with responses, and actuals involve, comparing, the supplies of

labor against the demands. Thus, we need to discuss t5e factors which affect

the supply side of the labor market and finish our investigation of demand

factors before we reach section 3.9.

3.2.4 Limitations of Requirements Approach

The model we have described above is a requirements apprOach. It does

not deal with the potential market responses to shortages or surpluses of

labor in various occupations. In other words, our model describes the out-

come of meshing supply and demand forecasts, and it does not attempt to

evaluate the responses of labor market factors or educational administrators

to projected imbalances.

There are a variety of sources of response to labor market conditions

which can occur besides the alternative of formal education and training

programs. For example, if we assume that the 1980 forecasts reveals an excess

./
demand for welders in Jacksonville, there are many labor market responses

which could correct this apparent disequilibrium including the following:

f".
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1. .formal trainingpf welders could be provided at public or private
"Cs

expense in an area vocational-technical school, Federal Manpower

Training Program, private institution, junior college,-or other

institution,

2. on-the-job training at public or private expense could be provided,

3. relocation of production or migration of welders -o Jacksonville

could occur,

4 the production Rrocesa can be altered so fewer welders are

required, i.e.,factor substitution is often possible--capital can

be substituted for labor, prefinished materials used, or new

fasteners employed,

-5.
. .

wages, hours, and conditions of work can be altered which may

induce more welders to offer their services in the labOr market

--occupational mobility is possible.

Although this list is only partial, it illustrates the point that a

projected labor.market.imbalance may prove illusoryilecause of unforeSeen

adjustments by other sectors.

In additi.on4 even if Agustments are occurringjn the labor market, it

is important to evaluate the speed of adjustment. For instance, very slow

adjustments which are cos'tly to society may be fruitful areas for'publicly

funded training An vocational and echnic9) education programs. The speed

of response-by vocational and technical education (VTE) programs is also

relevant here. For some requirements where facilities and teachers exist,

VTE can respond quickly.- Otherwise, the response time may be quite slow.

3.2.5 Shortages, Internal Labor Markets and Occupational Classifications

The model we have developed is'a requirements approach, and we wish

to extend and refine some of the concepts introduced earlier. Specifically
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we will discuss four additional concepts: 1) sho\tage, 2) internal labor

markets, 3) educational "requirements", and 4)'occu ational classiflopations.

In our requirements approach the 12bottom line.' is a comparison of

occupational supply and demand. To many analysts an excess demand for a

particular occupation indicates a shortage. This notion of shortag.1,s

.

quite vague and subject to many intelretations. A shortage can imply that

the number of4qualified persons in the occupation is less than the demand, I

and we would expect the relative earnings of those employed in this occupation

to rise. Second, a shortage may be defined to exist whenever the rate or

return offered in the occupation is rising relative .to other-occupations.

A dynamic shortage may exist when relative earnings are temporarily

too low to Immediately clear the market for a particular Rrofession. This

type of shortage is particularly relevant to VTE planning since it implies

that labor market,adjustments are occuring albeit with some lag in response.. .

Another shortage concept important to VTE planning revolves around the notion

of social demand. Social demand as distinguished from
41
effective demand)

(where thei-e ls a willingness by employers to pay) depends upon certain stated

normative preferences about how things ought to 136. Stevens (1976, p. 21)

illustrates this point with the "shortage" of physicians in rural areas.

"By applying a single high physician/population ratio observed in one area,

one can crete an impression that there are shortages in all other areas

which exhibit lower ratios. But, there may be a few or no existing or

forcasted job-vacancies (effective demand minus the currently employed) in

these areas."

'A fifth type of shortage may result due to imperfect labor market

information--qualified persons may not know about existing openings. Short-

ages may result when relative wages are inflexible preventing the appropriate

4F labor market adjustments to occur quickly. Finally, shortages may result due
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to changes'in technolOgy, in xible skill training of existing workers,

and barriers to entry or lon training periods. In conclusion then, it is

important to have some notion as to what type of excess demand or "shortage"

is projected to occur when u\ sing tRe requiremenis approach.
-

A second important concept is that of the internal labor market. The

internal labor. market refers to the "labor markl.t" within a particular firm

as opposed to the external labor market where all firms and workers compete

t9 fill or find job openings. This ls an important distinction for VTE

planning, because VTE is oriented towards training which will produce immediate

job placements for its students..

We must recognize that labor markets are not perfectly competitive

'processes. In addition to'the problem of imperfect information, there are

many institutional impediments to the rapid adjustment of demands and supplies

in the labor market. A major institUtional impediment is the existence of

i( 1

limited ports of entry into employment for fiims (Stevens, 1976, p. 26-27).
)

Many jobs in the ecAmy are not open,to every qualified applicant; internal

promotions,or transfers within a 'firm, i.e.internal recruitment procedures,

are used to fill manylob openings above the entry level. Doeringer and Piore

(1971) exPlain why'this internal labor market forms to close off competition

from the external labor market% However, what is relevantlfor our purposes

here- is the existence of internal labor markets, and that these ports are

concentrated in, lower level jobs from which workers can advance through the

internal occuPational hierarchy.

Many analysts believe that most skill training takes place on-the-job

ithin the internal labor-market of tHe firm. Since many jobs are task and

establishment specific, formal training is not possible. Thus, advancement

p the occupational ladder often depends upon successful on-the-job training

results. i 4'7
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The existence of internal labor markets should affect the type of

VTE programs Offered. With limited ports of entry, VTE programs need to

provide graduates with the appropriate readily marketable skills to/pats

through those ports. In addition, since promotion up the occupational job

ladders are most often intiprnal to the firm, VTE graduates need a broad

enough background to provide sufficient flexibility for promotion to new

occupations.

This brings us to a third.impokant concept, the educational require-
,

menis necessary for employment. There is a running controversy over whether

education in general and VTE in particular directly increases productivity

of graduates, or whether stich education is only a screening device used by

employers. Denison (1974), Mincer (1970, and other argue that education

contributes directly to productivity while Edlords et al. (1975), Arrow (1973),

Stiglitz (1974), and others contend that education has little affect on

productivity, but is important for screening potential employees. Stevens

(1976, p. 28) remarks, "It matters very much whether education's major con-

tribution is direct enhancement of productivity, or a screening of potential

productivity. One would not necessarily expect an optimal education technique

which imparts dixect productivity development to also be optimal in performing

screening functions."

A final important concept is the occupational classification system.

Our model provides forecasts of occupational demand and supplies; However,

it is often difficult to determine which VTE programs will provide training

for specific occupations forecasted in the model. That is to say, the

Occupational classification system used by the Bureau of Labor Statistics in'

developing the 'Occupational Employment Statistics (OES) Program (from which

the all-important industry-occupation matrix is derived) is often i'7t

consistent with VTE program codes. Although the OES program has published.
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a manual for converting OES output codes to VTE program codes, many problems

still exist. Most important among these IS that no occupational classifica-
1

tion system exists which is tailored to needs of planning a skill-training

curriculum. Rather, VTE program codes are forced into other occupational

classification schemes for other purposes.

3.3 The Demand for Labor

In the current tirile period the demand component consists of two parts:

k
a)- those currently employed by occupations and by industries,and b) current job

vacancies by Occupations and by industries. For any future time period the demands

for 1,abor with particuYali skills can be fruitfully separated into an expansion

component and a replac dnt component. ,The expansion component refers to the

growth (ordecline) of total employment in the___Lndustry under study due to product

market conditions which will be reflected in the needs for labor. Replacement

demand is the result of death, retirement, or other labor market 'Separations. We

examine'each of these next.

Expansil7 demand is the easier of the two components to fo-recast, and there

exists a large and sophisticated body of literature on this subject. A wide range

of techniques'exise for projecting future levels of employment, ranging from such

simple techniques as trend extrapolations and shift-share analysis, to autoregres-

sive schemes of various degress of complexity, input-output tables, and econometric

models. Of these the econometric models are becoming the more widely used because

they are relatively inexpensive to build and maintain, and are quite flexible in

4 their operation. Furthermore, these models have produced reasonably accurate

employment forecasts.

In the past the lack of occupational data at the local level precluded

effective forecasts of the demand for labor by occupations. However, in 1970

the Bureau of Labor Statistics initiated the Occupational Employment Statistics
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program (OES) (Stevens, 1976; U.S. Department of Labor, 1969; Tarr and Campbell,

1975 to gather and analyze the necessary local occupational data.

The OES program is a cooperative federal-state effort composed of three parts:

a) the OES survey, b) industry-occupation matrices, and c) state and area occupa-

tional manpower projections. State employment agencies conduct surveys of

occupational employment, and this information on the total employment of each

industry and the occupational composition of that employment is used to construct

the industry-occupation matrices. Then given a vector of forecaspnq employment

levels by industries from an econometric model the analyst can apply the

industry-occupation matrix (which reflects the industry staffing patters) fo

obtain an occupational demand forecast. These forecasts represent the wansion

component of the demand for labor by occapatidns. It is important to note herd'

that a high degree of industrial disaggregation is necessary. Otherwise, large

internal movements of empl6yees from one industry to another will be masked in

the aggregation process since simultaneous growth and decline in various sectors

of the economy may not effedt the total level of employment at all.
1

In almost all areas of the U.S., the occupational demands for-fabor ire due

more to replacement needs than.to expansion. Even'in a rapidly growing state like
-

Florida replacement needs are estimated.to provide more than one-half of all

projected job openings (Tarr and Campbell, 1975, p. 166). Replacement demand

results rrom the need to replace workers who drop out of,the labor force, or who

transfer from awe occupation to another.

Death and retirement account for most labor force separations. A major

exception is women who leave the labor force to form families. This component of,

replacement demand, separations, is not too difficult to understand conceptually.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics (OES Sutvey Opeution4 Manucce, 2nd edition,11974;

BLS Handbook on Methoca, Bulletin.1711, 1971) 'has developed and tested a procedure.

for calculating separations at the national level. Th.Ls procedure involves the

45,
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calculations of "tables of working life," one for males and one for females

'(to account for separations to form families). The tables are based on.two

main components: a) standard life tables--actuarial calculations which provide

death rates for the population.by age, and b) 'retirement rates--based on labor

force participation rates for the Opulation by age.

Ideally, these tables of working life should be further modified to allow

for the effects of occupations on separations. Some occupations are more hazardous

or more strenuousthan others, so separation rates must be age, sex, and occupation

specifid. Given such tableS of working life, accurate projections of separations

by occupations would be obtalned by applying the tables to the existijig employed

labor force.

N

The second elementof TeplaCaMeht demand results from workers who transfer to

other occupations, occupational mobility,. or. Who migrate to other labor markets in

other areas, geographic mobility.. There-As little theoretical literature and even

.feWer empirical studies of this important component of rieplacement demand. However,

both these forms of migration represent important forces which help to Maintain

equilibrium in the labor market. For example, if there is an exce;s sui5p1Y-o-f--

carpenters in region 1, we would expect the relative earnings of carpenters would
.D

fall.in region 1 compared with other occupations. Migration is one response

available to those supplying carpentry services in region 1--theymay move to other

regions, undertake training, or work in another occupation.

There are many fo'rces which affect mobility. Foremost among these are labor

'CIZ'lmarket conditions As the example above illustrated, excess occupational demands

or supplies of labor give rise to modifications of relative earnings and induce

geographic and occupational mobility. In addition, employment conditionssw4hin

the firms of a paAicular region are important.. Doeringer and Piore (1971) point

out that except for entry level positions, most firms fill positions by promoting

or upgrading existing employees, and they argue that this represepts the dominant
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form of occupational mobility. These labor market conditions whichinfluence

mobility are the'results
of !nteract iong between

the supplies of and demands for

labor by occupations.' A5 s9ch theY rjePres.ent the categories of outcomes with

responses or adtba da's'jf,crrbed allP19"'0 and they ,are difficult to model. We will
. .f

,s, ,
return-to th'

;-4,61,\frobitli_ 11064, wk
-"en wecliscUss the.meshing of supply and

., .f.,.. .

demand
. ,

14;144 for Planr"9:pWrpo litre it sUffi'Cia 1.4j.';,. h. 0:

e

póte A4.,!labor market di'seclU14.6riuM will give rise to a . ats in earnings,

A -

and mobility which to move ihe market
back into equilibrium.

There are thetreni
c:_otors

,

b 'des labor m rket conditions which affect mObility,esi

.

''

,tfOr instance, is welj kno 1,,in, younger
worktrS aloe more mobile both occupa-

tionally and especially

kers are less mobile

geogronicallY than.° hgr

than and
inmigr natwi

Furthermore, married

\
varies widely over areas in

; the U.S. While these-
factors modify the

effects of labor earket conditions, the

fortes A demand and suPPIY reMain parrributlt.
%

Demani-3r# IfshIligues for of Eg ansion

p 0

3.4.1 Introduction

We have defi
e

n he espan fOi---Jabor as the indreasa-abOve-

current levels in
the nurriber of WOIkrs which employers will be willing and

Ile to hire at some fut Lire date. Tht is, as the deMand for goods and
,

,

me loyers nee
services rises over emp labor. A wide variety of

techniques exist :xmpoarnesion demand. These range fromfor projecting this

the relatively s.41P1
e trend agtro to autoregressive schemes ofaplatidos

f-

various degre& -Lica "ear progr awing models, input-output.' 5ophi,..,. 'tioh, IIK

:.4.

analysis, and econornetric models Research has shown that each of these.

techniques has fis treh9ths and weeknessess , and the best technique to use

o. es
in any particular s 1

tuat
Ion

depnd uDon the Problem to be solved. It'is the

evaluate th
purpose of this sect

ion
ree techniques for projecting the expan-

sion demand for labor; trend projectio,s.-
-.

kiff -share, and econometric models.
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Some background remarks are in order here before we embark on a

detailed Inalysis of projection procedures. All forecasting and projection

techniques are baed upon,the assumption that past events and phenomena are

a guide to the,future. Techniques gliffer with respect to their sophistication

in handling historical information:and in their flexibility to alloWfor

possible 'structural changes. 'However, if drastic structural changes have

redently occurred or if such changes are expected to occur within theforecast

horizon, the accuracy of any forecasting techniqUe will be severely restricted.

For the national economy this is not a particularly'vexing problem because

na ional forecasts have proven td be quite accurate in the past. Furthermore,

the dramatic changes which have occurred in various areas of the country tend

to counterbalance one another in the national totals.

This may not be the case for a'local economy. At the local level the

fortunes of a large eMployer or the, location of a new plant can have dramatic

and unforseen consequences for the local labor market. This is not to say

that projection techniques are useless, but we note that local area forecasting

- is more difficult than national forecasts. For these reasons local area
,

forecasts must be used judiciously, and consultation with local businesses,

employment security offices, government officials, and others knowledgeable

about the local economy can provide invaluable information on local area

ecdnomic trends and prospects--information which is unavailable from other

sources.

3.4.2 Trendlerojection

In terms of time, money, and human effort, trend extrapolation is the

least expensive procedure to measure expansion'demand. Trend extrapolation

is a noncausal approach (in that it does not attempt to explain behavior)

based on the assumption that the future will be like the past. There-are

a number of decision rules which can be used to project trends in o tile future.
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Four come immediately to mind:

.1, no chaffge--projected employment is equal to current levelS,

2. constant change--changes in the,level of employment occurring

in the recent past will continue in the future,

3i constant percentage change"percentage changes in past employ-

lent will continue in the-fUture, and

'4. regression rule--a regression of employment on time.

The regression,approach,_employment as a function of time, is both the most

sophisticated and flexible of these trend extrapolation rules and we have

chosen to,use it tn our trend extrapolations.

Our procedure.for projecting the expansion demand for labor by the

regression rule was quite simple. Using employment data from 1960-1974we

ran regressions orthe following form:

(1) E. = f(Timet) Whe're: E
it

=,employment rn industry at
time t.

Time = the time period

One regresSion was run for each industryc-and the regression coefficients

..--indicate the increments to employment as time goes on.

As we noted earlier the strength of this procedure is its low cost.

Furthermore, for industries which have grown steadily in.the past and are

expected to continue to grow steadily in the future, this procedure may be

optimal. However, this technique is not sophisticated enough to allow for

A 6

the Influence of the business cycle and the periodicity it produces in the

employment patterns of many industries,over time. A simple illuStration

will make this more concrete.



Figure 3.A.1
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In Figure'3.4.1 Wd have depicted the dmployment pattern for industry i

and assumed that future employment levels for-i are-known, The regression'L

line based on historicaj data is represented by a dashed line. Such a

regressionduces a straight li-ne through the data. Thus,if future

employment in industry i continues to be influenced by business conditions,

our regresslon eAtrapolation w6.11d produce forecasting errqrs.

-
Some improvement in forecastingraccuracy may be possible by using a

polynomial funotional form. In this-case time and higher power's of time
446

would be included in the.regressiOn equations as illustrated in equation (2)

below where the symbols Aefined in,equation 1:

(2) E. = f(Time Timet2, Timet3)-
it t'

°

Althodgh this procedure does in fact produce better-fits to the

historical data, it resulted in unreasonable forecasts.. The higher powers of

time in many,cases exert a large-influence o'Ver the projected results. s'

the 'length of time is incre-a-Sia-fdf-a forecast, these coefficients dominate

the results. The-resulting fotecasts are often unreasonable,.e.g., negative

employment levels in s'Ome cases orlantastic.increases in employment in other

cases. ,Thus, we find that the more simple regression extrapolation model is

preferred.

4
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Table 3.4.2 provides a 1980 time trend forecast-of employment by broad

industrial categories for 1980 and the resulting percentage distribution of

)

effiPloyment for the Jacksonville labor market (Planning Region'Four).

av
3.4.3 Shift=Share Projectioh

A second and more sophisticated iion-causal technique is shift-share

Shift-share analysis was.orrginally developed and...traditionally used as a

descriptive device (Perloff et al., 1960; Fuchs, 1962; Ashby, 1965). However,

some recent studies have developed shift-share as a forecasting tool
lo

(Hellman

and Marcus, 1970; Water Resources Council, 1972; James and Hughes, 1973;

Emerson et al. 1975; Zimmerman, 1975), although the debate over the validity

of the approach continues (Houston, 1967; Brown, 1969, 1973; Floyd and Sirmans,

1973). Shift=share projections revolve around the use of equation

i = industry, j = region, k = benchmark econo4iy, usually the U.S., t = time,

-(3) where:

x = indicator of economic activity, in our ca e employment.

(3) x..(t+1) = (xijc)x.
k
(L-0)

x..(ttl). x:dt.x.
k
(t+1)

i k- / I

x. x1k. kt+lj
A )

x.
1kt ikt

Equation t4(-e..e has two components, a share component representing tbe

percentage of the benchmark's activity which occurs in the region, and a

shift component describing movements or snifts in the share over time. °As
_

Zimmerman (1975) notes x. (t+1), the unknow share compoent, is on both sides
ij

of the equation, so in practice lhe shift component is modified:

(4)
x..(t+1) xijt xiit

1.1

xk .(t+1) x.
1kt

x.
kt

x.
k
(t-1)

i i i

The implicit assumption underlying equation (4) is that past trends will be

rbpeated in the future. Our projections for the Jacksonville labor market

area using this technique are presented in Table 3.4.3.

While the shiff-share 6pproach is a bit more. Complicated that the

trend extrapolations_using a regression with time as the independent variable,
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Table: 3.4.2

Jacksonville Labor Market Area Projections:
1980 Time-Trend Employment Projections by Broad Industr al Categories

'Industry Employment Percentage

Total 328,996 ' 100.00%

Agriculture and other n.e.c. 18,062 5.49

Mining 465 0.14

Construction 24,981 7.59

Manufacturing 38,403 11.67
Durables 17,040 5.1

Fabricated metals 3,512 1.07
Transportation equipment 4,521 1.37

Nondurables . --21,363 6.49
Food and kindred products 6,352 1.93
Paper and allied products 7,792 2.37

Chemicals 1,280 0.39

.Transportation, comMunication, utilities 26,258 7.98
Communication 7,800 2.37
Transportation -, 17,631_ 5.36

Utilities 827. a, 0.25

Wholesale trade 24,951 7.58

Retail trade 52,089 15.83

'Finance, insurarice, real estate 31,457 9.56
Finance 10,684 3.25
Insurance 16,024 4.87

Real estate 4,749 1.44

Services 55,007 16.72

Government 57,323 17.42

Federal- 14,486 4.40
State 8,778 2.67

Local 34,059 10.35
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Table: 3.4.3

Jacksonville Labor Market Area Projections:
1980 Shift-Share Employment Projections by Broad Industrial Categories

Indbstry Employment

Total 349,200

Agriculture and other n.e.c. 17,050

Mining 965

Construction 28,479

Manufacturing 47.173

Durables 24,719

Fabricated metals 4,319

Transportation equipment' 7,052

Nondurables 22,454
Food and kindred products 6,430

Paper and allied products 7,346

Chemicals 1,889

Transportation, communication, utilities 25,789

Communication 8,205

Transportation 16,831

Utilities 753

Wholesale trade 23,341

Retail trade 51,965

Finance, insurance, real estate 38,292

Finance 12,713

Insurance 18,917

Real estate 6,66a

Services 59,593

Government 56,553

Federal 12,108

State 11,126

Local 33,319

5 8
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Percentage

J100.00%

4.88

0.28'

8.16

13.51
7.08
1.24
2.02
6.43
1.84
2.11
0.54

7.39
2.35
4.82
0.22

6.68

14.88

10.97
3.64
5.42
1.91

17.07

16.20
3.47
3.19
9.54



it is still relatively inexpensive and straightforward. Furthermore, recent

empirical tests by Zimmerman (1975) have shown that shift-share approaches

can produce quite accurate forecasts of employment.

There are two weaknesses to the shift-share approach. First, like

the trend extraplation technique the shift-share procedure provides a

relatively straight line projection and cannot replicate the cyclical

behavior of many employment categories. Second, the shift-share approach,
1

is not useful for policy siMulation because it does not have any price -

10goretic or behavioral parameters. Thus; if we expect some modifications

in economic behavior over the forecast horizon, the shift-share technique will

be inaccurate. Table 3.A.3 provides a 1980 employment forecast for the

region's major industries and the resulting percentage distribution of

employment.

1,

3.4.4 Econometric Projection

The most sophisticated approach we implement is an econometric model.

There are two featuree which distinguish the econometric model from the other

approaches we have described above. First and most important, the econometric

approach attempts to model the behavior of economic units, thus it is a causal

approach as contrasted with trend extrapolation or shift-share analysis which

are noncausal techniques. Second, while the three procedures we have outlined

are ell statistical techniques, only the econometric model is a system of

simultaneous equations. Of the three techniques we tested, only the-

econometric model provides a consistent and comprehensive framework on which

to base forecasts. However, the econometric approach is also the most

expensive approach to use both in terms of real costs (computer time, data

gathering, testing, etc.) and in technicl expertise. The econometric

approach then is justifiable if a) its forecasts seem substantially better

54 .
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than the otiir two less expensive techniques, trend extrapolation and ,

shift-share-analysis, described above,or b) policy analysis is comtemplated.

The economi7c theory which is the foundation for our econometric model

can be explained:quite simply. We'can view any region's economy as being

composed of two basic categories of economic activity: a) those oriented

towards serving local markets termed nonbasic industries, and b) those

oriented towards serving nonlocal or external markets called basic
2

industries. The forces which determine the level of economic activityin the

basic industries are largely exogenoqs tg the region and depend upon such

things as national demand, national income, interest rates, and relative
,

prices. Sales of basic goods.and services result in an inflOW bfo incOme from
.,..,

'

outside the region and the continuation ofexpansion of employment In these .

.1 4
.,,

basic industries. ,The inflow of-income from outside the regico 1-psytts in
.

4,

demands for locally provideAdOdand services, demands for the outputS of
_

. AA, , ,.
,
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Figure 3.4.4

Schematic Diagram of the Econometric Model for Employment

Exogenous
National
Variables Employment in

Basic Industries

Exogenous

Variables

Employment in Business
Serving Industries

Interest rates
Employment in Household

Serving Industries
Population

Expansion demand can be readily calculated as the difference between

the employment levels-of the initial an.d'final periods.

A typical equation.for employment in a basic industry has the form:

E. = f(E. RS. )
lit lust, ojt

where: E = employment, i = indlus;ry identif4ed, j = Jacksonville region,

us = U.S. economy, t = time period, and RS = regjonal share. The rationale

for the equation is that lo employment in an exporting industry depends

upon export demand and the competitive position of the industry in its market.

U.S. employment in the industry serves as a proxy for export demand since data

on regional export demand is not available. The regional share variable is

calculated from a shift-share analysis and represents regional competitiveness.

Location quotients were used to identify regional exporting industries. The

location quotieni equals %E.
it

/
ust'

%E. or the ratio of the percentage employ-
L l

ment in jndustry i in-the region to the percentage employment in industry i in

the U.S. It represents the degree of relative donceMtration of the industry

in the area. If the location quotient exceeds one, this implies that the

industry is an export-oriented one.

A typical equation for mploymentNin a business serving industry takes

the form:

56.
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6

= f(E TE. RS..E.
kjt' jt' lit)

where: the symbols are the same as above and K = a linked local industry and

TE = total regional employment. If for example the industry being studied is

fabricated metals, employment (and output) in the shipbuilding industry. will

have a large influence on employment in fabricated metals. The industry link-

ages were.determined by studying the Florida and U.S. input-outpUt tables.

Finally, the equation for a typical household-serving industry ha's the

Eut = f(TE. , Yj , RS..
t
)

jt t lj

where: the symbols are the'same as above and Y = regional income.

- Table 3.4.5 provides a 1980 employment foritst for the region's major

industries and the resulting percentage distribution of employment derived from

our econometric model. ,

At this point a comparative analysis of the three employment projection

techniques is in order. In Table 3.4.6 we present a compari,son Of the employment

forecasted using each approach. While the actual employment data for 1980 is of

course unknown, we can evaluate the Teasonablenesi of ths forecasts by comparing

them to projections of the region's labor supply. From the table we can see that

the area's 1975 population was 757,804, and its labor force was 319,115 which
1 v

implies a labor force participation rate of 42 percent. The Bureau of Economic

and Business Research at the University of Florida projects a population of 847,100

for the area in 1980. If we assUme a.constant labor force participation rate of

42 percent, the area's 1980 labor force would be 355,782.

Trend projections produced a 1980 employment estimate of 328,996.. This would

imply an unemployment rate of 7.53 percent. The shift-share approach forecasts

, 1980 employment at 349,200 imploying a 1.85 percent unemployment rate. The

econometric technique provides the most conseriativeemployment forecast, 324,352,
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. Table: 3.4.5

Jacksonville Labor Market Area Projections:
1980 econometric.Employment Projections by ffroad Industrial Categories

4 1

Industry Employment Percentage

Total 324,352 100.00%

Agriculture and other n.e.c. 12,450 3.84

Mining 507 0.16

Construction ,=k 24,831 7.66

Manufacturing 43,157 13.31
Durables ,- 19,593 6.04

Fabricated metals 3,864 1.19
Transportation equipment 5,599 1.73

Nondurables 23,564 7.26
Food and kindred products 6,817 '2.10
Paper and allied products 8,610 2.65
Chemicals 1,569 0.48

Transportation, communication, utilittes 25,534 7.87
Communication 8,667 2.67
TransOortation 15,927 4.91

. Utilities 940 0.29

Wholesale trade 21,945 6.77

Retail trade 53,86S 16.61

Finance, insurance, real estate ----35,270 10.87
Finance 11,713 3.61

Insurance 18,349 5.66
Real estate 5,20$ 1.61

Services 53,551 16.51

Government 53,242 16.41
FederaT 14,072 4.34
State 8,347 2.57
Local 30,823 9.50

6 3
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and the highest unemployment.rate, 8.83 percent. All of these projections appear

to be reasonable if we compare their implicit uneMployment rates against historical

data.

Another basis for comparing the three employment projections is their

distribution of total employment by broad industrial categories. These percentage

distributions i*rwlicate the projectetI industrial composition of employment for 1980.

In Table 3.4.7 we have listed the 1980 percentage distributions'of employment

forecasted by each of the.three techniques and actual employment distribution for

1970 and 1974. As the table shows none of the 1980 projections deviate very far

from the 1970 Or 1974 compo.sition of industrial employment. Our projections do

showa larger-percentage of workers in agriculture and other industries not elsewhere

classified than the 1970 or 1974 figures. This differencels due largely to changes

in definitions and is not significant.

Table 3.4.7 does reveal some interesting differences among the projections.

First, there are significant differences in the manufacturing forecAts. The trend

procedure provides for 2 percent less employment in manufacturing than does the

share or econometric projections. The major portion of the difference is in the

durable goods category. Second, there is a 1 percent difference in the relative

projected importance of wholesale trade with the shift-share being the lowest,

trend the highest, and the econometric projection in between. Third% the shiftz-
4

share also projects relatively less retail trade activity for 1980 than the other

techniques. Fourth, there is a 1 1/2 percent difference in the projections for

.finance, insurance, and real estate.. Trend is again the lowest with the other

techniques producing almost,identicat°fOrecasts. Finally, for government, trend
0

forecasts-are 1 'percent higher than the other procedures.

Such differences as these are to be expected given that we used three quite

....1different forecasting techniques'. However, the rather close correspondence among

the forecasted compositions of employment and their relations to the actual data
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Table: 3.4.6

Comparison of 1980 Employment
Projections for the Jacksonville Area Labor Market

1975 Population
abor force
Labor force participation rate

757,804
319,115

42%

1980 Projected population .847,100

Projected labor force 355,782

1980
,

Total employment forecasts
a. Trend projections 328,996

b. Shift-share projections 349,200

c. Econometric projections 324,352

1980 Implicit unemployment rates.
a. Trend projections 7.53%

b. Shift-share projections 1.85%

c. Econometric projections 8.83%
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, Table: 3.4.7

Percentage Distribution of Employment for the Jacksonville Labor Market Area by Selected Techniques

Actual Actual 1980 Projections

Industry 1970 ,IEL, Trend Shift-Share Econometric

Total 100.00% 1 ? 00% 100.00% 100.60% . 100.00%

' Agriculture and other n.e.c. 2.39 144 5.49 4.88 3.84

Mining 0.06 0.22 0.14 0.28 0.16

Construction 6.21 7.95 7.59 8.16 , 7.66

.
tN

Manufacturing 14.38- 12.77 11.67 13.51 13.31

Durables 5.30 5.54 5.18 7.08 ,6.04
e

Fabricated metal,s 0.83 1.03 1.07 1.24 1.19

Transportation equipment 1.50 1.52 1.37 2.02. 1.73

Nondurables ,
9.08 7.23 6.49 , 6.43 7.26

Food'and kindred products 2.61 2.09 1.93: 1.84 2.10

..
os) Paper and allied products 3.54 2.64 2.37 2.11 2.65

Chemicals

,

0.57 0.62 0.139 , 0.54 0.48

Transportation, communication, utilities 9.615 8.51 7.98 7.39 7.87

Communication 2.71 2.70 2.37 , 2.35 2.67

Transportation 6.94 5.81 5.36 4.82 ,4.91

Utilities, 0:37 0.38 0.25 0.1! 0.29

Whoiesale trade 8.12 7.67 7.58 6 68 6.77

Retail trade 17.16 16.92 15.83 14.88 16.61

Finance, insurance, real estate 8.41 9.73 9.56 10.97 10.87

Finance , 2.87 3.23 3.25 3.64 3.61

Insurance 4.72 5.07 4.87 5.42 5.66

Real estate 0.81 1.44 1.44 191 1.61

14.77 16.37 16.72 17.07 16.51Services

Government

Federal

State

Local

18.22, 17.54 r7.42 16.20 15.41

5.75 4.64 4.40 3.47 4.34

2.17 2.75 2.67 3.19 2.57

1913 10.15 10.35 9.54 9.50
7



is heartening. Nohe of our employment forecasts,by industrial categories appears

to be "Out in left field."

In Chapter V we shall convert these industrial employkent forecast to occupi-

tional employment forecasts by using the indugtry-occupation matrix described in

Section 2.3.3-above. Then we shall again analyze the derived occupational fore-

casts for reasonableness. Now, however, we turn to a discussion of replacement

demand for labor which'constitutes the larrr share of the total demand for labor..

3.5 Replacement Demand

As we stressed above.the total occupational demand for labor is Composed o

two parts, expansion and replacement. For almost all areas more job openings

result from replacement needs- than fryori expansion requirements so this factor is

very important. BLS has devlsed a procedure to calcUlate replacement demand which

-we describe'd briefly above in Section 3.3.

The BLS publitation (TomohhoW4 Manpowek Needo, Supplement No.-4, 1974) ,sets

bles of Working

life are the heart of the procedure. The BLS method provideS separation rate's for

each occupation and every state. The sepaKation-rates are small members (i.e.

.0081 for engineers in 1980) which are applied to the number currently employed in*

the occupation to produce estimateg of separations.

This procedure has a number of limitations. First, separation rates for men

-
only account for death and retirements, and the rates for women inClude Only death,

retirement, and child bearing. No adjustments are made for occupational mobility.

Second, the separation rates are based on the assumption of,a constant age and sex

distribution of the occupation over the forecast period. Finally, the separation

rates are not occupation spetific. Thas, the rates are predicated on an assumption

that mortality and retirement do not differ by occupations.
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3.6 Appiication of the Demand Model

The first step in estimating the occupational demand for labor is to project

replacement demand. The BLS replacement factors are applied to the cureent levels

of employment by occupations repetitively over the forecast period, and the

resulting total equals replacement demand.

Expansion demand is' projected in two steps. First, employment projections by

detailed industries are made by each,0 the4hree procedures described above. Then

the industry-occupation matrix is applied to the employment figures to'yield

occupational projections.

The final step is to sum the expansion and eplacement demands which equal

.
1

the tOtal occupational demand for labor. Although the application of the demand

model can be described in a few paragraphs, extensive-work is involved. The
4 S

expansion and replacement demands must be careful] checked fo-r 1-ehsonableness in

the context of past trends and relationships. Compounding an already difficult

- t.mk is that staffing patters, i.e. the cells of the industry occuption matrix,

will also change over the forecast period. These staffing patterns must also be

projected. There are two sources of forecast error now, and either could distort

.-t,he demand forecast,

In Chapter V We present our detailed 1980 forecasis of the demand for labor

by occupations. Thus, we will not fu-rther4discuss the estimates or procedures here.

3.7 Data Availability

Quality data to nourish all portions of our model is not now available.

g
There are four main problem areas, and we briefly describe each of these below.

First, agricultural employment data is quite poor. There are a number of

reasons why this is so. Since most agricultural workers are.often not covered

--
under social security, unemployment compensation, or minimum wage laws, careful

-41-records.of activity in this sector are not available. ,4fl'irther complication is

due to the migrdtory nature of muah farm work as various crops ripen in diverse
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,k locations. Thus, accurate data on t14 number Of agricultural orkers or their

occupationsvis not readily available. Finally, the definition of agricultural

(-\

workers has been in flUxover the past few years, so consistent time series data
-

(which form the basis fot all projection techniques) is not available.

Second, as we mentioned above in Section 3.3 and 3.5 the BLS method for

calculating replacement demand as outlined in TOMOVLDWId ManpoweA Need6 (1969)

is imperfect. The replacement Coefficieilts are not occupational specific, and

they relate only to death and retirements. Occupaticnal or geographic mobility

are ignored.

An-Imparlant problem which effects all errloyment data is the classification

of multiproduct firms ahd f'rtms which change product lines. For example, many

firms produce a whole range of.products which can be classified in various ways.

Conglomerate firms such as ITT or Gulf-Western areextreme examples. Where should

the employment in such firms be classified? The current practice is to allocate

all the employment of a multiproduct firm to theeindustrial category which has the .

largest percentage of the firM's employment. This can introduce a bias in the datXt

if a pharmaceuticalmakec has a hand tool subsidiary for example, or if a communica-

tion equipment manufacturer owns an insurance subsidiary. The employment in these

subsidiary categories are counted with the firm's main line of business and are

not indiuded in their, correct industrial categories. '40/

Finally, data on the supply of labor is not complete. While data on employ-

ment is collected regularly, this constitutes a measure of the interaction of

effective-demand and supply. The total supply of labor is measured quite accurately,

but the industrial compositi n of this supply is not assessed on a regular basis.

Furthermore, the supgly of by detailed occupations is only measured every ten

years in the decennial census'. The Jack of detailed time s'ries data on the supply -

of labor by industries and by_occupation is a serious weakness 'in the existing data

base. As we shall see in the f011owing sections this lack of supply data has some
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important influences on our selection of techniques for needs assessment and on

the types of manpower analyses which can be conducted.

3.8 The Supply of Manpower

For the purposes of this discussion we define th.e occupational supply o

workers as those persons working or seeking work in an occupation at g point in

i

vtme. This concept is related but somewhat distinct from the notion of the,supply
/' 0

of labor used in economics. In economics the supply of labor is described as a

relationship between a schedule of wages offered and manhours supplied to the
6

labor market depicted as an upward sloping supply of labor curve. Our concept of

the occupational supply of labor is siMilar in that it includes the relation of

the wage and desire to supply labor serviceS. Indeed, we recognize relative real

earnings as the'primary determinant of occupational labor supply. However, our

concept of occupational supply is cOuched in ter--ms of jobs and worker not manhours,

and our concept views wages and earnings as fixed during the period at hand.

Why do workers offer themselves for employment in a particular occupation?

The point of working is to have command over real goods and services available in

the market place. If it is assumed that workers are well informed and rational,

then clearly workers will offer themselves to the employers who provide the highest

level of real earnings. That is to say, workers behave in a manner similar to that

of employers or managers as described in Section 3.2. Like employers, workers too

.are profit maximizers and attempt to sell their skills to the highest bitder,other,

° things being equal.

When a worker cannot find employment in his preferred occupation he may turn

tog different occupation, enroll in a training or education program to upgrade

his skills, or learn a new trade. Similarly, if a worke-r is disssatisfied with
"c91e"'

hiN4,purrent job, he may seek further training or education. Again assuming that

14irkers are i-ational, enrollment in a training program can be viewed as an invest-
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ment. Additional training will improve a worker's human capital which, when

combined with manhours, can be sold in the labor market. Such investment will

provide positive returns if the costs of training (iricluding foregone earnings

during the ;.caining period) are less than the discounted future increments to

earnings made possible by the new training.

The current supply of labor in a particular occupati rs,a dynamic phenomenon

analogous to a large lake with tributaries and outlets which represent potential

entry and exit paths from the occupation. In Section 2.5, Figure 2.5, we displayed
r-

the sources of entry and exit for an occupation. We reproduce that figure below.

Figure 3.8

Occupational Sources of Entry 'and Exit

Entry Exi sCurrent

Formal training Employed Deaths
a. schools: public and

- Unemployed - Retirement
private

b. colleges - Those not in Occupational
c. federal manpower labor force mobility

programs
Outmigatiori

On-the-job training and
Other separations

upward mobility

- Inmigration

Occupational migration

Exmilitary -

Other(

As Figure 3.8 indicates the sources.of entry and exit from an occupation are

many and varied. In a complete model we would want to attach accurate numbers to

each of the items indicated in the figure 1r the curdrent and future time periods.

For some items this will be relatively easy while for others, it will prove

difficult or impossible. We examine these items below.

The effect\of these data limitations can be il)ustrated by examining each

'column in Figure 3.8. Beginning with the column labelled "current," we note that

data are available on those currently employed in a particular industry. Further-
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more, data are also available on the number of workers employed in broad Occupa-

tional groups, i.e. white collar workers., technical and kindred workers, operatives,

andthelike. However, consistent data series disaggregated by detailed occupa-

tions are typically available only from census years. Yet,.it is precisely this

type of detailed occupational employment,data that is relevant for VTE planning.

Fortunately, detailed occupational data can be constructed from employment data by

industry. The procedure involves the application of the indus*ry-occupation matrix

to the industry employmeet data producing estimates of occupatiorial employment.

Even though we are able to construct current period occupational employment

data, the two other categories of potential current supply are far more difficult

to measure. Data on the number of people unemployed by occupations is not presently

available. There has been some promising work on generating this.data from state

employment security records (Tucker, 1974). However, there are many problems

inherent in this approach. For example, employers of highly skilled occupations

rarely use state employment offices, and highly gkilled workers seldom register at

the state employment office. Furthermore, the unemployed who register may do so

at mord than one employment office, resulting in double counting.

Th registration records for unemployment insurance are a,potential source

unemployment)nformation by occupafions. However, at the present time the records

are not organized for this purpose. Current procedures do not allow for a tracking

of each insuree over time, so the use of monthly data to construct a'quarterly of

annual data series on the number of unemployed by occupations will result in sub-

stantial double or triple counting.

The most difficult dimension of measuring the current occupational supply of

labor is those who are not now in the labor force because of family responsjbilities

or the desire for leisure time. However, if relative wage rates or other economic

conditions should change, they may enter the labor force. Thus, this is a poten-

tially large source of occupational supply, and it should be measured to insure
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,

this aspect of occupational entry, formal)training, is quite go&l. Both s"chools

and the federal government keep records on program graduates. However, complete

data from private schools is not now available..
: 41.

A second source of entry is on-the-job training. 0 -the-job training (OJT)

is difficult to define and harder to measure. OJT is training which occurs while

the individual is engaged in production. Such prOgr'ams range from highly str-uctUf-ed
ta.
TO

regimens to very informal "watch your neighbor" approaches. OJT is typically

t
industry, firm, and tas-k specific in contrast to fOrmal tr'aining which ven when

-

highly concentrated in one area, is more general than OJT and rarely is task and

firm specific. Data here is almost nonexistent. For our ideal conceptual model

this is no real problem since we can assume that such data could be obtained. How-

ever, in practice this poses a serious handicap because "most job Skills currently

in use have been learned on-the-job!" (Stevens, 1975, p. 7; U.S. Department of

Labor, 1964; Wirtz and Goldstein, 1975.)

Migration both among occupations and between regions represents another

important entry source. As we noted above, workers may reSpond to differences in

-
relative earnings across regions or among occupations by migrating or changing

occupations. This mobiliiy is an important source of labor market adjustment.

As Tarr and Campbell (1975, p. 213) noted; Florida's population has grown 4.77
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times fastern than that of the U.S. from 1940 tb 1970, a6d rnmigration has largely

accounted for this differential. The skills possessed by these inmigrants are an

important source of entry into any occupation and.cannot be, ignored. Data on
*

these inmigrants and their occupations are only available every ten years in 04

Public Use Sample derived from the decennial census.

Entrants from outside the laborforce,especiallyexmilitary personnnel,

represent the sixth source of entry. We define this category as persons who are

trained for a specific occupation but for various reasops,chave not been part of

the labor force. Many in this category are women who are reentering the labor

force after-their families have grown up. Women and exmilitary personney1 who are

outside the labor market represent an imOoctprit source of potential supply,

particularly in some occupations such as nursing, public school teaching, and

commercial airplane pilots and crews. Here too data is almost nonexistant..

The final category which Affects occupational supply'is exits. BLS has

developed procedures for estimating ,deaths and retirements by occupations. A

described in Sections 3.3 and 3.5, the procedure uses tables of working life and

the age distributjons of those employed in various occupations to develbp a table

of separation rates. While this pro9edure has limitations (i.e. separation rates

are not occupation specific), it does produce reasonably accurate results lor

separations. However, no data is available on occupational mobilitY or separations

for other reasons.

3.9 Erripirical Supp'ly Models

The goal of an occupational supply model is to produce accurate forecasts of

the future labor supply by detailed occupations. These supply forecasts are' then

compared with occupational demand forecasts to determine the extent of unmet demands,

or "needs". 'This is called a requirements approach as we have noted before, and

forecasts of supply are an important part of any needs assessment.
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Since the data on the occupational supply of labor is severely restricted,

there are two alternatives we can pursue for our supplif model. On the one h4pd,

we could formulate a truncated supply model based on the limited data which exists.

On the other hand, we can attempt a complete supply model by making some heroic

assumptiOns to generate the missing data. We shall pursue both routes. However,
\

we note that many.of the included supply elements are highly speculative, and we

shall clearly present.the assumptions used. In this way the reader can retrace

our steps, modify our assumptions if desired, br calculate a truncated supply

model based on harder data.

A comprehensive occupational supply forecast.réquires a detailed analysis of

theeentry and exit trends for each individual occupation. However, the discussion

which follows will be in terms.of a singleoccupation for ease of exposition.

We will Oplemen't a fourrste0 peoeedure to project the supply of labor in a

particular occupation:

I. establish the time hollzon of the forecast,

2. collect base year information on those currently in the occupation%

3. project the number currently in the occupation who will leave the

6

occupation during the forecast period, awl

4. estimate the number of entries into the occupation during the

. forecast period.

Below we examine each of these steps in some detail.

The first step is to establish the time horizon for the forecast, 1980 for

this project. Next, base year data on thelnumber currently employed in the

occupation and those currently unemployed in the o6cupation must be gathered. Two

alternative strategies are available. On the one hand, we can use theN1970 census

data on occupational labor supply since this includes both emplwed and unemployed

workers. This would be the easiest app;pach, and the census data is generally guite

accurate. A drawback here is that this data is now six years old.
7 6
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On the other hand, we could attempt to estimate the current 1976 occupational

employment totals as follows. Employment infot'mation by detailed occupations is

not aveilable, but employment information for wage and salary.workers covered by

unemployment insurance is collected and published regularly by the Florida Depart-

ment of Commerce under the auspices of a joint BLS-state cooperative program.

This data base, know as the ES 202 data, is of high reliability, and its provides

detailed industry employment information.

Projections of the current employment by occupations can be generated by

applying the industry-occupation matrix to the current industry emPT;YR4t-totals

from the ES 202 reports. That i , the industry-occupation matrix indicates the

staffing patterns (or occupational distributions) by industries, so that multiplying

this mattrx by industry employment totals produces an estimate of current employment.

Estimates of unemployment by occupations are much more difficult _because there

is no data comparable to the ES 202 reports fa-Unemployment by industries. The

aggregate unemployment-rate is reported maithly._ If.the number of unemployed

workers was distributed acroSs industries in proportion to the numbers employed by

the-industr*, then we could simply apply a factor equal to the inverse of
*

aggregate unemployment rate to each industry's employment totals to estimate the

number unemployed by industries. Again, the industry-occupation matrix could be

used to proddice unemployment counts by occupation.

However, there is no reason to think that the distribution of unemployment

is proportional to an industry's l
fact, there is good---7

teason to bejieve this not to be the case. The plight of Florida congtruction

workers is general and carpenters and laborers particular is a case in point.

The aggregate unemployment rate does provide a countOf the number unemployed which

we can use

la

s a control total. What is needed is a procedure to weight the

iaggregate .unemployment rate so it will reflect ciff-rent industry employment trends.

We could use the following procedure:

7-7
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a. multiply the aggregate unemPioyment rate by the labor foreto

produce the total number unemployed--the control total,

b. calculate the percentage change in employment over the past year
c

in detailed industries,

o. change the signs of the percentage changes calculated in "b" and

use these as weights for aggregate unemployment rate,
/I

d. apply the weighted unemployment rates to eacch industry s employment

e. check the projected unemployment total produced in step "d" against

the control total and repeat step "d" iteratively changing:all the

_.

weights proportionately until the projected unemployment total equals

the cc:intro] value.

The product of this procedure is unemployment totals by detailed industries.

We could then use the industry-occupation matrix to produce unemployment counts by

occupation. Some distortion will be introduced because layoffs in a particular,

-

industry do not occur proportionately across all occupations. Typically, the

least productive workers are terminated first, and blue collar wor-Lcers are laid

Off before white collar workers.

Given the complexityand uncertainty of this approach for generating current

period occupational supply data, we have decided to use the 1970 census data as

our base year occupational supply data.

The final.element of the current supply of labor in the base period is composed

o.f those who have requisite skills but are not,now in the laborforce. °Since we
f

have no data at all dfi---Ws element, we can not estimate its magnitude. 14- simply

Ilote here that our count of the base.year, occupational supp.ly is an underestimate
4

since this factor is not included. This completes step twip of our four step

procedure, and we now have base year information on the occupational ypply of

labor. 4
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The third'step is to evaluate the number of workers who will leave the
2

occupation during the forecast period. Thus, if the base year is 1970 and the

time horizon is 1980, we must determine the number of workers rho will leave this

occupation during the ten year interval. We can categujae those who leave an

occupation by their motivations, a) death and retirement and b),other separations.

As described above BLS has devised a procedure for estirdating death and retirements

by occupations from tables of working life. This procedure will be used here.

Other separations are largely due to occupational mobility and job upgrading. We

have no data for this source either, and we will be forced to ignore it.

3.10 Three Techniques to Project OccUpational Entries

The final step in our occupational supply procedure is to estimate the magni.-

tude of entries into the occupation over the forecast horizon. There are three

altern6tive procedures which could be used to project the number of entries. First,

Tarr and Campbell (1975) have developed a methodology for tracing most of the e

so r es butlined in Figure 3.8. Second, an econometric approach to the problem is

con ptually possible, and finally, a shift-share procedure can be implemented.

We describe these below.

The approach developed by Tarr and CaMpbell is the most direct. 14.calls for

an analysis.of each .source of entry into an occupation: formal public training,

formal private training, onNte-job-training, inmigration, oc pational migration,,

exmilitary, and other. Reasonably good time series data exists on formal trainirig

concAlted in public schools and by the federal government. Since the output of

these sprograms is not particularly volatile, trend extrapolation by linear regression

is an appropriate projection tool. Furthermore, placement follow up data is/now

available for most publicly funded vocational educatibn programs, and we can apply

these placement rates to projected program outputs to forecast the number of new

entrants into an occupation from this source.
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Inmigration has accounted for over 90 percent of Florida's population

growth over the past 15 years, and those migrating to the State are an important

source-of entry into variout'-atcupations.

Tarr and dampbell (1975) have devised a methodology for estimating the supply

of labor by occupations from this sLirce. The decennial census provides occupational

information on new inmitrants in the public use samples. If one assumes that the

occupational diStributiOn of inmigrants in noncensus years is similar to census

years, then the percentage distribution of occupations revealed in the public use
a-

sample can be applied to the number of net migrants over the forecasting horizon.

In this way the occupational skills of inmigrants can be estimated and included in

the forecasted occupational supply totals.

Unfortunately little data is available on the outputs of private training

schools. These private institutions feel that such data is proprietary,information,

and they are most reluctant to reveal how many graduates they produce, the placement

records of their gTaduates, or what occupations they specialize in. The-data

situation is even worse for bn-the-job training or for other, entry sources such

Aas occupational mobility and entrants from outside the labor force. No data is

presently available for these sources of entry. Thus, these sources must be ignored

even though their impacts on particular occupations May be large.

Therefore, we need to adjust our supply forecasts to reflect these supply

elements. Since no data on these elements is available, a direct approach is

impossible. We could use an-indirect resNual approach to develop adjustment

.factorsior each occupation as follows. Occupational information is available for

each cerisus year. One approach would be to apply our procedure to 1960 data and

develop an occupational supply forecast for 1970. Then calculate the percentage

error of each occupational forecast and use these percentages to.adjust the 1980

forecast.



In light of the many data conStraints and the complexity of the supply fore-

casting methodology we have devised above, a-second alternative appears to be easier

to implement and requires somewhat less data. This altervative.approach to the

projection of future eRtries into an occupation employs econometric procedures.

The most satisfying methodology in terms of economic theory is 4o relate the

potential supply of labor in occupation "i" in location "j" to the wage _rate in

"i", wage rates in clos'ely.related occupations, and ihe population's age and skill

distribution in "j" and in.neighboring areas. We can express this mathematically

as:
E0

SupprY potential ij = f(W., V., Pop..,,k1OPki)
J. J dkj

where: W. is a vector of wage rates, V. is a vector of unemployment rates,

Pop
ij

is population in j with skills i, and dkj is the distance from region k to

region j.
if

Although this approach has much to recommend,it, it is not feasible at the

present time. The main stumbling block is that wage data'by detailed occupations

has been collected and reported for only the past few years, and.a consistent wage

series cannot be properly constructed. As more databecomes available in the future

this econometric approach could be implemented.

A third and moStitractable approach is the use of sh_i ft-share-weeedures. As

we described above in Section 3.4, shift-share was developed as an analytic tool

by Perloff et al. (1960). Later work by Zimmerman (1975) and James and Hughes

(1973) developed slii-share into a forecasting tool. Shift-share has een used

successfully for forecasting employment levels in a regional context. (Zimmerman,

1975). However, we feel it has promise for projecting entry into occupations.

The procedure is inexpensive and uses only existing data.

Occupation supplyItta is avapable for census years both for the U.S. economy

and for, the Jacksonville area. This data can be used for shift-share projections

75



as follows:

O. O. O.
Oi = O. lit + O.

t

lit - l't-10
jt+10 , tust+10 ,--- ust+10 4---

O. O. ,

lust tust l

O.
ust-i0

4,,

where: oi = labor supplied in occupation I, j = subscript for.the. region,
.

' Jacksonville labor market area, us = United States economy, and t = 1970.

The firt component of the formula represents the share component, i.e. the second

component accounts for the shift in the shere of.U.S. occupational employment -in

industrIfi'. These elements can be computed from historical census data. The

"driving" eleMent in the procedure is the future U.S. occupationat employment for

N-

the target year, 1980: This data is avilable from Tomonnow's-Manpowen Needs,

1969, Volume III.

Uven tN, data limitations and complexities of the previous two procedures,)

we decided to use this shift-share methodology to forecast entries by occupations.

While no one has ever used shift-share for occupational forecasting, it has proven

'effective in forecasting employment for small areas. This ieads us to believe it

will be appropriate for the probleth at hand. We,discuss the implementation of this
1

procedure add present our forecgsted occupational supply .totals in Chapter'V.

3.11 MeShing Supply and.Demand Forecasts'',

In,the sections above we described methods for,projecting"the demands for and

the supplies Of labor by occupations. Now we must compare these demands and .

sup ies occupgtion by occupaqon to aisess the future needs for vocational and

techni al educbtion. The process is tomposed of twO parts: a) the matching of

projected demands and supplies by oocupations, and b) conVerting from, occupational

needs to vocational education programs. Table 3.11 illustrates how we shall format

the output of projections.

A few words of caution are needed here. We wish to remind the reader that dur

procedures are ,iMperfect and the underlying data is not always reliable, so.these

8 2
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Table: 341

'
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES RELATED TO VOCATIMAL EDUCATON PROGRAMS

LABOR DEMAND AND SUPPLY, SUMMAfil

Akksonville Labor Market

'

'OE Code

instructional

'Pr99ram ,,

Pro'ecteil LabOr DeMand ' 4r4ected Labor iuppl

xpansion ani i

Replatement Needs'

f9116.

if

.Total Demand

':0

ocationp

Outiut4

, '

luca 'on

':0,

Total sod

Total

' s

, ,

.

,

,

,

,;,:g

.

i .

r

1

.

o

4

0

I

.

t

isi,

4

.

4

4
t

.

'Dai'a from Employment Service and from other sources,

,2Listed in numerical order by,broad occupational category (2-digit code) and by insfructionil prog'rams

wiithin,

, i 4

'Include only total expansion and replacemItt needs; not totallImploymenOigurg. 1,1

,

,.
Auiberltriined through vocational education programs available Torwork 'te meet labun'expansjon and

, 4 , .

repjacement needs, .,

5Mumber trained from all sources available,for woric to meet labor expansion and replacement heeds.



projections must be used with some care and knowledge of their soctcoming par-

:f
ticularly on the supply side. Furthermore, a potentia xcess demand for a

lb 4

part1,01ar occupatioa, a "need", caalobe filled in many ways by the labor market.

Increasing vocational'education training is but one of these waytt. Changing

'4 from outside the

1

-
relative wage rates may result in occupational mobili

labor market may fill the need, or firms may substitute

nating the projected need. Thus, many ways exist for th labor, market to adjust \

-/

to unmet "needs".

;).

8 6,
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Chapter iy

GENERALICONOMICANAPISES` OF THE JACKSONVILLE REGION

4.] Introduction a

The purpose of this chapter is to provide a general overall economic aria'

*
of the Jacksonvi lie labor market area in -terms of its present and expected populitt

t ion and economicgrowth. ,We believe that this generai overview should peecede a

detailed labor market analysis by occupations which is developed in Chapter V belowie

The material in this chapter- is designed to be illustrative of the kind of analysis

.
which should be done on an annual basis, and which should be proilided along witli

the occupational fOrecasts of manpower supply and demand for a given local labor

sf's 'market. -When placed in an overall regional economic context, webelieve that 'the

e,tai led" pioject ions Will be more understandable and useful to VTE planners,

4:41:

clear.-tet

-busilless and industry, guidance

ThroU4hout h-is study we,h

dr
shoulabe specifically oeiented

Arroun

In t

.s

for viVcannot

Important
r

and placement counselors, and to students.

emphasized the VTE planning on the lol level

Ig is trtoward the local f r market' area.t&

ignore national and regiOnal" trends'. Yet,

sources of employment and income are determlned

Whig will include a large labor-force commuting area
4
SA 'for the region.

"i
for_testing Our methodology to improve the state of the

art ih foree

/ e.
jr jfilliort parket area

nod as Planning

, .

relements, -we have referredirto the Jacksonville

,

.r clear that .
this labor market a3-ea is best

labo

Region Four Nohast FlorIpla which forms a well dpfined

:There:aren nlannlng.regionS in Florida as defined '08, the
a

8 7



Florida D4PartilOtaf Administration. In general, they comprise,reasdhable
4;

> 4

approxi-mafilidT labor m'arkets w0i can be used as a basis for local manpower'
. ,

foreca égYonA. Furthermore, the OIDS system (Tarr and Campbell, f0 %Filch
4

..

is n ing occupational demand forecasts (Fecutida Emptopment Diftection4,
. . .

quo 1975 n a planning region basis.

Our profile of Planning Region Four is composed of six.main sectjons.
,

FoLlewing thisointroduction we describe the population and demographic character-

istics of the region. Sections 4.3 and 4.4 analyze the area'A economic character-

istics, and in Section 4.5 we assess the prospects for future growth. Finally,

Section 4.6 examines the behavior of the region's economy during the 1974-75

recession. It s important to analyze the socioorconomieforces which i9fluence
1

Region four in order''.to more fully understand the area s needs for vocational and

technical education.

4

4.2 Population Characteristics 1

Planning Region Foul- is composed of seven Northeastern Florida counties:

Duval, Nassau: Baker,C1ay; St. Jdhns, Flagler, and Putnam. Figure 4.2.1 js-a map
: 4--

of Florida showing each of the ten planning areas, and Figure 4.4.2.provides

descripti've data for Region Fou'r. RegfOn Four contains 5,068 square Cies or

9ytent of Florida's total land area. In 1975, 757,806 people lived in tbe

region accounting for 8.9 Obfcent.Of Fldrida's.populatibri. The area's labor force

.(

in-1975 totaled 321,959 (or 9.2 percent of Florif,Ida's labor force) and the labor

.*
force Participation rate was 42.1,percent, slightly above the f'iorida ,of

4.9 percent. AA, *
AO tqfkay,

Table 4.2.3 ccintains Region Four popplationr7data4by broad age groups for 19P1

,t!P

and 1975 and Table 4.2.4 shows the regiprOs population aA 6 percektage of F1orida'Alw

.

popUlation. 'An interesting fact revealedbese tablet i;s.ihat the region's

population it more concentrafgd in theunder 25 age group thOn ii ' the state's
8



a
Figure 4.2.2

DESCRIPTIVE DATA PLANNING, REGION FOUR

(all data are for 1975)

NASSAU

1975 pop.: 29,149
15-year,ay. gro. rate:6.9%
labq force: 9,420
pnemploy.: 6.9

BAKER

1975 pop::
12,256

151year ay.
grd. rate:5.0%
ynemialoy.:'2.4%

iabor force: 3,780

paper and DUVAL
allied pd 1975 pop.(578,345

aviationi, 15-year ay.

federal gro. rate: 20%
labor force: 249,300

unemployment:-6.8%

MAJOR EMPLOYERS
,medical (state hosp.)

' forestry
agriculture,

a

MAJOR EMPLOYERS
finance, ing., real estate

wholesale-& retail trade
shippuilding

°CLAY

1975 pop.: 47,706

15-year average
growth rate: 14.4611

labor force: 22,902
unemployment: 4.7;

MAJOR EMPLOYERS
business and househOld
services, '

PUTNAM

1975 pop.:'43,494
15-yr. ay. gm". r.: 3.5%

y10or force:- 16,280'
ArnemplOyment: 8:6%

A4att EMPLOYERS
mangfacturlAIL
paper & papef'products

ST. JOHNS

1975 pop.:- 40,220

gro. rate: .3A
15-yr. ay.

labor frc.:-. 17,377

unempl.:, 9.1%

MAJOR' Eflj.OYERS

'-:t9iiriSm and,

tourkt gerv.:
wholesale..&
retail trade

9

F LAG L E R

1975 pop.: 6,634
15-yr. ay. gro. r.:4.4%
labor force:,2,900
nemploymelt: 9.6%

construCtion
tOueism and
tourist serv.

--

Unemployment rates are for march, 1975, Odigre not adjusted for rásonality ;

_ Souicee: Bureau of. Economic and Business Research, Ftatida St tLp AbAtkact,

1975 and Florida Department of Commerce; FtoAida Emptoyment S CS, Febivary..,s

1976.# 82
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Area

. Baker

Clay

Duval 1974 266,012
1975 269,372

`4Flagle,E, 1974 2,359
or 975 2;422

Year

4

RegieVA, lation by Age Group

Under Under
25 15 15-24 5-64 25-44 45-64

1974 5,416 -- 3,409 2,007 5;174 2,857 2,317
1975 5,534.. 3,459 2,075 5,426 3,005 2,421

1974 21,904 14,324 7;580 20,123 12,914 7,209
1975 22,743: 14,574 .8,196 21,095 13,496 7,599

Nas au

putnam

1974 13,066
1975 '13,846

_1974 18,109
1975 17,961

147,089.118,923 258,295 150,538 107,757-
145,498 ;123,874 260,475 144;504 115,971

1,427 " 932 2,113 924 1,189
1,571-. 851 2,505 1,076 1,42g

8,543 4,523 11,551 6,690 4,865
9,113 44,713 12,976 7,352 6,618

11,148 6,961 17,432 7,956' 9,482
11,484 6,477 18.570 8,504 10,066

.s.

St. Johns 1974. r6,479 9,585 6,894 15,372 7,349' 8,023
1975 16,856 10,369 6;487- 16,649 7,519 49,130

Region4 1974 343,345 195,525 '147,820 330,064 189,222)140,842
Vg 1975 148,734 196,068 152,666 337,690 185,456 152,234

Over
64 Total

1,255 11,841
1,296 12,256

3,736 45,761
3,868 47,706

46,r05 570,413
48,500 578,347

1,788 6,259
1,707 6,634

*2,072 26,693
2,333 29;149

1

-

. 6,805 42,346
6,963 43,494

6,079 37,931
6,715 40,220

67,840 741,244
71,382 757,806

Souje: Bureau of Economic and Business Researth, University of Florida.

Tabe:1.2.4

Region 4 Population. as &Percent of Florfda,

Area' Year

Bakex;.:: "1974, ,

1975

Clay .,1974 .

,1975

DuvAl 1914

A.
Flegler 1974

-6'

Nassau 1974
A 195

901

Putnam
5

.7.7

1975

1975

Under Under 1 }t. Over
25 15 1544 5-64 25-44

0.17 0.18 0.15 0.15 0.16
A..0.17 0.19 0:r5 0.15 0.16

4 -

0.68 0.77 0.56
0.70 0.79 0.58

.8.29 7.94 8.76 7,18 8.17
8.32 7.92 8.84 6.98 7.61

N7 7 IN 0.07 0.06
0.06 007

0.41 0.46 0.33 0.32

0.43 0.50 034 0.35

0.56 0.70
0,57 0.71

0.56 0.60
.6.55 0.63

O.

0.06 '

0.36
019

0.51 0.48 0.43'
0.46 0.50 0.45

St Johns L974. 0 51 )5..52 Q. 51
IPT4. 1,

,- 0,52 0. 55 !,

45,64 .64 Total

0.13 0:09 0.14
0.13, 0.09 0.14

0.4t a.26 0,55
0.41 6.26 . 0.56

6.14 3.20 6.92
6.32, 3.20 0.82 cf.

0.07 0: 12 . 08.

0.06 0.11 0.08

0.28 b.14 0,32
0.31 0.15 46.14

6.54,- 0.47 A.51
0.55 0.46 -51

0.43 . 0.40 -0.46 43.42;A . 46
,0,45 0.40 0050 ' 0.t44 0.47,

Region-V-1974, -10.60 ;10'55. 10.89 9.18 10.27

1975 10.76.;:fr-10,55 10.89 947, 9.74

SIIIIPtce: Bureau of Econ6Mic 'ind Business Research,

-

843
8:30
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Table 4.2.5.--Birth Rates per 1,000 Population in Florida

Planning yistricts and Counties: 1974

FLORIDA

DISTRICT 1

Escambia

Qka)oosa
Santa Rosa

DISTRICT 2

Bay

Calhoun

Franklin

'Gadsden-

' Jackson

Jefferson

Leon

Liberty .

Wakulla

Walton

Washington

(tt

DISTRICT 3

Alachua

Bradford

Colum0a
Dixie

Gilchrist,

Hmilton

Lilayette

Madison

Suwannee

Taylor

Union

DiSTRICT°4

Baker

Clay

Duval

Flagler

Nassau

Putnam

St. Johns

DIST ICT 5

Citru

Hernando

Levy
Marion

Sumter

DISTRICT 6

Brevard

Ndian River

Lake

Orange

Osceola

eminole

olusia

DISTRICT 7

De Soto

Hardee,

Highlanod\<\.
Okeechobee

Polk'

DISTRICT 8

Hillsborough

Manatee

Pasco

Pinellas

DISTRICT 9

Charlotte

Glad's'

lend y

Lee

Sarascita'.

DISTRICT ID

Broward

Dade

°Martin

Monroe

:Palm Beach

St. Lucie

MIN

SO Ii I5.0 20.0 210, SD IRO IS.0- 2R0 210
BIRTH RATE BIRTH. RATE

Socace: Peva* Statati,c.at ANtAact, .197.5
,.0

)4.
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'a

,

population. 46.0 percent of the area's population is under 25 while only 38.2 per-

cent of the state's populatiOn is younger than 25 for a difference of 7.8 percent.

Thus, almot 11 percent of the state's school age population lives in the area.

We. can infer from this fact that the 'demand and need for edUcational services and

vocational education programs will be stronger in.Region Foilr than in the state as

a whole.

lable 4.2.5 shows4b1rth xates for FlOrida and each of its planning regions.

4/From the table it iS clear that birth rates are s.ubstantially higher for Region

Four than is typicalln Florida. Furthermore, migration to the region from other
)

areas is.well below Florida averages. For example, from 1970 to 1974 Florida

population grew by 1,457,9221eople and 9112 percent ofthis change was due to
. ,

migration. By contrast over the same periodAtgion Four's population incretsed by.

78,538 and omfy 65.3 percent of this was dud- migration Bureau of Economic.and

Business Research, University of Florida, 1976). )

I

Finally, floridi's population grew by 25 percent' between 1970 and 1975 where

as Region Four's population expanded by only 14.4 percent. So, the regiop is

clearly growing more slowly4in population fhan the state, andAhe-region's pop40afion

growth is more heavily dependent on natural incrwe than is the state's. The

upshot of this is that we can continue to expect that Region Four's population will

be more highly concentrated in the younger age groups than state population, and we%

Would'expect that the needs for vocationaikedu4tion programs will also be relatively

stronger in Region Four than in the state in general.
fir

4.3. EconOmTc-Characteristics

Knowledge of the economic citracteristits of a region is fundamenta or'

*

determining labor market teends. Since labor market trends determine the demands

for labor by otcRpation and,influence occupational labor supplie it is of utmost

importance to study the composition of the region'sleconomy.-
'

9 2
85- .
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Region Four is a well defined labor market area centered around Jacksonville.

Jacksonville's location, on the Atlantic Coast at the mouth of ihe St. John's

River, provides important economic benefits and has a large influence on the region's

econankif activities. In fact, Region Four and Jacksonville in particular can be

considered as the gateway into northeastern Florida. Due to its location

Jacksonville is the commercial and service hub for Northeast Florida and Southeast

Georgia.

J'acksony*e possess excellent transportation facilities:

a. a large sea port, the only natUral deep water harbor on Florida's

Atlantic Coast,

b. extensive rail service,

c. access td interstate hCghways 95 and 10, and U.S. routes 1, 301
4

v

and 17,

d. warehousing and trucking facilities, and

e. an ,jnternationlal airport.

TaSle 4.3.1 lists Region FourOWage and salary employment by broad industril
0

category,and selected compdrients for 1970 and 1974, and Table 4.3.2 shows the

percentage distribution of the region's eMployment. As we might expect mabufac-
...,_;,

;-

turing, transportation, wholesale and retail\trade, finance-insurance-q-eal estate,

service, an&government dominate ROTon Four's employment. Thirtben insurante

companies have home offices and eight others *e their regional offices in

Jacksonville. Seaboard Coast Lines' main office,is in,Jacksonville, along with

three Navy installaiions. The Publix and Winn4Dix1e'supermarket chains along with C

others are headquartered in Jackt ville, nd Sp4s-Roebuck: Is currently building .

.1

a massive mgiOnal_warehouse in the area.

The region also haS extensive tracts of timber and the manufacturing of paper

and:allied products is important. Constr'uction also employs a large and growing
*

percentage-Of the region's labOrjOrce asOlown in Table-4.3,2.

'

86
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Table: 4.3.1

Region 4 Employment by Broad

Industrial Categories and Selected Components

Industry 1970 1974

Total employlint 229,227 273,437

Agriculture and.other NEC 5,500 5,300'
4

Mining

Construction

Manufacturing

Durables
Fabricated etals
Trarsportt9on equipment

NOndurables

Nai
Food and kindred products
Paper and allied products
Chemicals

Transportation, communication,
Communication
Transportation
Utilities

Wholesale trade

143

',:.111;242

32,954

12,142
1,912

4 3,463
20,812
5,988
8,128
1,296

utilities 22,119
6,218

15,901
857

'Retail trade

Finance, insurance; real estate
Finance
Insurance

.' Real estate

ServIces

Ao

LoOl

0 Florida-Department of

9 A

87

607

21,745

34,928

14,145
2,871
4,15

19,783
5,719
7,229
1,694

Q3,282
7,392

15,890
1,030

18,623 20,970:

39,331 46,254

19,269 26,617'
8,841

10,814 13,8540.

4867 3,926

33,865 44,769

41,761 47,960
13,176 .12,676

4,964 7,522
23,621 27,762

Commerce; LabillIMaAket Tnewts.



Table: 4.3.2

Region 4 Nonagricultural Employmeneby Broad

Industrial Categories-Percentage Distribution

Industry 1970

Total nonagricUltui-al employment 100.00%

.Mining 0.07

Construction 6.37

Manufacturing.) 14.73

Durables 50.43

Fabricated metals
* -

0.85

Transportation equipment 1.55

Nondurables ,.,, 9.30

Food and kindred plucts 2.68

Paper and allied products 3.63

Chemicals , 0.58

.1974

106100%

0.18

8.11

13.03

5.65
1.07
1.55

7.38
2..13

2.70
.0.44

" 14

. Transportation, CommuniCation, uttlitigs 9.4" 8.68

Communication . . 2.78 2.76

Transportation 7.11 . 5,93

Utilities q
0.38 0:38

Wholesale trade 8.32

Retail trade 17.58

Finance, insurance, real estate 8:61

Finance °-
2.94

Insur*e
Real estate

-4

4.83
0.83

A

Services 15.14

Government 18.67

Federal 5.89

State 2.22

Local 10.56,

Soutce: Bureau of E6onomic and Business Research,
University of Florida,

9 5

68

7.62

17.25 ,

5 -

9.92
3.30
5.17

16.70

17.89
4.73
2.81
10.35

49

4



4.4 LOcation Quotients

A us6ful descriptive technique for analyzing an area's economy is the

location_quotient. A location quotieni is the rbtko of the percent.employed

locally in a particular industry

the industry;

. % emy4 id'InOustry i id Region Four
1.

% employ \fhAndustry I in the U,S.

So a location quotient is a

dtividedby the percept employed nationally In

units free index of relatiVe conCentration ofIveMploy-

meRt ih a particular industry. A location quotient greater than1.0 implie's that

the industry.under study is more concentrated in the. region\than in the nation.as

:4

,-

whole, and that some of the output of this industry is proddced-for markets out-
F.' . . 4.

side the region. (is a regiohal'expOdditry).

Table 4.4.1 provides the '1
.

.._P,t,s_for.RegiOn fOur nonagricultural

selected components. As we might
,

industries by iproad industrialj,cd and for

have expected the following indd$11."ilfre:more

in the U,S.:

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

paper and alli
communication. r..-

transportation.
wholesale trade.'
retail trade .

Licts

concentrated in.Region Four than

f. finance
g. insurance
h. real estate
1. feder=a1 government

,
We would expect that aregional:trade cehter like Jacksonville, and Region Four',

A ,re

would show high levels of concentration in these4dus'eries. Although not

shipbuilding and repairing has a location quotient of over 5.1.
-

struction activitY is relatively important in Iligion Four.

As we mentioned above, _industries

listed,

Finall'y, con-

with loCaticin quOtientS greater thin 1.0

produce a portion of their output for marketg outside the region. The behavior and

'prospegts for futu* growth for these regional_exporting, industries are'crucial to

the economic health of the community. This is so because these regional exporting

industries bring inco into the area

the outside generateg" the demands for

,

from the outside This.inflow of income from

locally produced goods arid gervides.
0 ,

89
.4".1
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Table: 4.4.1 .

Region 4 Location Quotients for Nonagricultural A\ r'

sIndUttries by Broad Industrial Category and Selected Components-,2'
1.-

1974

1.000'

,'
,

Industry ,
-----___- 1970.

Total nonagricultural .employment 1.000
-

Mining 0.073

Construction
-

1.277

MangfacturIng

Durablps
:Fabricated metals
Transportation equipment

Nondurables .

.
Food and kindred products

.

\

Paper and,allied products
Chemicalt

transportation, communication, utilities
Communication ,----

Transportation. b-,

*Utilities

Wholesale trade
(

,
..

,,

Retail trade

_Finance, insurance, real estate
Finance
Insurance
Real estate

Services

dtivernment i

rederal
State
Local \

-

.

0.344
0.439
0.610,

0.0)9
1.065
3,652
0.391
..,

1.557
1,085
1.875
0.393

1.07

1.111

1,657
1.20
2,625
0.826

0:924

1.054
1.529
0.589
1.046

,

0.2641-

1.594

0.374
0.564
0.679

0.707
'-, 0.971 ,

2,987
7 0.362

.1.448
1.114
1.681
0.402

s' 1.438

1:060

-1,869 ...-\

1.337
2.841
1.423

0e68

0.981
1.360
0.724
0.952

. ,

Sou/me:, Bureau pf EconCimic and Business Research*calculations

using data from the U.S. Depdrtment of Commercef $unvey oti Curocent

' Bu4ine..6.6, nd Florida DepartMent of Commerce, Labox Martha Tkeiccia.

.

C
A.
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1
For example, the shipbuilding and repairing industry has a

of 5 and isimuch more concentrated in the -.region than i

ation quotient

the nation, -Clearly much

if not most of the output of thi.s industry is tntended for outglde markets. To

service the external,demand, focal goods and services, labor prominent among these,

are hir4d and local income is ge'nerated. This gives rise-to demands for food,

shelter,-éntertainmentketc,, much of which is locally produced. Thus,..,$l of export

sales results in many extra Viers to. total lpcd1 income. The_ economic popitiOn

of a region is analogous to,that of,a vial) EUropean natio6 such ascHolland. In
%

) :Holland the fortunes of export industries are of prime portance to the natibn's .

.
- .

edonomy and tliisis also true for regional economies like Re§ion Four.
-..

4.5 Prospects for Future Growth 4
('

Many techniques are available of- investigating the behavior and grospects for

future.growth for the indugtries Legion Four. Three techniques we shall employ\
/

r
w

are: a) shtft-share analysis, b) econometic forecasts, nd c) behaviorover the
2 r

1
us iness cycle,.; We shall..apply each of these 'techniques' to thd region's econoMy.

I\
.. . -

.,
Shift-share analysis was developed by Perloffeet al. (1960) as a descriptive

..

and analytic tool to,examine the growth prospe9ts aqidp!Competitivsartyot regiona.I

. 4

$
' \

'economies. We have described how shift-share can'be
ij

sed as i forecasting tool.in

4 .
.

We can describe,the use of shift-share as an analytic technique inSection 3.4.3.

a four step process. irst, the time i).eriod for the analysis Is estabTighed.

.Second, the-change in total alployment and employment in each industry Is calculated
P

over the time frame. Third, the changes in emploYment cae lculated in step 6.;0 are
r

broken doWnland ascribed tei threeiinfluences:

and c) regional share. :finally, based on the analysis in step thr the prospects

4

for each industry in the region can be investigated. % D

a) 2ational growth, industry mix,

--3

Table 4.5.1 provideg a shift-share analysis of the Region Four,Agnomy, and .

some examples will help to make this procedure more understandabld7 l.etbsestablish

'the time,frame as 1960 to 1974. During this fifteen yeir pbriod takal emOloyilent

91
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Table: 4.5.1
,

Region 4 Shift-Share Analysis tor Nonagricultural

Industries bY Broad Industrial Category and Selected Components

1. I.

Indusiry-

..

Change National Industry. Regional

Employment Growth;=. Mix Share

1960-1974 Effect Effect I Effect

,.Total

\
Mining .

102,984-

126-

73,389,

214

6,854

-241

22,741

. 153.

A

Construction 9,401 5,484 -779 4,696

Manufacturing-'0,- 7,351. 12,254 -6,968 "2,065'

'Durables 4,331 4,805 -2,0e7 1,613

Fabricated metals .1,628 552 -168 j,244

-, Teansportation equipinent 1,177 1,322 -910 -765

Shipbuilding 1,373
,

994 -4 383

Nondurables 3,020 7,449 -5,523 1,094

Food and kindred products 955 2,117 -2,302 1,140

Paper and allied products 764 2,873 -1,734 -375

Chemicals .. 40 ' 567 -210 -317

-,

Transportation, comminidation,
andLutilities , 7,463 7,029

.

-4,284 4,718

Transportation 3,976 5,294 -4,304 2,986

Communication 3,487 1,735 =438 2,190

Utilities 493 239 -123 . 377

yholesale trade 6,619, 6,377 382 '624
,

, .

Retail trade 4 15,799 13,533 2,308 -42

.f:

.

h Finange; insurance, real estate 12,Q85 6,458 -.1,666 3,961

Services-, .23,475 9,462 7,988 6,025

Government 20,584 12,165 7,276 N\ 1,143

Federal 2,143 -. 4,681- -2,574 '36

State 4,732 ,1,240- 1,487 2,005

Local %, 4 13,709 6,245 6,045 1,419

Soutce: Bureau of Economic and Business Research calcplation§ using

data from the U.S. Department of Commerce, Stavey.oi Cantent &saw),
and Florida Depaftment of Commerce, labo& Makket Tkeya6.

9 9



ill the region grew by 102,948 due to changes in employment by each of the ara's

industries: For example, manufacturing employment expanded by 7,351., This,

,

expansion in manufacturing.employment can be roken down into three -coMponent

part's: a) national growth effects, b) industry mix effects, and c) regional share

effects. The.nationargrowth effect indicates how much this industry's emploment

would haVe grown had regional'employment in manufacturing increas'ed at the same

rate that the national economy increased (44 percent for this .period of 1960-1974).
_

,

Since the national economy expanded during thi period we would expect Re0on Four,

manufacturing employment to also expand during the period. The national growth
. .

effect would project an expansion in manufActuring employment of 12,254. However,

growth in RegionFour manufacturing was only 7,351 for a discrepancy of 4,903.

tP

Why did employMent in Region Four manufacturing growmore slowly than the

aggregate growth Pin national employment? Two factors'are at 1.4ork here, industry'

mix and regional' share. Employment in mdnufacturing in the UT.:!..grew retatTiieTP:-n(3..

slowly compared to other U.S. industries between 1960 and 1974. Mu:, we would

expect that any regional economy which"has :employment heavily concenlrated in

9
manufacturirig would grow more slowly than the U.S. average simply becausemanufac-

turing is a relatively slow growing industry. This industry mix effect was

calculated as the difference between the aggregate growth rate of total U.S.

employment and the grovIthrate of U.S. manufacturing times Region Four manufacturing

employment in 1960. this industry mix effect equaled -6,967.
.%

The final-component is regional share, and it is caltulated as a residual.

The change,in regional manufacturihg employment equaled 7,351 due to: a) national

A
gi-o. affect of 12,254, b) industry mix effect of -6,36i; and c) regional share

--Ok

effect of 2,604 equaling the net change of 7,351. Thissregional share component
.

represents the competitiveness of the region's econdgy in manufacturing,

TO chose another example, empkoyment in finance, insurance, and real estate
_/

!grew by 12,085 in the fifteen year period. 6,458 was due to thFexpansion of the



M.S. econom,, the natipnal growth effect. 1,666 was due to the industry mix,

<7

"this was a relatively fast growing\sector of the U.S. economy from 1960-1974.

Finally, Region Four was quite competitive in this area and attracted 3,961

additional jobs.

Table 4.5.1 lists the shift-share components for the period 1960-1974 for

broad industrial sectors and selected components of Region Four. Reading across

any row of the table S'hows the change in industry employment between 1960 and

1974, the national growth effect, industry mix effect, and regional share effect.

Reading,down any column of the table provides the industry contribiitionstrto each

totat area wide effect.

'
BefOre we examine the prospects for future growth and development in the area

1

some background information is useful. During the 1950s and 1960s the composition

1

of economic activity began to change dramatically in most regions of the United

1

States. The,South and Southwest experienced rapid popuration-growth and ectonomi,c

developme, and these trends are continuing. Table 4.5.2 shows the trends in real

personal income, population, and manufacturing employment between 1960 and 1975 for

regions of the U.S. The table clearly shows the relatively rapid rate of economic
,

deyelopment and population growth in the South as jobs and population continue

theirinmigration.

Table: 4.5.2

GroWth Rates for Selected Economic and Social Variabies 196b-1975

Region Population
4

- Personal Income

Manufacturing
Employment

U.S. 18.4 77.5 9.2

New England 16.1 65.5 -9.0

Mid-East 10.9 57.8 -13.7

Great Lakes 13.1 65.1 3.2

Plains 8.4 70.5 24.0

Rocky Mountains. 31.6 93.2 45.6

Far West 34.2 89.7 19.8

Southwest 24.9 105.8 . 67.3

'southeast 23.3 114.3 43.3

soutee: Bu6ine44 Week*;.

.9
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These regional tr440s have been especially strong in Florida and particular'ly

in ihe Jacksonville area. The empiOyment datalin Table 4.5.1 shows employment

gro th in every, sector with particular strecigth shown in construction, transportation,

comm nications, fiviance-insurance-real estate, Ilservices, and government. The shift-
._

share nalysis shows lor all-industries a positive industry mix effect:Andicating

an iridustrial mix of relatively fast growing industrie Thi odes well for the

future because this composition of economic activity has potentla for increased.

future growth-. The shift-shard anagysis also gives a substantial and positive

regional share effect for all industries'. This results from the beneficial

competitive position of the area and also indicates contin economic groWth and

development.

Turning now to an.examination of the individual export industries we find a

more mixed picture. Construction, food and kindred products, Paper and allied
\

products, transportatibn, communication, and federal government all,exhibit negative

industry mix effects and possitive regional share effects. Since these industries

are expanding more slowly than the average growth rate for all industries, we would

not expect too. mach growth potential. However, the positive regional share effects

indicate that the area's competitive position is attractive and new industries have

been moving in from'other areas at a rapid pace and existing firms have expanded.

The conclusion to be drawn is that futur.ogrowth wilt continue in these industries

but at a slower pace on the average than previouslw.

Finance, insurance, real estate, wholesale trade, and retail trade have shown

positiVe mix and share effects (the retail t-rade share is a slight exception). For

these industries we would expect substantial future growth. They are all relatively

fast growing industries and the.aea has been able to attract an ever Increasing

share of this type of activity over time. .see no reason for these trends nolt t
4

jcontinue. Indeed; Jacksonville is emerging as an attractive location for many. type

s

of adminttrative and headquarters actixities along with its role as a 'regional

1. 02
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trade center. Given the area's excellent Ic)catron and transportation facilities,

,wie. expect a continuation of growth forthese industries._

The prospects for future growth in the area'have been,somewhat confused laeely

due to the status of the Offshore Power S'ystems project. If the OPS-project becomes

a realite would expect a substantial,,impact on th local economy and its labor

market. However, with continued delays in the OPS proj ct it appears that future

growth and development over the next five yeal-s in the,asea will be along the same

liries as in the.past.

, We can also analyze the rospects 'for'futUre g?-oWth in Region Four with our

ecohometric model developed in Section. 3.44. in.Table 4.5.3 we have reproduced our
41,

1980 econometric employment projections, and We have displayed once ag i .the area's

'1974 emploAnt by broad industrial categories. .The last column of Table 4.5.3

lists the derived percentage changes in employment forecasted from the econometric

'k(

model. Ipese econometric projections represent our best estiMation of future

employmerit trends in Region Four. Furthermore,.the econometric approach allows us

to quantify our notions'with respect to growth trends deyeloed from tge. preceding

shift-share analysis.

First, we note that the econometTic forecists are inliiie w we expected

given the,shift-share ari7'aill.sjs, Continued strong predicted growth in the area is

.evident from the table; we expect an 18.62,percent increase in total .employment by
.41L%

1980 for about a 3 percent per year increase. Second, the excessively large growth

in agriculture and other is largely'due to definitional changes aS we explained

in Section 3.4.4 and is nop significant. Third, as we expected thelargett growth

rate occurred in finance, insur !Ice, and real estate which also ha4 positive mix

and share components. The,aver ge compo ded ate of growth for this.category is

i.,

al
in

ost 5 perceht per.yesr, well a e eggregatetotal. Substantial growth is

al)o projected for retail.trade, selivices, and government' asexpected. Fourth, the

expected sloOer rkes for construction, transpOrtation, and nonurables were also -

,

One Out.
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,

. 4,5.3

Region 4 Projected Oployment Growth Rates

Industry

Total

Agriculture.and other NEC

,Mining

Construction

Manufacturing
)

Durables
Fabricated metals
Transportation equipment

Nondurabies
Food and kindred products
Paper and allied products
Chemicais\

Transpdrtation, communication,
utilities

CoMmunication
, Transportation

"AtiTities

Wholesale'trade

Retail trade e

k \

Finance, insurance, real Ostate,
Finance
Insurance
Real

Services

Gov ernment
: Federal

State
Local

So -cc.: F

by the ureau o

Actual
'1975

Econometric
Forecast ,

.1

,

Derived Growth
Rate Expressed
as a Percentage

Change

273,437

5,300

607

24743

34,928'

15,145
2,871
4

'

15
(1,

19,783
5,719
7,229
1,694

23,282
7,392
15,890
1,030

20,970

46,254
4

26,617
8,841

13,850
3-926

e ,

44,769

47,960
12,676
7,522

27,762

J.9

N

324,352

12,450

507,

24,831

43,157

19.,593

3,864
5,599

23,564
6,817
8,610
1,569

25,534
8,667
15,927

940

21,945

53,8165

35,270
11,711
18,349
5,208

5%3,551

53,242
'14,072
8,347

30,823

.

18.62

6

134.91

-16;47

14.20

23.56

29.37
14.59
34.82

19.11
19.20
19.10
-7.38

L)
9.67

17.25
0.23

-8.73

, 4.65

16.45

32.51-
'32.49
32.48
32.65.

.

, 19.62

11,01

,,

11.01
10.97
11-.03 ,

r

oridal,Department of Commerce, Labot Ald.-ithet Tkend.6. Calculations

Economic and Business ReSearch, Uni sity of Florida.

97.
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Finally..the forecasts did produce two some(qhat unexpected results. Growth

in whblesyle 'trade is projected at. a s,lower rate than expected-glimn')ts positive,

mix and share coefficients ih Table 4:5-1. However, thes& mix andr,share coeffi-*
-

.

crepis are quite smali, so a slower growth rate is not too unusual. The large!

projected growth in Manufacturing and in durables in particular was not at first

a
,expected giveh the negative industry mix coeffiCients This industrial category

is. growFng more eloally at the nationallevel than is the aggregate U.S. economy.

However, the region)s competere position is strongpas evidenced by.the large and

positive share effect's. Thus,ljarge.growth in this category is.not out of line

with the share analysis or with historical tmeods for the area.

In the next section we turn our attention.to an analysis_ of the behavioz o

the vea's economy during the)974-75,recession.

. ,

4.t Behavior or-the Regional-Economy During the 1974-75 Recession

. Since World War LI the econonties' of the Southeastern United States, Florida,

and Aegion Four. have :grown much more rapidly fhan the national economy in terms of

8

eMployMent and\income (see Table 4:5.2 above). During recesssionary periods the ,

t., 'contractions have usually been smaller and the recoveries ea.rlier and mord)rigoroitis

) e\.A., .

.

than ff;7>the overbll nafibnal economy. However, the most recent recession and sub-
4,. . s,

t 'A

sequent recovery is quite difficult. The contraction in the whole Southeast was ,

sharper and FlOrida experenced particularly high unemployment rates and over a

7 percent reduction in total employment. The Jacksonville #ea economy also su ffered

its worst

the state as a who

postwar recession, butrthe regionrr_ssonomy suffered relatively less than

(
It Isinstructive to examine the behavior of Re ion Four's economy-

,
.

ver the recent past,Aland to comOare it against otheT areas in Florida d_tirs-Q0,-
'

east t
The sensitivitY of a regronrS econOmy.to the national%business cycle is largely

..,

.
. .

a function of the composition of economic activity in the area. For example, if a
,

.

184portion of employment in the region occur.s in durable goods manufacturing which is'
,

*



/-4

a cyclically sensitive industry, the region's economy then tends.to exhibit wide

swings over the business cycle. The economy of Detroit is a case in point. By

contrast, if.the.region's eMployment is largely composed of governmenf and agri-

."
cultural, workers, its economy tends to be rather stable. Washington, D.C.,

Gainesville, and Tallahassee are Oood examples.

The manufacturing of durable goods is quite'volatile in terms o'f production
4

aid employment because these products can be held in inventory for long periods of

time before being sold, and once sold, they can be used over a longer perFod. Con- .

versely, nonduratle goo such as food have relatively"stable production and

employment trends. These goods are characterized ty a steady demand 'patter, and they.

are produced'as needed which eliminates severe fluctuations ii outfout and employMent.

Further, linked or ancillary services in the nondurable sector are also.more likleY

to have relatively stable patterns.
4

For the Southeatt as a.whole,-there is a greater proportion of jobs in non-

ma ufactgring than in other regions,of the country. One exceptioil to tHis rule,cls

construction; and this component makes the Southeast more prone to job fluctuations.
Kr 4

In general the regional job mix is faVorable bo employment stability.

To,put the recessionary behavior. of Region Four's economy in 'perspective, we shall

firs .examige the changes in the economies of the states in the Southeastern U.S.

terms of the indivudual states in the Southeast, Florida't job los'ss4he worst,

with a job decline of over 7 peracent by-the bottom of the recession (see Tables

4.6.1 and 4.6.2) This can be ate ibuted primarily /o the high proportiOn'of construc-
.

tion jobs in the state. ConstructiOn employment accounts for almost ten percent of,

Florida's total employment. Construction Wri4rida,badly depress'ed due to oVer-

building in the past expansion, the overallilinatil recession, inflation, and the
4P.

'

reduction in aggregate 0/al personal,incOme, The continuing depressed state of the' v

construction industry also implies a'slower tKan ayerage recovery sfa-tewide. More-

P

,

-over, the decline of,jobt and productiorvin construction has also.adversely affected

411
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Table 4.6.1.--Sixth Federal
keserve Bank Distrtct tal

Nongricultural Employment,'

P.- holt T, Trough Nov.,1973 =100

Ala,

/ I
1973 1974 1 1975 1976

-.100

- 9:

9,

-100

- 96

-100

- 96,

-100

- 96.

- 100

- 96

- 100

- 96

- 100

- 96

Note: Shaded area repre-
sents u.s. recession.

100

107

ei

Soukce: Fergus (1976,

p. 59)
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c

able:

Total Nonfarm Employment

Novemben 1973=100

Area
EmplOyment

Peak'
Employment
Trough'

Decline
fr6m
Peak

.. i

Sixth DiAWict States 100.6 96.4 -4.2

c

Alabama 101.9 97.5 -4.4

Florida . 101.3 93.7 -7.6 :

Georgfa 100.2 93.9
A

-6.3

Louisiana, 101.6 .99.2 -2.8

'Mississippi
,..

101:6 96.5 -5.1

Tennessee v102.5 , 98.04 .. -4.5

*.
Increase

Jehruary from
1976 ',Trough

98.9' 4.5

102.9 +5.4-

94:8 +1.1

96.9 +3.0,
,

102.4 +3.6

100.2 +3.7

102.2 +4.2

/ Sounci: Federal.Reserve Bank of Atlanta, Review, August l97, p. 57..

* .

.0

-----

S

'
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- .

i I
,

4mPlOymerit if; such,Jink'ed slictors ps real es-tate, fi.nance, insdrance; furnl.ture
,

mancfaituring; and'wood pi-oduots. '-Thus,..cOnstruction hes undermined some normlly
,

. 0 .. .
,

.

J
,

I / . ..-

MOre stable,Imploymept tectors-witbin the state. ,

'
,'a -..-- .... .

,'
. ...

it,
;*. , ,

Howeve,s, Regien'Four'has-a well di ersified eConomy,-particuiarlY when com- ,..

- 1

JP.' 1, z'
.,

pared t,q, the rest-of.the state...This v iety in the,region's industrial co poeition
I

.-
.

.. '
,.. ,

. .,
,4 - PI .e a

1"4

, provides gre6ter siabilfty fsi:De elle regkon 'over:tile business cycle. ;Table 4'. .3 lists.-Ir
,

-. .
. . _....

,

,,.f. ' o'ct a A. . .

4.. '.,

total emproyment,.'constryction employmerh,,and the'unemployment rate fo'Florrda's
. .

.. .
.

-

.

-

-urban' areas frOmr 1972 b5; 1,976.. As Alie table
.

illustratest,- the unemp)oyment rate 46' the
0 , .

. JackelviAl lOor market area has always beeh.below the late-average and As among.
P r f.' A

YrN

..the lowest in.the state. More interesti519 is the behayior of the area's econoMy during
. -,(...) l.

.

q..

. .
.

recessions. During 1975 total employment fell 4.9 percent _statewide but only 2.1
.,

,
.

.

.

percent i'r) the ibcksonville area., Similar trends are apparent for the unemployment

4 rate and construction employment.

The recession did not affeCt all (ndustries in the'region equallu_and some

analysis of the---imucts by broad

4.5.4 we have graphed employment

industrial categories is relevant here. .In Table

trend's for DaCial ake r, ClayNassau and St. Johns

Counties from 1974-1976 (data for Flagler and Putilam ounties were not available in

sufficient detail). From the table it is clear that co truEtien ,gloyment' is quite

sensitive to the bUsrness cycle as ise employment in transportatian, communicattod

and utilities. In conir4t; employment(pl services an finance-insurance-real estate

is far more stable. This indicates for instance,.1 t VTE trainipg programs whichl

pre eared to provide maripower to the construction industry need to take mOveme4s

of the busin s cycle Pnto account. Furthermore, downturns in the business cycletend

to affect the hiring rate of entry-level jobs relatively more than that of other jobs

although all hiring rates are reduced. Thus, it will be more difficillt for VIE

graduates to find suitable employment in recessionary periods. Analysis of placement

records should take this information into ccount.

This chapter has provided the reader with background material and a,perspective'
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- . -'fible: 4.6;3
,

§elecied Imploymeni Oita'for FrOrida's Urban Areas

"T

44.

or

.

, Year, nbnagricujtural
,

.
employment, od percentage
change froWprjar year,

L.

/

, Florida 7 Miami Hollywood
Tarripa-St.

PetersbUrg

1972'

Total-emplOym6t , 2,407,500 556,100 211,800 , 354,Q00

_ Percentage change-
. 7.0 7.1 4.7 9.4

Con§truction employthent 203,900 35,600 27,600 30,900

Percentage change 13.2 13.7 21.6 ' 18.4

Unemployment rate (1/72) 3.8 5.9 2,7 2.7

0

1973 s /-\.

Total employment 2,756,500 600,400 243,700 408,400

Percentage change 14.5 8.0 15.1 15.4

Construction employart 277,300 44,600- e34,300 40,800

Percentage change . 36:-0 25.3 24.3 32.0

Unemployment rate (3/73) 2.8 3.6 2.6 1.8

Annual average 1974
Total employment 2,869,700 611,000 \,_ 255,700 438,400

Percentage change 4.1 1.8 4.9

Construction employment 267,200 41,500 1r, 32,600 41;000

Percentagechange -3.6 0.5

Unemployment rate (3/.74) 3.4 4.9 3.6 2.4

AnnUal average 1975
4

2,729,000 596,000 233,700 412,800Total employment
Pekentage change__ -4.9 -2.5 -8.6 -5.8

Constructioq employment 171,100 37,900 18,700 27,200 '

Percentage change' =- -36.0 -8.7 -42.6 -33.7

Unemployment rate 10.6 9.7 12.6 8.7

C:

February 1976
Total employment 2,748,400 618,900 236,200 396,200

Percentage change 0.7 3.8 1.1 -4.0

Construction empjoyment 14 00 21,000 15,100 24,500

r9ercentage change -44.6 -19.3 , -9.9

Unemployment rate 11.1 - 11.4 13.2 10:9
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Table: 476.3

, Selected Employment Data for FloOda's Urban Areas-4continued)
6

NU,
!.Year,' nonagricultural
gmployment,.and percentagq,
change from prior year , -'0riando- Jacksoimitle Pensacola

.1%

lallahassee

197t
7-6TD employMent 193,60

.

y31,900 4200
4
-4 48,700'

Percentageoehange -10.6 314. 4.7

Construction employment 22,800 16,200 7,000 3,700.

Rercentage change 9.61; ' 7.0 ' 12.9 23:5

UhemOtyment rate (3/72) 4.1 2.5 2:6 1.9.

1973
Total employment 226,400 25,500 81,000 57,000

Percentage change '16.9 8.0 7.7- c 17.0 ,

Construction employment 26,700 20,#00 8,400 4,100

Percentage change' ?5.9 25.9 20.0 10.8

Unemployment rate (3/73) 2.2 2.4 2.4 1.2

. Annual average 1974 "-

Total eMployment 226,700 262,000 84,900 60,200

Percentagechange 0.1 4.6 4.8 5.6

Construction employment 23,200 20,000 8,000 3,700

Percentage change c
Unemployment rate (3/74)

-13.1
3.2

-2.0
2.4

-4.8
2.6

-7.5
4.3

vaic

40

Annual average 19-7`N
Total emproyment 210,200 256,600 84,600 60,000

Percentage change -7.3 -2.1 -054 . -0.3

COntruction employment 13,800 14,900 6,700 3,200

Percentage chang4 -40.5 -25.5 -16.3 -13.5

Unemployment rate (3/75) 11.6 9.4 . 6.1

February 1976
Total employment 209,600 257,700 85,1.00 61,000

Percentage change -3.0 0.4 1R.6 1.7

Construction employment'', 13,300 13,700 6,400 '3,000

Percentage change -3.6 -8.1 -4.5 -6:3

Unemployment rate 10.5 6.2 6.4 5.3

104
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I Selected Employment
".

Year; nonagricula'ral
employment, and percentage
change from prior year

.5)1q72 0. c .

Total eMployment-
Percentage change.

Construaion employment
Percentage chaifge

Unemployment rat (34k)

'1973

Total employment
Percentage change

Construction employment
Percentage change

Unemployment rate (3/73)

Annualvaverage 1974

Data

Table: 4.6.3

far Florida's Urban Areas

-.63;200

8.5
5:800
23.4
5.2

(continued)

. West -

Titesville- Palm Beaal,.;
Cocoa Boca Raton '

Melbourne-
Lakeland-

Winter Raven

90,000
12.2

7,600
31.0
3.9

73,800
3.2

3.400
25.9
5.7

79,400
7.6

4,900
44.1
4.7

Total employment
Percentage change

95,700
6.3

77,200
-2.8

Construction employment',
Percentage change

9,80Q
28.9

4,800
-2.0

Unemployment rate (3/74) 3.7 7.1

Annual average 1975
Tota) employment 97,400 74,400

Percentage change 1.8 -3.6

Construction employment 9,000 3,6013

Percentage change -8.2 -25,0

Unemployment rate (3/70 8.f 13.4

February 1976
Total emp1oyment 102,300 73,800

Percentage change 5.0 -0.8

Construction employment 8,400 3,500'

Percentage,change ' -6.7 -2 8

Unemployment rate 12.2 13.1

Sounce: State of Florida, Department of Commerce,

112
105

125,100
9.3-

12,700-f-
23.3
4.1

138,900-
11.0 -

17,400
37.0
2.9

146,000
5.1

16,700
- 4.0

3.4

141,200
- 3.3

11,200
-32.9
11.8

145,100
2.8

10,000

-10.7
13.7

LaboA Ma/Liza Ttend4.



, Table: 4,6.4

EMproyment hylroad Industrial'Citqory

Duval, Baker, C10; Nassau, and'S;, Johns Counties

Industry 1974 1975 't\ 1976 k ImPloymentliaMO

) I

( t

1

, Con§ ruction

.

Totik

Nanufaturing

Transportation,

Communication,

Utilities.

Wholesale and

Retail Trade

,4

260,000

255,000

250,000

245,000 ,

,

41cr'

, 21

19,000:

16,000

134000

23,500

22,500

214500',

20,500

68
0
500

67,500

66;500

64,500



Tab/b: 44,4 (continued),

Industry 19.74

finance,

4 linsuraride,

, hal Estate

Services

15

Government

,

1975 1976 Employment Range

t

>

27,00V

26,000

!WOO

24,000

47,000

46,60

45,000

A40000

40

, k

52,500 .

51,000,

49,500

48,00,0'

47,000

Ct
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ChaRter V

1980 OCCUPATIONAL DEMAND,ANDwSUPPLY IOJECTIONS

FOR THE JACKSONVILLE LABOR MARKET AREA

5.1 Introduction

5.2 Ae Demand for Labor by Occupation

5.2.1 Overview

5.2.2 Expansion Demand for Labor by OCcupation

Replacement' Demand for La6or by Occupa-t-4-

.5.9 The Occupational Supply of Labor

'?introduction

j5.3:2 1980 Forecast of the'Supply of Labor by Occupation

5.4 Implication for Vocational and Technical Education

,

I.
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14, ChapteP 'V

1980 d4CUPATI0NAOPDEMAND AND SUPPLY PROJECTION,5

FOR THE JACKSONVILLE LABOR MARKET AgEA

-,i,

,i1 .

,
.5.1 IntroducOn

In the chapter vle preiept our 1980 projections of the demands and sualies of.

.

lab(oj by occupation for the JaFksonville labor market area. Demamd for labor for

, . /
aists are develOpe'd by-three alternative techniques. Next a set,of occupatioMa

sup ly forecasts are produced by a new 'Procedure. Finally, we examinethe impl'

tions our occupational Tend and supply jections for VTE programs which' serve'

the re labor market. 6is type of detaile labor market information i.e.
1

projected ftiture occupational demands and suOplies of labor, presented in a VTE

format is vital for effective program planning. Although the manpower literature

has often discussed the usefulness of this kind of labor market analysis by occupa- /

tions for metropRlitan areas, te(our knowledge this report constitutes the first

to develop such detailed projections.

,

caveats are in order before we turn to our projections. The purpose. of

this ripe rch is to evelop a methodology for assessing the needs for VTE programs

in urban areas if F orida. Our 1980 projections represent the first test of the

methodology. The results should be vired as illustrative of the kinds of analySes

which are useful and practical to implement. Further testing in other areas and

-greater refinement are in order.

Since this chaptentof our report builds directly upon the foundatiom laid in

-previous chapters-a brief review of this material is useful prior to our discussion

of-the 'pro j ect ions. In- Chapter4V-We-revIewed-the _s_tate_of_. the_ art in. manpower

projection and labor market , nalysis for VTE. 'e noted that: ) most methodologies

17
1 I 9
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have ignored the supply side'of the labor market as they concentrated heavity 0

explaining the expansion.demand for labor, b) replacement-demands have reclkived

inadequate attent,ion, c) the cost-effectiveness of 41terniative techniques were not

,....... A .,

a .

evaluated, d) meshing of projecrtd demands,and supplies was el t undertaken, and
.

, \

I
e) the plicatis of the prolections fo WeE'vrogramming and p1,0Pidag were not

evaluate Chapter 4-then-set the sia e for Chapttr Iti wher6 we developed our

-
conceptual framework for analyzing. a labor market and formulated three empirical

-

demand forecasting models: We copmined the cost-effectiveness of 1980 industrial
i .

employment projectPons prodyt)by three techniques, time trel-rd, shift-shet, and

econometric. Chapter IV provided important background mateialfon thesocio-econorni.c

trends influencing the. Jacksonvi11114abor market,.and weNcnalyzed the regio

prospects for future growth.

Thisichapter of the\report provides 1980 occupational demand and suppLy

1Lprojections for the Jackson ille labor market area. The chapter is composed of

,

four main sections. Following the introduCtion we present and analloyze our 1980

occupational demand projections. TheJlemand'for labor at a futyre date can bt

divkled into two parli, expanSion demand and replacement demand. We examine eaCh

k

of these. In Section 5.3 we provide a forecast Of the 1980 labor supply by occ0Wa,

tions and drscuss the mdthodology used to produce the forecast. We examine the

implications of our 1980 projections for VTE programs in Section 5.4 by: a) meshing

the demand and supply forecasts'to identify those occupations which may have excess

demands4r supplies, b) i-elatlng the occupa'tional analysis to VTE program clusters,

'and c) examining VTE program completions.

5.2 The Demand for.Labor by Occupation

5.2.1 Overview

As we noted in Section 3.3 the demand for labor is comprised of an

expanSion -component and arep1acernnt- component- The-expansion demand-for-

labor is due to growth and change in the economy:. Replacement demands are

120
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I.

generated as workers die, retire, move or change occupationb% In Section 3.4

we developed three-techniques tooforecast the exparision demand, and we preserited-,__
1(

0" J.
1980 employment foriastions by,industey. Below we examEine the expansion

.
.

.
. 4

//
P

Aemand for labor by occupation as derived from each industrial employment ford-

', past. Foflowing tha expansion demand analysis we provide fprecasts of replace-

4
ment demand by occupation. Summing the expans n and replacement demands gives

'

17.

5.2.7" Expansion Demand for LabbeA, Occupation

= The purpose of this section

the total demand for labor by otcupation for.th forecast horizon 1974=1980.
' .

1

kV'
k

ject ng the occupational demand-for labor and

tional demand foreCasts. In Sectton 3.4 we prese

st-

to expain our technique for
,

C;Tiresent°our 1980 occupa-.
,

ree sets of 1980 employment

forecasts by broad industrial 'categories which we generated by thregpmethodol-

, /
ogiesf time trend, shift-share, and econometric. As we noted there each of

th; forrasting methodologies produced "reasonable" industrial employment fore-
.

cats-_, licIever, to be useful. for VTE needs assessment forecasts of the demand%
.

. -)
: .

J---,--,

for laboK.,..by industry must be translated into. occupational 'forecasts. Below
N

we discuss 'how thi5 task was accomplished.
,

As we discussed'abmie in Chapters IU and.III the Bureau of Labor

-

StatiStics has developed a methodology for translating industrial employment,

into °Occupational employmentL This methodology was described above and in the

Bureau's TOWWWW4 ManpoWet Nee6 (1969). Since 1969,the pureau's methodology

has ben institutionalized in thei.Occupational Employment Statistics (OES)

progra a federal/state cooperative effort now operatin6 in 33 states.- As we

explained in Chapter II the OES program has,three parts, the collection of data

4

by survey, the formOption of indusi'ry-occupation matrices based on'the survey

data, and the generation of o ational demand forecasts.
i' . ,

.

.

An industry-occupat ion -thateiX 12' a -tross tabu rat Vorr-of 201 industria-1--:-

employment categories by 440 occupational classifications (Taincoo.ow'4 Manpowet

121 ,
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0 , ..,
,///...

. Neeca, Supplement No..4,,1974). 4. su 5p tile matrix gives the bcCupational
-

staffing patterns by industries. The Matrix was designed to allow Oe

translation of demands for labor by industry flrito Occupational-demands. The

matrix -0 genereA in itsspecification so that no specific' methodology for
,

ggnerati69 industrial employment demands is required. Given,the existence

1 .

%

of an industry oc&pation matrix for the study region the translation Pnto

ocCupational demands is straightforward. The vector of employment'demand

-tor.the 201 industries is simply'multiplied_by the industry-occupation matrix.

In this study an indpstry-odcupation matrix for'the Jacksonvilte labor market

area (Planming Regign Four) was,made available by the Flroida Department.gf

Commerce; Divisicm of Employment Security, Research and Statistics Divisiop.

)

- Flori0 participates in the OES program ind rlOrida's-OES program isdescribed

Tarr an& Campbell (1975)! ,

In developing our methodology for needs assessment we,gener ted.three

Lsets of 1980 employment projection's by industries (see Section 3.4). Using

the industry-occupation mat.Ox we can translate these forecasts ineo the

demands for labor by occupations: Table 5.2.1 presen our 1980 forecasts of

0

the demand for labor by occupatiori, and Table 5.2.2 proVi s the, percentage

t -4
difttribution of employment by occupatron derived from Table 5.2.1. In each

table we included: a) forecasts generafed by all three techniques, time trend,

.shift-share, and econometric,13) forecasts by the Florida Departmentof
. 4

Commerce for the region in 1980, and c) actual" 1970 occupational employment

for the region to put the numbers in.context.

We include the Florida Department of Commerce 1980 projectionS becguse

they Were produced using the standard BLS-prescribed methodology and offer

sOme
-

ppectivi on our forecasts. Although BLS uses the sarrie industry,

occupat Matri4:4ix and the same technique for convert-Trig from industrial-,

employment demand to occupational employment demand as we use, they employ a
,

113
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Region 4:

Total all occupations

Professional, techntc
kindred

Engineers
Scientists
Mathematicians
Science technicians
Medical workers except

technicians
Health technicians
Other technicians
Computer specialists
Social Scjentists
Teachers

.Writers, artists, entertainers
Other professional

Managert, officials, proprietors
Buyers, sales, loan managers
Administrators, inspectors
Other managers

Table: 5.2.1

1980 Oitcupational Employment Forecasts by Categories

Sales workers

Clerical workers
Secretaries, typists
Office machineOperators
Other clerical workers

Craftsmen, foremen, kindred
Construction craft§men
Foremen, not classified
Metalworking craftsmen
Mechanics, repairmen
Printing ci.aftsmen
Transportation, utility

qraftsmen
Other. traftsmen

Operatives
Operatives except transport
Transport equipment operatives

Service workers
Cleaning service
Food service
Health service

% .

Actual
1970'

Florida
Department

of
Commerce2

Time-
Trends

Shift-
Share Econometrics

232,671 339,690 328,996 349,200 324,352

27,609 43,280- 45,150 42,330

2,040 2,580
42,746.

3,522 -4,391 3,581

252 260 : 217., 224 251

65 90 91 86 80

2,081 2,910 3,234 3,316 3,373

2,115 5,840 3,855 . 4,949 3,824

707 1,870 ,1,288 1,697 1,284

1,116 1,180 1,625 1,149 , 1,571

-847 1,210 1,378 1,491, 1,359

280 380 654 578 616

9,360 .13,010 12,260 12,040 12,129

2,125 3;280 . 3,503 3,309 3,554

, 6,621 10,660 11,119: 11,920 10,708

26,459 40,900 , 39,492 40,844 40,101

5,374 8,500 8,061 8,330 8,293

3,518 3,590 4,798 4,618 4,469

17,567 2.8,800 26,633 27,896 , 27,3391

a
15,719 24,800 22,587 24,178 23,557

55,493 75,620 79,595 87,713 81,566

15,343 22,900. 24,966 26,440 24,749

2,784 3,220 3,427 3;628 3,549

37,366 50,490_ 51,202 57,645 53,268 .

32,495 45,320 45,396 48,728 45,782

9,435 14,740 15,311 17,034 15,572

4,432 5,740 5,815 6,267 5,984

1,987 2,290 2,509 2,882 2,795

'9,946 13,070 12,694 12,992 11,921

1,112 1,400 1,295 1,542 1,399

1,673- 2,490 2,382 2,515 2,587

3,910 5,590 5,330 5,496 5,524

29,175 36,5.10' 34,459 35,148 33,224

18,231 22,740 20,124- 22,142 21,120

10,944 13,330 14,35 13,006. 12,104

29,492 48,610 46,454 48,191 40,014

5,403 10,000 7,445 8116 7,612

8,481 12,920 10,645 10,794 10,458

1,926 7,660 3,938 5,416 3,936

123 continued . . .
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Region 4: 1980 Occupational Employment. Forecasts by Categories (continued)

Florida
Department

Actual of Time- , Shift-
19701 Commerce2 ("-; Trend.? Share Econometric'

SerVice workers (continued)
Personal service 3,155 7,030 4,066 3,635 4,049

Protective service 10,527 5,810 15,250 15,030 15,100

Private household 5,800 5,200 5,110 5,200 5,100

,

Laborers except farm 12,579 19240. 15,617 16,548 .15,228

'Farmers and farm workers 3;650 2,710 2,650 2,700 2,550--

Farmers and farm managers 1,049 710 550 .110 250

Farm laborers 2,601 2,000 2,100 ( 2,590 2,300

SOUACeb: 'Our calculations using the 1970 Region 4 Industry-Occupation Matrix and the
1970 wage and salary employment for Region 4.

2Florida Department of Commerce, Feonida Eniptoyment Dirtections: Industnies and

Ocgapation4 1970-1980, P Pi-at/tat 4, Tallahassee, Florida, 1976. Note:

These are on a "total emplo ,-nt" basis.

3Our calculationspsing the 980 projected employment totals from trend extrap-

ylations and the Region 4 980 Industry-Occupation Matrix.

4Our calculations using the 19804employment projections from ghift-share analysis
and the Region 4 1980 Industry-Occupation Matrix.

'Our calculationsusingthe 1980 employmentcprojections from an ecanemetac model
and the Region 4 1980 Industry-Occupation Matrix.

..
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Region 1980 Percentage

Total all occupations
-

-Professional, teChnical,
kindred 1

Engineers I

Scientists
Mathematicians.
Science technicians
Medical workers except

teciTicians
Health tedhnicians
Other technicians

\amriputer
specialists

ial scjentists
TEacherS
Wri-t.ers;vrtistis, entertainer's

Other professional

Table:

Distributibn of Employmdnt by Broad Occupational Categories.

Managers, officials, proprietors
Buyers, sales, loan managers
Administrators, inspectors
*Other managers

Sales workers

Clerical workers
Secretaries, typists
Office machine dperators
Other clerical workers

Craftsmen, foremen, kindred
Construction craftsmen
Foremen, not claSsified
Metalworking craftsmen
Mechanics, repairmen
Printing craftsmen
Transportation, utility

craftsmen
Other craftsmen

Operatives
Operatives except transport

' Transport equipment operatiyes

Service workers
Cleaning service
Food service
Health service

Actual
19701

Florida
Department

Commerce2

,

Time-
Trends

Shift-
,..2E..eL, Econometrics

100.00% 100.00% 1-00.00% 100.00% 100.00%

12.83 12.74 12.99 12.93 13.05

-1.03 0.76 1.07 1.26 1.010

0.11 0.08 0.07 0.06 0.08

0.03 0.03 0.03 I 0,02 0.02

0.88 0.86 -0.98 0.95 1.04

0.9Q 1.723- 1.17 1.42 1:18

0.03 0.55 0.39 1149 0.40i

0.47 0.35 0.49 0.33 0.48)

-40.36 0.36 0.42 0.43 0.42

0.12 0.11 0.20 0.16 0.19

4.90 3.83 3.73 -3.45 3.74

, 0.90 b.97 1.06 0.95 1.10

2.81 3.14 3,38 3.41 3.30

11.25 12.04 12.00 11.70 12.36

2.28 2.50 2.45 2.39 2,56

1.50 1.06 1.46 1.32 1.38

7.47 8.48 8.10 7.99' 8.43

6.68 7.30 6.87 6.92 7.26

23.59 22.56 24.19 '24.95 25.15

6.52 6.74 , 7.59 7.57 7.63

1.18 0.95 1.04 1.b4 1.09

15.88 14.86 15.56 16.51 16.42-

13.81 13.34 13.80 13.95 14.11

4.01 4,34 4.67 4.88 4.80

1.88 1.69 1.77 1.79 1.84

0.84 0.67 / 0.76 0.83 0.86

A.23 3.85 3.86 3.72 3.68

0.47 0.41 0.39 0,44 0.43

0.71 0.73 0.72 0.72 0.80

1.66 1.65 1.62 1.57. 1.70

12.40 10.75 10.48 10.07 10.24

7.75 6.69 6.12 6.34 6.51

4.65 3.92 4.36 3.72 3.73

12.52 14.31 14.12 13.80 12.34

2.30 2.94 2.26 2.32 2.35

3.60 3.80 3.24 3.09 3.22

0.82 2.25 1.20 1.55 1.21
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Region 4: 1980 Percentage Distribution of Employment by Broad OccupaV,onal Categories
. '(continued) %.

. Florida'
Department

.
I.

4

Actual of Time= Shift-

19701 Commerce' Trend' Share Econometric'

Service workers '(continued)
Personal service 2.99 2.07 1.24 1.04 1.25

Protective service 4.48 1.71 4.64 4.30 4.30

Private household 2.47 1.53 1.55 1.52 1.57

Laborers except farm 5.35 5.66 4.74 4.73 4.69

FarMers and farm workers 1.55 0.80 - 0.81 0.77 0.79

Farmers.dend farm managers 0.44 0.21 0.17 0.03 0.08

Tani/ laborers 1.11 0.59 , .0.64 0.74 0.71

N.Sowt.c.e6: 'Our calculations using the 1970 Region 4 Industry-Occupatio? Matrix and the

1970 wage and *pry employment.for Regian 4.

'rlorida Department ,of Commerce, Ftokida Emptoyment'DiAection4: InduAtniu and

Occupations 1970-1980; Rearming Diztnict 4, Tallahassee, Florida 1976. Note:

these are on a'"total employment" basis.

'Our calculations using the 1980 projected employment totals from trend extrap-

olations and the Region 4 1980 Industry-Occupation Matrix.

4Our caltulations using .e 1980 employment projections from shift-share.analysis

and the Region 4 1980 Industry-Occupation Matrix.

'Our calculati.ons using the 1980 employment projections from an econometric model

and the Region 4.1980 Industry-Occupation Matrix.

4
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Offerent forecasting procedure and a diffefent oncept of employment. First,

BLS uses a regression model to forecatt employment demands by industry. Their

model represents a crogs between an econometric model and a time trend model.

A typical BLS employment equation would ,take the -form::

E.
jt

= f(E.- Pop.jt Time)
l

1

where; E = employment, Pop = popelation, Time = time, i = industry identifier,
val

j = region identifier, us = U.S. economy, and t = time identifier.

J A regressiowequation of this type is estimated for each of the 201

industrial categories. This is /pilt a behavioral-based approach as in the

econometric rhodel but rather it fs a forecasting_equation like our time trend

technique. A further similarf15, of time trend and BLS procedures is that

neither technique allows for the interaction of an industry on another. This

sc) because all the explanatory variables in both models are determined

outside the models. No equation links developments in one local industry to

the develitpments in another in these models.

The second difference is in the concept of employment. In our work we

have used reported wage and salary data (ES 202) exclusiveLy because this data

-series is consistent over time and is quite reliable. BLS uses a concept

called "total employment." In Technical Paper No. 1 (1970) BLS describes the

total employment concept and provides methodology for conversion from wage and

salary employment to total employment. Total employment includes wage and

-

saJary employment and makes- adjustments to wage and salary employment to

,account for: a) unpaid absences, b) multiple job holders, c) self-employed,

and d) unpaid family workerg. In concept this seems appropriate and more

inclusive than wage and salary employment, but it is difficult to put into

practice. Problems arise because the data on each of the four adjustment

categories is sketchy. Furthermore, wage and salary workers account for,over

95 percent of total employment based on our analysis. In addition, for

12 7
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purposeS of VTE aTSsment a wage and salary concept is more appropriate

since few VTE-graduates will'be self-emOloyed or unpaid family workers.
-

Finally, since the ES 202:wage' and salary data is pretty hard and the BLS

adjustments are of questionable accuracy, we chose to use the wage and salary

concept in this study. Fortunately, industry-occupation matrices are ayailable

for wage and salary workersour choice of an employment concept did not

pose any problems.

Inspection of"Table 5.2.1 demonstrates that the total 1980 occupational

demand for labor forecasts are clustered quite tightly. Shift-share provides

the highest foriecast of 349,200 and the econometric model provides the lowest,

924,952. However, the range is less than 10 percent. Looking.at the broad

4

occupational categories we note a 10 percent range in forecasted demands for

sales worker,s, laborers, and operatives. There is a 7 percent range in the

clerical forecasts largely explained by diffferences in dhe prected demands

for secretiries, and a 7 percent range in the craftsmen forecasts due to

variatiOns in the,forecasts for construction craftsmen. Fina'lly, a 5 percent

range exists for the demands for service workers with the largest disparity

_in the category of protective workers.

. Table 5.2.2 displays the projected 1980 percentage distribution of

1

occupational employment derived from Table 5.2.1. As we can see even 1 percent
_
,

disparities among the r980 projected percentage distributions are rare and

exist only for service workers (where a 2 percent difference is recorded),

laborees, ah4.--lerical workers. Comparisons with the actual 1970 percentage

distributions of occupations do not reveal ahy dramatic changes forecasted for

1980. Occupational structures,change rather slowly. Those employed as

operatives and farmers are projected to represent a smaller share of total

occupational employment while those employed as clerical worker's, managers,

and sales workers will donstitute a relatively larger share.

12S
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Table: 5.2.3

Region 4: Projected Average Annual

,
Expansion DeMands fgr Labor by Occupa ion

Florida-
Department

of Commercel Time Trend2 Sh ft-Share Econometric

Total all occupations 9,330 9,052 11,073

Professional, technical
kindred 1,560 1,514 1,753

Engtneeri 50 148 235

Scientists 0 -3 -3

Mathematicians 0 3 2

Sciehcetechnicians 110 115 124

Medical workers except
technicians 260 . 174 283

Health technicians 120 . 58 99

Other technicians 40 51 3

Computer specialists 50 53 64

Social scientists 20 37 30

Teachers 0 360 290 268

Writers, artists,
entertainers 130 138 118

i

Other professional 420 450 530

Managers, officials,
proprietors 1,410

,

1,304 1,439

Buyers, sales, loan
managers . 310 269 296 ,

Administrators,
inspectors, 120 128 110

Other managers 980 907 .
1,033

Salesworkers 860 697 846

Clerical workers 2,430 2,410 3,223

....Sc.retres,typjts
Office machine operators

890
--60

962
64

1,110
.

Other clerical workers 1,480 1,384 2,028 .

Craftsmen, foremen,
. kindred 1,020

,

1,290 1,625

Construction craftsmen 350 594 760

Foremen, not classified .120 138 184

Metalworking craftsmen- 20 52 90

Mechanics, repairmen 300 . 275 ' 305

Printing craftsmen 20 18 43

Transportation, utility .

craftsmen 60 71 84

Other craftsmen 150 142 159

129

120

9,215

1,474
154

0

2'.

129 1

171

58
46
51

14
277

143
409

1,364

292

95
977

784

2,608
941
77

1,590

1,329
614
155
81

198
29

91
161

continued . .



Table: 5.2.3

Region 4: Projected1verage Annual
E

'Expansion Demands fg'r Labbr by Occupation.;(continued)

,

Operatives
Operatives except

transport
Transportation equip-

ment operatives

Service workers

Florida
Department

of Commerce Time Trend2 Shift-Share

500

270

230

1,370

528

189

339

1,115

.A597

391

206

1,289

Cleaning service 340 204 271

-Food service 310 -216 231

Health seiwice 400 201 349

Personal service 190 91 48

Protective service -10(r-, -69 -60

Private househofa 230 472 450

Laborers except farm 270 304 397

Farmers and farm workers -110 -95

Farmers and farm
managers

Farm laborers
-20
-70

-50
-60

-94
-1

Econometrie

405

289

116'

1,096
,

221
198
201
89

-70
457

265

-in
--80

Sounee4: 1Florida Department of Commerce, FZondctJEmpeoçment Dikection4:
InduhtAies and Oempation4 1970-1980 tanning DiAtniet 4,

Tallahassee, Florida 1976. Note: these are on 'a "total employ-

ment" basis.

-30

2Our ca4culations using the 1980 projected employment tot ls from
trend extrapolations apd the Region 4 1980 Industry-Occup tion
Matrix.

3Ourca1cu1lt4ons-us4ngAhe-1980-employmentprojections f om-shift-
share-analysis and the Region 4 1980 fhdustny-Occupation Matrjx.

4Our calculations using the 1980 employment projections from an
econometric model and the Region 4 1980 Industry-Occupation
Matrix.
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'The expansa ion demand for labor represents demands due, growth and

chahge In the economy. We can readily convert our 1980 total occupation

demOd forecasts as presented in Table 5.2.1 into expansion demands. This is

'i

2/.41dookby subtracting a base year set of data from'our 1980 forcast totals.

.
in Table 5.2.3 we show projected average annual expansion demands for labor

by occypation for eaVi of our projection techniques. Tte averige annual

demands were developed by subtracting the projected 1980 total from 1970

occupaional employment and dividing by ten. Such a proCedure implies that the-
,

change in demanii over the ten year period will occur in a steady fashion.

.Given the cyclical nature of oUr ecanomy this type of projection must be used

with care in forecasting from year to year. Changes due to-business conditions

must be aPowed for. However, we believe Our projections will be reasonably

accurate over a four year period. Once again we note that the projerctions are

clustered rather tightly. Differences that do exist are the same as those

identified in the discussion of Table 5.2.1.

- :Theexpansion demand for labor represents approximately 50 percent of

the total demand for labor. Theremaining 50 percent is due to replacement

0
needs. Workers retire, change occupations, move, or otherwise leave the labor

fgrce, and they must be replaced. We turn next to a discussion of replacement

demand.
..

5.2.3 Replacement Demand for Labor by Occupation

-

BLS has deVeloped a methodology for estimating replacement demands

(TomoAtow' Manpowet Needa, Supplementlio. 4, 1974). We described this

procedure-and discussed its strengths and weaknesses in Chapters II and III.

We briefly review that ,discussion below. Then we e5camine some tests BLS hhs

made of its methodology, and we compare
the)BLS separation rates to 1970

Census data on the age structure of occupational employment in Region Four.
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We conclude this section by presenting our 1980 forecasts of the demand for

labor by occupation.

The need to replace workers who leave their occupations- is clear."

Such separations from.the labor force can be ascribed to many factors including

death, retirement, occupational mobility, geographic mobility, and family.

responsibilities. For the U.S. as a whole job openings due to separations are

estimated tale twice as numerous as those due to growth (Tomolthoce4 Manpowe&

Need4, Supplement No. 4, 1974, p. 2). Even.for a fast growing state suCh as

Florida replacement demand is-estimated to account for one,half of all job

openings (Tarr and Campbell1975). BLS has developed a procedure for

estimating replacement demands. The procedure only accounts for separations

due to deaths and retirement for males and due to death, rement and

family responiibilities for females. The separation

of working life. BLS has developed a series of separation rates for each of

the 440 industry-occupation matrix categories. Each state has its own set of
r

ates are based on tables

these separation rates specificially tailored for it to reflect the age

structure of employment with the state.

This BLS procedure for calculating separtation rates (TomoititoW'4

Manpowen. Need4, Supplement No. 4, 1974) is a great improvement over the

original 1969 procedure which used national separation rates in each state

instead of state specific separation rates. Researcb has shown that the use

of national separation rates result in seriously biased estimates of separations

for many occupations in states whose age structures differ significantly from

the national average (SuppleMent No. 4, loc cit1). However, even the current

procedure has some serious limitations. Occupational mobility and geographic

mobility are not accounted for. Furthermore, the death and retirement-rates

are based on tables of working life, and they are not occupational specific.

The same age specific separation rates are applied to the area's age



distribution of each occupation as if mortality and retirement do not differ-

by occupation. Retirement patterns and mortal-ity rates do differ significantly

among occupations, and tables of working life need to be developed which are

occupationally specific.

,. Although the BLS procedure has its limitations, it is the best available

methodology for calculating separations and hence replacement demands. We have

used the BLS separation rates in our forecasting work. The Florida Department

6 of Commerce has published separation rates for Region Four using the BLS

methodology in Ftoni& Emptoyment DitectionA (1976), and we have reproduced

their projections in Table 5.2.4. Given its limitations the replacement

estimates will be on the conservative side and should be viewed as lower

bounds.

We were unable to locate any empirical tests which evaluate the

accuracy of BLS methodology based on separation rates for forecasting the

replacement demand for labor. To check the reasonableness of the average

annual replacement demands reported in Table 5.2.4 we compared them to the

age structure 0 the labor force by occupation as reported in the 1970 Census.

In Table 5.2.5 we have provided some illustrative data on the number of workers

45 years old and over by occupation who were employed in 1970. Since

separation or replacement demand is based on death and retirement of those

employed, this data provides a base line for comparison. As we would expect

if the figures for the annual average separations are summed over the ten

year forecasting horizon, they exceed the total number of woekers 45 years

old or older. This is reasonable since younger workers can also be expected

to leave the labor force for various reasons. Furthermore, the separations

look reasonable compared to the base line data. Finally, the relatively high

number of separations for clerical workers and craftsmen reflect the age and

sex distributions of these occupations.

I " t-'
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Table: 5.2.4 \

Average Annual Job4Openings Due to Sepatations

in Region Four by Broad Qccupational Categories

Total all occupations

Professional; technical.and kindred workers

Engineers
Scientists 0

Mathematician's
Science technicians

.Medical workers, except technicians
Health technicians
Other technicians
Computer scientists
Social scientists
Teachers
Writers, artists, entertainers
Other professional

12,830

1,590
40
10

0

60
260
A00

20

.10

620
100
360

Managers, officials, proprietors ,1,270

Buyers, sales, loan managers 230

Administrators and inspectors 110

Other managers 1'30

Salesworkers

Clerical workers
Secretaries and typists

"Offide machine operators
Other clerical workers

Craftsmen, foremen, kindred
Construction craftsmen
Foremen, not classified
Metalworking craftsmen
Mechanics, repairmen
Printing craftsmen
Transportation, utility craftsmen
Other craftsmen

Service workers
Cleaning service
Food service
Health service
Personal service
Protective service
Private household

1,110

4,160
1,480

15C:

2,530

860
290
120

210
Jo
20

_ 150

2,460
480
600
450
390
200
340

Laborers except farm 410

Farmers and farm workers
Farmers and farm managers
Farm laborers

90
30"

60

Sotace: Florida Department of ComMe.ce, Feotida Empt9yment Ditection4
1970-1980, Tallahassee, Florida, 1976.
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Table: 5.2.5

Region 4: 1970 Age Distribut: of the Labor Force by Occupational Category

Total all occupations

Male Female

45-'64

25,635

55-64

15,234

65+

4,034

Median

40.0

45-54

16,184

55-64 65+

9,185 2,597'

Median

Ptofessional, technical,
kindred 2,744 1,443 476 39.3 2,157 1,283 373 37.9

*.

Managers, officials,
proprietors 4,137 2,464 639 44.3 917 636 142 46.2

,Salesworkers 2,575 1,387 542 40.6 1,552 973 326 42.0;

praftsmen 6,596 3 749 647 41.0 335 186 65 41.8

Operatives 3,544 2,06,9 343 37.3 1,161 653 151 40.9

Clerical workers 2,421 1,305 459 38.6 5,860 2,650 6634.2

Service workers 1835 1,495 646 40.3 2,538- 1,547 457 38.2

Laborers except farm 1,556 1,174 201 32.5 196 81 25 38.6

Farmers and farm
workers 68 51 33 49.2 24 17 23 152.7

Soutee: U.S. Department of Commerce, 1970 Census.of Population, Sixth Count.

Summary Tape.

I
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Table: 5.2.6

Region 4: Projected Average Annual '

- Job Openings or Requirements by Occupation

'Florida
Department

.of Commerce/ Time Trend2 Shift-Share' EconoMetrie

Total all occupations

Professional, technical

22,160

kihdred 3,150
Engineers 90
Scientists 0

Mathematicians 0

Science technicians 170
Medical workers except

technicians 520.

Health technicians 220
Other technicians 60
Social scientists 30
Computer specialists 70
Teachers 980
Writers, trtists,

entertaihers 230
Other professionals 780

Managers, officials,
proprietors 2,680

Buyers, sales, loan
managers 540

Administrators,
inspectors 230

Other managers 1,910

Salesworkers 1,970

Clerical workers 6,590.

Secretaries, typists 2,370
Office machine operators 210

Other clerical workers 4,010

Craftsmen, foremen,
kindred 1,880

Construction craftsmen 640
Foremen, not classifiedr 240
Metalworking craftsmen 60
Mechanics, repairmen 510
Printing craftsmen 50
Trangportation, utility

craftsmen 80
Other craftsmen 300-

21,882 23,903 . 22,045-,

3,144 3,374 3,104
188 275 194
-3 -3

3 2 2

225 234 239

534 431
199 158
23 66

40 44
74 61

888 897

434
158
71

47

63

910

238 218 243
810 890 769

2

\ 136
127

2,574

499

238

2,709

, 526,

alb

2,634

522

205
1,837 1,563' . 1,907

1,807 1,956 1,894

6,570 7,382 6,768
2,442 2,590 2,421
214 234 227

3,914 4,558 4,120 .

2,l5jJ 2,485 2,189
88 1,050 904
37 304 275
92 130 121

485 515 408
48 73 59

91 104 .111

292 .309 311

continued . .



Region 4: r,..ojected Average:Annual

Econometric"

Job Openings or:Requirements by Occupation (continued)

Florida
Department
of Commerce1 Time Trend' Shift-Share

00

Operatives 1,380 1,408 1,477 1,285

Operatives except
transport 920 839 1,041 939

Transportation equip-
ment operatives 460 569 436 346

Service workers 3,830 3,575 3,749 3,556

Cleaning service 820 684 751 701

.Food service 910 816 831 798

Health service 850 651 799 651

Personal service 580 481 438 479

Protective service 430 672 650 ' 657

Private household 240 271 280 270

Laborers except farm 680 714 807 675 "c

Farmers and farm workers 0 -20 -5 -20-

Farmers and farm
managers 10 -20 -64 -50

Farm laborers -10 0 59 30

Sounge4: 1Florida Department of Commerce, Ftvadd Emptoyment Dikection4:*
Insustxies ahd Occupation4 1970-1980, Pteoutillg DiAtAict 4, Tallahassee,

Florida 1976. Note: these are on a "total employment" basis.

'Our calculations using the 1980 projected employment totals from trend,
extrapolations and the Region 4.1980 Industry-OccOatton Matrix.

3Our calCulations using the 1980 projections from Oft-share analysis
and the'Region 4 1980 Industry-Occupation Matrix.

4Our calculations using the 1980 employment prOjections from an econo-

metric model and the Region 4 1980 Industry-Occupation Matrix.
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To calculate the total demand for labor by occupaiion we must sum

the projected number of separations and the expansion demand. In Table

5.2.6 we display our 1980 forecasts of the demand for labor by occupation.

Four forecasts are included in the table. We generated three forecasts using

each of our projection techniques, time trend, shift-share, and economttric.

We also have included. the Florida Department of Commerce projections. Once

again we note that the alternative projections are clustered quite tightly.

As before shift-share provides the highest projection for total average annual

job openings, 23,903, and time trend produces the smallest, 21,882, for a

range of approxiMately 10 pefcent. The range among the alternative forecasts

for the occupational categories is also narrow, usually less'than 10 percent.

5.3/-15?e Occupational Supply of Labor

5.3.1 Introduction

Forecasts of the supplies of labor by occupation are extremely rate.

In fact, the supply of labor is often totally ignored in the labor manpower

literature. This lack of attention to supply side phenonena is not limited

to the labor/manpower field but is prevalent in most regional and national

models. Typically aUctention is lavished on the demand side of most models

(see Section 2.4) while the supply side is ignored or assumed to be perfectly

elastic in its reeponses. A particularly relevent case in_point is the BLS

methodology of TomOhADWI4 Manpowet Need4 (1969). Great attention is given to

assessing future manpower needs, or demands, by occupation, but no procedures ,

are developed to measure the future supplies of labor by either occupation or

industries.

Recently attempts have been made to develop methodologies for forecasting

the occupational supPlies of labor. As we discussed above in Chapter 111, Tarr

and Campbell (1975) have formulated a procedure for supply forecasting. Their

procedure requires a careful analysis of each of the many sources of entry to
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an occupation including formal schooling, on-the-job'training, inmigration,

occupational mobility, and exmilitary. This is a most difficult job.given

the total lack of data on occupational mobility, on-the-job training, and

exmHitary personnel. Perhaps in the future as more coMpleie data becomes

available this logical procedure can' be implemented.

Faced with the need to develop 1980 occupational rpply forecasts, we

devejoped an aliernative procedure which we discribed in Section 3.8. We

present our 1980 occupational supply forecasts below.

5.3.2 1980 Forecast of the Supply of Labor by,Occupation

Table 5.3.1 presents our 1980 forecast of the supplies of labor by

broad occupational categories. These projections represent the first set of

occupational labor"supply forecasts produced for a substate area. The fore-

cast was made using the shift-share procedure discussed in Section 3.8. We

should note here that the forecast was not formulated by a mechanistic

application of the shift-share procedure. When forecasts of any of the 44o

detailed occupations produced what was felt to be unreasonable estimates

(i.e. growth rates of over 200 percent or zero or even negative supplies),

a further analysis was undertaken and judgement applied. This occurred in

perhaps 20 percent4of the total number of occupations. A

_
It is difficult to assess the accuracy of ourikupply estimates because

(there.is no hard data to compare them against. However, we can state that the

I"

supply estimetes seem most reasonable for two reasons. First we have fore-

cested a 1980.occupationai labor supply total of 355,657. This total was

bdilt up from the forecasts\of each of the 440 odd detailed occupetions.

By contrast in Section 3.4 when we were evaluating the reasonableness of our

employment forecasts by industry, we estimated the total labor supply for

Region Four by an alternative procedure. In that instance we noted the

following: a) the area's labor force participation rate ib'1975 was 42 percent,
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Table: 5.3.1

Region 4: 1980 Occupational Supply Forecast by Broad Occupational Categories

Total all ocCtipations 355,657

Professional, technical,
and kindred workers 43,029

Engineers 3,598
Scientists 423
Mathematicians 83
Science technicians 3,378
Medical workers except

technicians 3,836
Health technicians 1,518
Other technicians 1,214
Computer scientists 1,435
Social scientists 290
TeaChers 15,187
Writers, artists, entertainers 3,276
Other professional 8,791

Managers, offitials, proprietors 42,384
Buyers, sales and loan managers 8,765
Administrators and inspectors 3,774
Other managers 29,845

Sales workers 33,733

Clerical workers 83,636
Secretariesand typists 21,194
Office machine operators 4,659
Other clerical workers 57,783

alo
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Ct4aftsmen, foremen, kindred 49,008
Construction draftsmen 15,019
Foremen, not classified 5,630
Metalworking craftsmen 2,495
Mechanics, repairmen 14,959"
Printing craftsmen 1,200
Transportation, utility

craftsien 2,619
Other craftsmen 7,086

Operatives 37,472
Operatives except transport 23,339'
Transport equipment operatives 14,133

Service workers 47,335
Cleaning service 7;323

Food service 10,450
Health service 5,216
Personal service 4,368*
Protective service 13,470
Private household 6,508

Laborersaexcept farm 15,949

Farmers and farm workers 3,111
Farmers and farm Managers 815
Farm laborers 2,296



b) the Bureau of Economic and Business Research at the University of Florida

forecasts that 1980 population.in the area will be 847,100, c) if we assume

a constant labor force participation rate of 42 percent, then the 1980 labor

force would equal 355,782. The correspondence between these two total labor

supply estimates is remarkable and gives us some confidence in our supply

methodology.

As a second test for reasonableness we compared our supply projections

with our demand forecasts. Such comparisons are interesting for purposes

beyond checking our supply.forecaSts, and we will examine the implications of

our 1980 supply and demand forecasts of labor by occupation in Section 5.4

below. Here we wish to note that if comparisons ofA4forecast,ed manpower demands

and supplies Were widely diveregent, this would be a cause for concern.

Table 5.3.2 presents our projected 1980 unemployment rates by occupation.

These were calculated using the 1980 occupational supply projections from

Table 5.3.1 and the occupational demand projections"from Table 5.2.1. Negati4,'

signs 'in the table indicate a condition of excess-demind for an occupational-

category. For the great majority of occupations our forecasts of excess

demand or supply (expressed as unemployment rates in Table 5.3.2) seem reason-

able.

To interpret the projections in Table 5.3.2 we need to recall the

discussion of labor market concepts (Chapter III) in general and our analysis

of the concept of a lpb opening in particular. Jo review a bit, the notion of

0

a job opening-is not the same as a job vacancy. On the one hand, a joh

vacancy exists only when an employer is willing and actively seeking to hire

workers. On the other ha-nd, a job opening (excess demand for labor in a

particular occupational category) involves one of five related concepts.,

1. uquitement4: equal to expansion demand plus replacement demand

and recorded in Table 5.2.6 for Region Four in 1980,
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Table: 5.3.2

Region 4: Projected Unemployment

Rates by Broad Occupational Categories

Total all occupations

Professional, technical
kindred

Engineers
Scientists
Mathematicians
Science techntcians
Medical workers except

technicians
Health technicians
Other technicians
Computer scientists
Social scientists
Teachers
Writers, artists,

entertainers
Other professionals

Managers, officials,
proprietors

Buyers, sales,loan
managert

Administrators,
'inspectors

Other managers

Salesworkers

Clerical workei's
Secretartes, typists
Office machine operators
Other clerical workers

Craftsmen, foremen,
kindred

Construction craftsmen
Foremen, not classified
Metalworking craftsmen
Mechanics, repairmen
Printing craftsmen
Transportation, utility

craftsmen
Other craftsmen

Florizla

Department
of Commerce Time Trend Shift-Share Econpmetric

4.49

- 0.58

28,29
38.53
-8.43
13.85

-52.25
- 23.19

2.80
15.68

- 31.03

14.33

- 0:12

- 21.26

4.52

3.02

4.88
3.50

26.48

8.39
- 8.05

30.89
12.62

7.53
1.86

-1.95
8.22
12.63

-16.67

4.93
21.11

1 4 2

133

7.50 8.80

0.66 -4.93 1.62

2.11 -22.04 , 0.47

A3.70 47.05 40.66
-9.64 -3.61 3.61

4.26 1.84 0:15

0.50 -29.01 0.3f/
15.15 -11.79 15.42

-33.86 5.35 -29.40
3.97 - -3.90 5.30

-125.52 -99.31 -112.41

19.27 ,c 20.72 20.14

-6.93 mr1.01 -8.49

-26.48 -35.59 -21.81

7.80 4165 6.38

8. 4.96 5.39

-27.13 -22.36 -18.42

10.76 6.53 8.40

33.04 28.33 30.17

4.83 -4.87 ' 2.48

-17.80 -24.75 -16.77
26.44 22.13 23.82

11.39 0.24 . 7.81

7.37 , 0.57 6.58
-2.34 -13.42 -3.68

-11.31 -6.29

-0.56 -15.51 -12.02
15.14 13.15 20.31

-7.92 -28.50 -16.58

9.05 3.97 1.22

24.78 22.44 22.04

continued . .



Table: 5.3.2

Region 4: Projected Unemployment

Rates y BrOad Occupational Categories (continued)

.Florida
Department
of Commerce Time Trend Shift-Share

. ".
Econometric'

. .

Operatives 2.57 8.04 6.20 11.34

Operatives except
transport 2 57 13.76 5.13 9.51 .

Transportation equip-
ment operatives 5. 8 -1.43 7.97 14.36

Service workers -2.69 1.86 -41.81 2.28

Cleaning service -36.56 -1.67 -10.83 -3.95

Food service -23.64 -1.87 -3.29 -0.08

Health service -46.86 24.50 -3.83 24.54

Personal service -60.94 6.91 16.78 7.30

Protective service 56.86 -13.21 -11.58 -12.10

Private household
,

20.09 21.48 20.10 21.63
,

Laborers except farm -20.63 2.08 -3.76 4.52

Farmers and farm workers ,12.89 '14.82 13.21 18.03

Farmers and farm
managers 12.88 32.52 86.50 69.33

Farm:laborers 12.89 8.54 -12.80 -0.17

Sou/me: Our calculations using data from Tables 5.2.1 and
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2. avaitabte4: representing the forecasted level of labor supply_

and recorded in Table 5.3.1 for Region Four in 1980,

3. outi2.ome4: the difference between 1 and 2 above, i.e. availables

minus requirements, and recorded in'Table 5.3.27as percentages

(vailables-requirement/available) for Region Four in 1980,

' 4 outcomp with nupon4e4: takes into account the expected, responses

of employers and.workers to the forecasts, and

aetuat4: refers to the final reconciliation of outcomes and

responses (Stevens, 1976).

Our projections of unemployment by occupation in Table 5.3.2 reiSkesents

the concept of outcomes. It does not allow for the responses by employers and

workers to condition of excess demand or supply. This characteristics, of

course, li-mits the usefulness of our occupational unemployment rates. Since

we have estimated future job openings in terms of outcomes, we haxie implicitly

denied the possibility of any interaction between the demand and supply sides

of our model. Such interactions would take many forms including changes in

the structure of relative wages, adjustments in working conditions, geographic

migration, and occupational Changes. However, a model- which would be-

sophisticated enough to handle such labor market trends, i.e.-one which could

analyze ob openings in terms of/Outcomes with responses or.actuals, is beyond

the scope of this project and perhaps beyond the state of the art in manpower

forecasting. Furthermore, projections of outcomes with responses or actuals

depends upon an analysis of supply side estimates which have not existed

before.

Since our estimates represent outcomes, i.e. a comparison of supply and

demand projections without further labor market-adjustments, they should be

viewed as a sophisticated indicator of future labor market conditions. Our
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estimates are based on past trends and relationships. Without allowing or

the interaction of supply and demand forces to future events such as large

excess demands or supplies'for an occupation, our results must be used

( judiciously. For example, in 1980 we really do not expect office machine

workers in Region Four to experience a 20 percent to 30 percent,unemployment

rate which are the projections reported in Table 5.3.2 Labor markets appear

to adjot (with some lag to be sure) to disequilibrium, and conditions of work

and the like will be affected. Such changes will aid in the adjustment process.

This shouldpbe interpreted in the following way. If past trends and relation-
,

ships hold true in 1980 (or change as they have been changing) and if there

was no interaction between labor demand and supply, then between 20 percent

to 30 perceNof the people who wished to b hired as office machine operators

P
would be ude4loyed. The practidal significance of this projection is

f
straightforWard; we should exercise great caution in allocating large public

resources to train office machine operators for Region Four.

Although our unemployment projections are limited as we have described,

they do represent a large step forward. We have produced.the first set of

supply forecasts, and the first set of unemployment-projections which are

occupatiOnally specific for a regional economy. We believe that this type of

information is important for effective VTE planning. Such projections cart

r'
contriblite to VTE programming and planning by gauging the future state of the

regional labor marketandassessing the role of VTE in that labor market. lb

the next section we elaborate on how these projected unemployment rates by

occupation can be relate-d to VTE programs and the implications for VTE planning.

5.4 Implications for Vocational and Technical Education

Our 1980 projections.of unemployment rates are in terms of occupations. As

such they provide valuable information on future labor market trends, However,

further analysis is needed to make these projections a useful input for VTE
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planning. More specifically, we need to examine the implications of our occupa-
i

ti,onal demand and supply projections for VTE programs. Ideally a crosswalk or

mapping procedure which would relate specific occupations to specific VIE programs

is needed.

Indeed, one of the most complex and often-mentioned problems facing VTE

planners is how to use available occupational information to set planning priorities.

Occupational forecasts are difficult to interpret due to the occupational and

geographic mobility of workers as the labor markets adjust to discrepancies between

sUpplies and demands (actuals in our terminology) and due to limitations in the

forecaSting art. Even more important, however, is the fact that the occupational

classification system differs significantly.from the educational classification

system. This makes a systematic matching of labor market trends to VTE program

outputs a difficult (but necessary) task. e>

Unfortunately, the exising classification systems do not permit a clear cut

mapping of categories from one system to another. The major barrier which precludes

a perfect meshing of manpower forecasts and educational programs is that the various.,

classification systems were developed for different purposes. The VTE classifatiow

codes were developed to: a) standardize the-reporting of educational statistics,

b) facilitate educational planning, and c) simplify terminology,. Since instructional

programs are designed to provide skill training in a number of related subjects,

they often include a variety of occupations. By contrast, the occupational

classification system used in manpower forecasting under the OES.Orogram is based

oR the Census Bureau's classification scheme. This system was formulated to

identify particular jobs which require extensive training or in which a large number

of people are employed. In some ways it is unfortunate that the cluster of jobs

included in an'occupational title differs from the cluster of jobs under an

instructional program.
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The Bureau of Labor Statistics has been sensitive to this problem, and they

have recently completed an important study in this regard. A revised supplement no. 3

to the four volume Tomottow'4 Manpowek Need4 (1969) entitled Matching Occupati.onae

Cea4si6ication4 to Vocationae Education Pug/tam Codez (1975) has been published.

The.document provides conversion tables for translating occupational titles into

VTE program codes. However, the report notes that the,conversion tables are ".....

only a temporary aid for those concerned with matching the various occupational

classification systems. The final clarification of occupational classification

systems awaits the completion of the Standard Occupational Classification System

sponsored by the Office and Management and,Budget..(p. 2)."

The BLS matching procedure utilizes the Dictionaty oti Occupationae Titem

(U.S. Department of Labor, 1965) classification system-as a br,idge between the OES

matrix informatic* and VTE program:codes. The linkage between VTE program codes

and the Dictionany o6 Occupationae Titeez was worked out in 1969 (Vocationat

Education and Occupationz). Since the OES matrix categories are nearly identical

to those in the Dictionaky 06 Occupationae Titeu, nd conversion problems occur

with regard to linking the OES categories and those in the Didionalty.o6 Occupationae

Titeu. This BLSo.publication (1975) provides an effective.crosswalk between VTE

'program codes and the OES matrix. We shall make use of this croSswalk in our
.b

analysis below.

Some caveats are in order before we present our projections and their

implications for VTE programs. First, we remind the reader that our purpose here

is to develop a needs assessment methodology. We illustrate our methodology and

provide a preliminary test of it using actual data from the Jacksonville area

labor market. Thus, as before our projections should be viewed as illustrative.

We believe that the forecasted trends are useful and reasonably accurate. However,

further testing and refinement is call-ed for before they can be safely used for

program planning. Second, the basic underlying assumption of our forecasting
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procedures are that past trends are a reasonable guide to future events. Both

our demand and,$upply forecasts are.based upon the assumption that no dramatic

new developments will occur over the forecasting horizon. For example; a major

'

start up'an xpansiOn Ofthe Offshore Power Systems project alluded t6 in
...rl

'1

Chap AV ),46 d probably affeet labor market conditjons in the regi in ways not
;,..o..

a4T///Pn
)

A01.10ted for in our- pTc1lectlons. Third, the BLS c 4..j .7,;;,?st' e is still rather

qude as the experienced VTE administrator will 01,641# btice. The table needs

to be further disaggregated along VTE program lines to be more useful.

Ev n with these limitations we have provided the first set of comprehensive

occupa nal supply alid demand forecasts'for a regional economy. Furthe'rmor'e, we

have tarefully translated our occupational forecasts into VTE program codes to
AY

maximize their practical usefulness.

In Table 5.4.1 we display the relationship of our 1980 occupational demand and

Ilupply forecasts to VTE programs in Region Four. In the first column cif the table

we have listed the VTE program'code as defined by the U.S. Office of Education

(Vocationat. Education and Occupations, 1969). The socond column provides the

naThe of the instructional program. ColUmn three shows the estimated 1976 employment

by occupations. ihe source for this data was Ftonida Emptoyment Ditections 1970-1980

(1976) produced by the Florida Department of Commerce and discussed above. We

remind the readers that these estimated 1976 occupational employment figures are

based upon the BJt concept fo "total employment." Although these 1976 figures are

not strickly omparable to the 1980 projections, they do provide a useful baseline,

and a point otOf!ference for comparison.

,

The fol o g two columns depict our 1980 projections of labor demand. The

total 1980 demand figure represents the sum of expansion plus replacement needs.

In Section 5.2 we presented three sets of ocGupational demand projections. To avoid

cumbersome repetition we have selected our econometric projections for use in

Table 5.4.1 and for-further analysis. Our rationale is two fold. First, we have
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. / 0
the'most Fonfidence in our econometric procedure because it is the most flexible

and sophisticated tool. We shall elaborate further on this point in our conclusions.

sSeFondOhe.econometric projections are the mdst conservative estimates of demand.

Expansion 'and rpplacement demands listed in column 4 were calculated as the

difference between 1980 projected total demand and the estimated 1976 levet_of

o,ccupational employment: This is a valid procedure since the projected total 1960

employment needs in column 5 represents both expansion and replacement needs. These

estimates of expansion and replacement needs will also be on the conseeVative side

because the 1976 estimates are based on the total employment concept while the 1980

figures use the wage and salary concept. For VIE, programs this is of quite limited

'significance since the vast majority of occupations in which VTE graduates find

employment are of the wage and salary type.

Columns 6 and 7 in Table. 5.4.1 show the output of VIE programs. The 1975

output data in column 6 refers to VTE program completions in school year 1974-75.

This unpublished data was graciously provided by the Florida Department of Education.

The 1980 output figures are estimates based on existing enrollments in gradek1D-12

and current completion rates. They are based on the strict assumption
/
that VTE

program configurations will not change over time. Any suCh.changes would require

corresponding modifications in column 7.

The final column of the table provides our projections of the labor supply in

1980. We.have taken out occupation supply projections discussed in Section.5.3

and translate,ii them into VTE program codes using the BLS 1976 crosswalk.

. To illustrate the use of Table 5.4.1 we will examine a few health related

occupations. For instance, in 1976 it_is estimated that 190 persons will work in

Region Four as dental hygienists. By 1980 our econometric model forecasts that

265 dental hygienists will be needed to satisfy the market demand for this occupa-
3

tion. This represents a net increase of 75 positions due to a comPination of

replacement and expansion needs. The Florida Department of Education reported
4

, 1 49
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that 15 students completed courses in dental hygiene in 1975 in Region Four.

Looking at the enrollment data for this course of instruction we estimate that

15 completions per year will occur between 1976 and 1980. If we further assume

that all of the,new graduates seek employment in their occupation in Region Four,

this will add-60 new hygienists to the supply pool by 1980. Given the continuation

of past trends over the next four years we expect the ,supply for dental hygienists

will equal 200 by 1980.

Two implications can be drawn from these figures on dental hybienits. First,

if past trends continue unchanged by policy reponses or other ajustments in the

labor market, We expect there will be an excess demand fd? dental.hygienists in
0

Region Four. Second, this potentiP1 excess demand condition can'sei-ve as an

indicator to VTE administrators. It identifies an area for possible program expansion.

Such projections by themselves are not sufficient evidence; but they are sophisticated

indicators of needs. If the placement and follow up records of recent graduates of

the dental hygiene program are strong and spot checking,in the labor market

corroborates the projections, then an expansion of the program should be investjgated..

As another example let ds examine the projections-for practical vocational

hurs4ng.,Tn 1976 the Florida Department of Commerce estimated,that 2,540 persons

were employed in this occupation. Our 1980 supply projection listed in column"8
4

appears to be.in conflict because it equals only 2,186. We remind the reader that

the Department Of Commerce uses the "total employment" concept whereas we use.the

wage and salary approach to measuring employmerft. This difference is particularly

important in thie health professions becuase the adjustment procedures used by

BLS to inflate the wage and s4Ary employment to total employment is quite weak.

Tichnicat Pape./.1. No 1 (1973, p. 21-24) discusses the weaknesses and limitations of

the BLS adjustments in the health professions. We prefer not to use the total

employment concept. 150



Our projections indicate significant excess demand for this occupatipn by 1989

since demand is forecast 2, and supp1S, at 2,186 1975 completions were only 16

and we foresee 55 new entrants.if present programs a continued. Again, our table

has identifiq an area for further investigation.

yor a third illustratjon of the table let us analyze the distributive education

program in automotive-sales. 13,430 were reported working in the occupation in 1976.

By 1980 we projected total employment needs of 13,695.for a net increase'of 265.

VTE program completions were low in 1974-75, and we project 15 new program compleAors

by,1980. This smarq number of completions is consistent with our projections of

labor m3140.1t cOAbitions in this occupational category. t! forecast substantial

excess supply of labor here, and 'VTE programs in Region Four seem to be designed

properly in that they are not offering much training in this field.

At this point Many of the strengths and,weaknessies trf Table 5.4.1 are evident.

First, the table is'somewhat crude in its translatkon of labor market information by

occupation into VTE progr codes. ihe main-problem is that the classification

schemes used in labbr marke analysis 40 in education are quite different. Since

the mapping fro sne to the other is not perfect, some occupational categories are

included with more than one VTE Program. There is no standardized procedure to

allbcate the occupational.ccegory among VTE programs at this time. Second, not

every VTE peogram has a corresponding occupational category. Such VTE programs

weft excluded-from the BLS crosswalk and can not be analyzed.

,On the positive side Table 54.1 represents an advance over previous analyses.

AN\

It is an attempt to gain a comprehensive, labor market wide, analysis ch VTE's

role and impact. Estimates of supply and demand for labor by occupations are laid.

out in a logidal pattern. This labor market information is carefully translated

tnto a VTE program context, so it,is useful to VTE administrators and planners.

Using the table one can cibick1S, identify programs which are not consistent\with

local labor market trends. Such programs warrant further examination.
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Table 5.4.1 is the culmination of our analysis of Region Four's labor market.

We have examined: a) prospects for growth and change, b) 1980 forecasts of supply

and demand for labor by occupations., and c) the hmplications of our analysis of the

labor market for VTE programs in Region Four. We have taken a long stride towards,

our goal of developing a needs assessment methodology. We believe-that labor

market information presented as in Table 5.4.1 can make a contribution to more

,effective VTE programming. However, our-work is incomplete at this point. We have

yet to examine the VTE delivery system in,Region Four. We turn to this task in the

following chapter.

The VTE delivery system is complex. Seven county school boards and two junior

colleges provide direction and form to the VTE effort in Region Four. To examine

whether the VTE system is effective we must investigate the needs of: a) students,

b) administrators, c) funding, d) facilities, e) faculty, and f) the public. We

have developed a two-part methodology to assess these needs. On the one hand, we

conduct a review of the literature on VTE programs and their problems in the U.S.

as a whole and in FlOrida in particular. We analyze and report on national, state,

and Regicm Four needs assessment,: which were conducted recently in the first sections

of ChapteeT. On the other hand, to determine if the needs of students, faculty,

facilities, funding, and the public are being met we conducted extensive field work
4

and on-site visitations in Region Four. The final sections of Chapter VI discuss

our findings.

NOTE: Table 5.4.1 on the following pages is presented

,primarily for the purpose of illustrating Fert of the
methodology being developed in this study. The table

cannot be viewed as conclusive and should not be used
to currently plan vocational programs in planning Region

Four. Readers pf this report should be aware of the fact
that further testing and validationOf the methodology
will be needed before projected "Tot41 Demand" and "TOtal
Supply" data can be seen as definitive:

.1
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Table: 5.4.1

Region 4: Employment Opportunities Related to Vocational Education Programs, 1976-1980

OE Code Industrial Program

Agticultural

01.01 Production

01.0101 Animal science

01.0104 Farm business management

01.02 Agricultural supplies &

services

01.0202 Feeds

01.0299 Agricultural supplies &

services, other

01.0301 Agricultural power &

machinery

01.0401 Food products

013504 Landscaping

01.0505 11,flursery Operation &

management

01.99 1Agriculture, other

04.01

04.02

04.03

04.04

04.05

04.06

04.07"

04.08

04.09

04.10

153

Distributive Education

Advertising services

Apparel and accessories

Automotive

Finance and credit

Floristry

Food distributj6 1

Food services

General merchandise

Hardware, building materials,

farm & garden supplies

Home furnishings

1980

Projected Labor Supply--

Expalfsion

and

1976 Replacement Total

Employmentl Needs2 Demands

Projected Labor Supply

Vocational

Education 1980

Out ut Total

19 I5
SuPply6

3,090 -540 2,550 11 50 3,111

2,930 95 3,025 7 24 2,935

100 223 327 NA NA 104

480 7 487 NA NA 500

210 -5 205 NA NA 227

480 7 487 NA NA 500

190 1 191 43 175 239

290 -73 217 NA NA 309

2,830 -788 '2,042 27 120 2,201

. .

1,840 -348 1,492 10 75 1,633

310 -70 259 28 135 271

1,620

9,750

13,430

2,480

440

14,530

2,530

45,210

14,690

1,770

425 2,045 NA NA

-4 9,946 9 25

265 13,695 3 15

627 3,117 26 125

39 479 NA NA

4,377 18,907 88 420

58 2,588 NA NA

1,838 47,048 211 900

297 14,987 NA NA

37 1,807 NA NA

2,055

14,243

19,594

3,080

615

9,414

2,822

55,047

21,461

2,587

continued . .
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Table: 5.4.1 (continued)

04.11

04.12

04.13

04.15

04.16

04.17

04.19

04.20

07.0101

07.0102

07.0201

07,0202

07,0203

07.0301

07.0302

07.0303

07.0304

07.0305

07.0402

07.0601

07.0902

07.0903

07.0904

07.039906

07.090000

07.090700

Hotel and lodging

Industrial marketing

Insurance

Personal services

Petroleum

Real estate

Transportation

Retail trade, other

Health Uccupations

Dental Assisting

Dental Hygiene

,Cytology

Histol*

Medical laboratpry assisting

Nursing, associate degree

Practical vocational nursing

Nursing assistance

Psychiatric aide

Surgical technician

Physical therapy

Opthalmic dispensing

Electrocardiograph technician

Inhalation therapy

Medical assistant, office

Health services

Health occupations

Medical emergency

Home Economics

09.0201 Care and guidance of children

09.0202, Clothing managment, production,

& services

09.0203 Food management, production,

155 & services

09.0205 Institutional and home manage-

ment & supporting services

2,360 167

8,770 573

3,550 239

2,891 -67

3,240 740

2,800 192

6,760 -776

11,500 :734

1,200

190

50

670

670

2,430

2,540

4,840

600

290

990

140

290

310

680

NA

NA

NA

7,290

1,910

2,330

980

316

75

9

150

150'

526

30

414

82

51

41

13

51

13

27

NA

NA

NA

-1 347

-45

180

-90

114

0

2,527

9,343

3,789

2,824

3,980

2,992

5,984

10,766

1,516

265

59

820

820

2956

2,570

4,826

682

341

1,031

153

341

323

707

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

7

NA

NA"

547

1

NA

NA

NA

53

NA

NA

700

20

NA

2,740 1.

11,919

5,027

2,764

4,309

3,784

6,471

11,806

18 32 1,033

15 60 200

25 123 65

17 y NA 706

NA

83 295 2,479

16 55 2,186

45 175, 4;166

5 20 655

t 16 65 306

NA NA 935

NA NA 196

NA 306

0 80 250

150 685

45 200 NA

25 125 NA

43 160 NA

0

5,943 6 NA ,7 327

1,865 NA NA 2;pio

2,510 NA NA

%IA

)

NA NA 11616"V
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Table: 5.4.1 (conpnued)

Office Occupations

14.0101 Accountants 2,090 406 2,496 378 1,270 2,607

14,0102 Bookkeepers 6,970 1,357 8,327 NA NA 9,033

14.0103 Cashiers 4,920 955 5,875 , NA NA 6,373

15.0104 Machine operators, billing,

bookkeeping 1,480 281 1,761- NA NA 2,084

14.0105 Tellers 1,080 210 1,290 NA NA 1,399

14.0201 Computer & console operators 3,050 137 3,187 1 50 3,912

14.020201 Keypunch & coding equipment

operators 1,210 226 1,436 NA NA 1,885-

14.0203 Programmers 1,030 527 1,557 49 150 1,705

14.0204 Systems analysts 340 108 448 NA NA 474

14.302 File clerks 1,720 334 2,054 NA NA 2,228

14.303 General office clerks 21,470 5,158 26,628 NA NA 28,342

44.0399 Filing, office machines,

general clerical 9,190 1,780 10,970 305 1,050 11,976

14.0401 Communications systems clerks

& Operators 1,720 505 2,225 25 100 2,230

14.0403 Mail and postal clerks 2,560 752 3,312 'NA NA 3,308

14.0404 Mail preparing & handing

machine operators 280 159 , 439 NA NA , 436

14.0405 Messengers & office boys & girls 210 40 250 NA NA 272

14.0406 Receptionists 1,540 450 1,990 NA NA 1,995

14.0499 Informaion & 65mmunication

'occupations, other 9,840 1 620 11,460 NA NA 12,382

14.0501 Planningo& production clerks 420 82 50? 181 650 544

14.0502 Quality control clerks 960 185 1,145 NA NA 1,242

14.0503 Shipping & receiving clerks 2,450 970 3,420 NA NA 3,723

14.0504 Stock & inventory clerks , 2,250 435 2,685 NA .NA 2,912

14.0505 Traffic, rate, & transport clerks 310 60 370 NA NA 401

14.0602 Interviewers & testing technicians 1,360 260 1,620 NA NA 1,530

14.0603 Personnel assistants 2,850 549 3,399 , 250 925 3,460

14.0702 Secretaries 14,360 3,994 18,354 NA NA 15,720

14,0703 Stenographers 330 -30 300 150 1,000 280

continued .
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Tgl'fle: 5.4,1 Icontinued)

14.0801 Administrative assistants
. 19,980 1,983 21,953 J75 195 23,966'

14.0802. Budgent management analysts 90 41 p 131 NA NA 111

14.0804 Data methods & systems

procedures analysts 160 30 190 NA NA 176

14.0805 Office managers & cheif clerks 2,500 342 2,842 NA NA 3,094

14,0899 Supervisory & administrative
,

occupations, other 430 62 492 NA NA 520

14,0901 Clerk typists 4,680 1,303 5,983 NA NA 5,123

140902 Typists 4,690 1,303 5,983 480 1,535 5,123

14,991 Office occupations, other 4,210 3,240 7,450 174 .550 8,082

Technical Education

16.0105 Chemical technology 1,120 392 ( 1,512 NA NA 1 442

16.0107 Electrical technology 520 179 699 NA NA 700

16.0108 Electronic technology 1,680 213 1,893 0 75 2,046
_.

16.0113 Mechanical technology 890 362 1,252 NA NA 1,255r ,
.4

16.0117 Scientific data processing 660 210 870 NA NA 919

16.019903 Drifting 830 270. 1,100 35 120 950

16.0203 pod processing technology 170 60 230' NA NA 228

16.0601, ommercial pilot training 60 3? 92' NA, NA 71

Tirade & Induitrial Occupations

17.01 Air conditioning : 830 170 4000 196 600 1,049

17.0101 Cooling
.

830 170 -1,000 NA NA 1,049

17,0102 Heating 830 170 Lopo NA NA 1,049

17.02 Appliance repair 510 80 590 111 45 642

17.0201 Electrical appliances 510 ., 80 590 NA NA 642

17.020 Gas appliances , 510 80 590 NA NA 642

17.03 Automobile services 480 219 699 NA NA 590

17.0301 Body & fender. 880 32 912 550 260 1,021

17.0302 Mechanics 6,350 623 61973 174 580 7,997

17,0401 Aircraft maintenance 1,080 106 1,186 NA NA 1,260

17.0402 Aircraft operations 120 ,60 180 NA NA 140

17.0403 Ground operations 570 85 '655 NA NA 650

17,06 Business machine maintenance 600 180 780 NA 35 756

1 9 17.07 Commercial art 470 130 600 28 100 558

17.0701 Interior design 640 97 737 NA NA ; 852
,

contiiinued . . 1 6 0



Table: 5.4.1 (continued)

17.0703 Product design 470 130 600 lal NA 558

17.08 Commerical fishing occupations 1,380 182 1,562 NA NA 1,507

17.0901 Photographic laboratory &

darkroom occupations 490 50 540 11 100 662

17.10 Construction & maintenance trades 3,40 167 3,807 11 60 3,605

17.1001 Carpentry 4,570 584 5,154 68 400 5,011

17.1002 Electricity 2,240 381 2,621 49 240 2,528

° 17.100301 Maintenance, heavy equipment 2,460 290 2,750 10 30 2,600

, 17.100302 Operation, heavy equipment 2,040 281 2,321 " NA NA 2,454

17.1004 Masonry 880 148 1,028 48 250' 991

17.1005 Painting & decorating 2,180 284 2,464 NA NA 2,437

17,1006 Plastering 430 20 450 NA NA 468

17.1007 Plumbing & pipe fitting

17.1008 Dry wall installation

1,470 250 1,720 j 80 1,6595

340 5 335 11A NA 366

17.1009 Glazing 140 30 170 NA NA 195

...

co

.p.

17.1010 Roofing

17.1099 Construction & maintenace

trades, other 5,040

510 85 595 NA NA 580,

95 5,135 '26 12 5,122

u.

17.11 Custodial services 10,280 -1,467 8,813 i ' 0 8,7i6

1.12 Dlesel mechanic 510 5 515 3 12 545

17.13 Drafting 830 290 1,100 47 2,15 950

17.14 'Electrical occupations 2,240 380 2,620 NA NA 2,528

17.1401 IndustHal electrician 1,330 213 1,543 3 40 1,562

17.1402 Lineman 1,740 280 2,020 NA (IR 2,043

,

17.1403 Motor repairmen 100 -5 95 NA/ NA . 100

17.1501 Communications 1;330 24 1,543 1 45 1,562

17,1503 Radio/television 680 A 70 750 100 370( , 800

17.16 Fabric mintenance services 2,600 ' 400. 3,000 NA NA 3,050

17.1601 Dry cleaning . 610 -15 595 NA NA 650

17.1602 Laundering 1,160 -30 1,130 NA, NA ,1,150

,

17.1901 Composition, make up, & 7 /

typesetting '440 30 4 470 'NA NA 420

17.1902 Printing Oress occupations 530 , 40 540 11 125 496

17.1903 Lithography, photography, plate
,

making
)

70 5 75 NA '' NA 65

continued
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5.4.1 (conti nued)

17.1904 Photo engraving

174002 Radiographers

17.2101 Instruments, other than

clocks'Or watches

17.2102 Watchmaking and repair

; 17.2301 Foundry

17ipo2 Machine shop,

. 17.2303 Machine tool Oleration

17.2304 Metal tradesl'codined

17.2305 Sheel metal

17.230602 Electric welding

17.230603 ,rOmbination welding

17.2307 Tool & die making

17.2399 MetalWorking, other

17.2601 Barbering

17.2602 6smethology

17.2801 Tireman training

17.2802 Law enforcement training4

17:2899 Public service occupations, other

17,290; Baker '

17.2901 Cook/chef

17.2903 Meat cutter .

17,2904 Waiter/waitress

17.31 Samll,engine repair

17.32 Stationary energy sources

oCcupations

17.3301 , Dressmaking

17.3302 Tailoring

17.3399 Textile production & ftbrication,

other

17.34 Leather working

17.3401 Shoe manufacturing

17.3402 Shoe repair

17.35 Upholstering

17;3699 Woodworking, other

70 5 75

230 40 .270

1,340 30 1,370

130 5 135

100, 5 115

850 225 1,075

780 35 815

470 70 540

660 190 850

1,920 100 2,020

1,920 100 2,020

80 20 100

400 15 415

420 -145 27

2,090 255 2,345

1,010 1,990 3,000

2,110 4,090 6,200

100 45 145

660 90 750

4,920 ,-380 4,500

870 20 890

5,310 -200 5;110

1,200 150 1,35

390 15 405.

570 15 585.

640 35 675

5,000 150 5,150

310 70 180

50 5 55

50 5 .55

310 60 370

190' 30 220'

NA

NA

NA'

NA

NA

24

NA

NA

62

52

188

NA

18

NA

23

61

16

NA

NA

5

NA

NA

82

RA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

3'

19'

NA

NA,

NA

NA

NA

NA

82

NA

NA

150

200

700

NA

80

NA

155

220

200

, NA

NA.

40

NA

NA

380,

NA

NA

NA

65

245

1,400,

140

110

975

825

, 530

760

2,040

2,040,,

90

405

295

2,450

2,560

5,050

125

800

4,400

925

5,200

1,400

420

610.

705

NA 5,400

NA 430

NA 62

20 60

80, 390

NA 205
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P'

0

Table: 5,4.1 (contiliued

,

AA Not available, Vocational educatiOn enrollment data was not available at this level ordisa9gregation1

Soutem: 'Florida Department of Commerce, Ftnida Emptoyment Diection4: Industtits and Ocupation4

1970-1910, Planning Oistrict 4, Tallahassee, Florida, 1916,

'Our calculations as a residual item,

3Text Table 5,2,6,

'Unpublished data, Florida Oepartment of Education,

'Our calculations,

'Text Table 5111.

f
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Chapter VI

THE DELIVERY OF VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION:

A NATIONAL, STATE, AND LOCAL PSSESSMENT

6.1 Introduction

This chapter contains four main sections. Following the introduction, we

discuss national VTE issues. It is important to note that some of the problem

areas identified innational studies were encountered in the State of Florida and to

lesser degree in the Jacksonville area. Next, we critique other Florida and

Jacksonville VTE needs assessments which were conducted in the recent past. Many

of the weaknesses and omissions of these previous needs assessments have been

dealt with in this project. The last section is devoted to the field work conducted:

in the Jacksonville area. The methodology of the field work will be described and

the findings disussed in considerable detail.

A common criticism of neecN assessments in general is that they rely primarily

on casual empiricism to justify many of their conclusions (Drewes and Kutz, 1975).

Seldom are any of the institutional arrangements within a given area explored

1

analyzed. However., such information is often important since it provides Zasights

*
into issues which "numbers" do not reveal, This chapter is our response to.this

exigency.

. 6.2 National Issues in VTE Edaation

The purpose of this section is to discuss some problems and concerns identified

in nationwide studies of VTE programs. This'discussion will help to place our

analysis of the VTE programs in Region Four in proper context. Two broad areas will

be discussed in this section. First, the VTE literature has focused extensively on

168
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the human capital aspect of VTE. That is to say, VTE augMents the human capital of

stddents making them more productive, enhancing their employment opportunities, and

increasing their earnings. The second area we shall examine concerns issues related

to the formal VTE administrative structure at both the state and local level. Of

particular interest is the degree of local autonomy and procedures for program

, monitoring.

6.2.1 Human Capital and Labor Market Efficiency of VTE Programs

By stotute one'major goal of VTE is to provide students with salable

labor market shills. However, nationally VTE programs are often unable to

respond to changing labor markets in a cost effective manner (Lecht, 1974,

P. 161).

Program inertia rather than flexibility appears to be the rule. For

example, enrollment in new and innovative programs is relatively small comp4red

to "traditionaln VTE programs such as agriculture, liome economics or industriaV

occupations. However, employment growth at the national level has been:

concentrated in the service sectors of the economy and on the averagiVTE

programs have not been responsive to this trend. This is particuLerly true in

rural areas throughout the country, where not only.are fewer courses offered

thrl in urban areas, bdt less program flexibility also is apparent.

A further complication arises because many programs are only peripher-

ally related to the job market. Such programs are primarily avocational rather

than vocational, in that students who participate in them do not expect to

utilize their training in a wage earning capacity. Some examples are high school

cosmetology programs and automotive mechanics at "the secondary level. Sustained

by student interest, this type of program contributes little to meeting demands

orthe job market or to augmenting the employability or earning capacity of

students. However, in many states state aid is usually geared to the number of

C
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placement follow up data.on VTE graduates.4 Althou

\

g ,the system iS only two
.,

11- .

years old and is still' in:tfle "shakedown" sta;Ot P.i-Poile's 'to provide valuable

information on the effectiveness of VTE programs. A refined analysis of the
N

labor market experiences of VTE graduates,should be published by the end of this
,..

year. However, at this time we musf note that the Florida State Advisory

Council on Vocational and 'Technical Education complained in its most recent

annual report (1975, p. 4) that, "Valid data is often not available for

planning purposes, [and that] a large number of completers of vdcati6nal,and
iy

technical education programs are not finding employment in areas for which they

have been tralned." Further efforts at: a) coordinating V E programs and'labor

market needs, and b) generating accurate analyses of the placement records of

VIE graduates would be beneficial. Finally, such efforts are being actively

pushed by a Florida Legislature which is concerned about the efficiency of its

educational programs in all areas. This bodes well for the future labor market

efficiency of Florida's VTE programs.

National analyses of VTE programs have identifed a related concern which

results from the traditional offerings of VTE perpetuation of male and female

jobs (Drewes and Katz, 1975; Lecht, 1974). Enrollment data at the national
at.

level clearly demonstrates that females are concentrated in secretarial, home

economics, and health care programs. Alternatively, males are primarily involved
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in the industrial trades program. In view of.recent labor force trends,

this schism seems archaic. Title IX'of the Elementary and Secondary Educed'

tion Act is designed to ameliorate this problem. Moreover; community colleges

in Florida are making.an effort to remove sexual discrimination in program

enrollments by actively recruiting female in traditionally male dominated

occupations such as carpentry. However, progress is slow.

The primary goal's of all VTE programs are straightforward: to increase

the employability and wage earning potential of students. At the national, level

the results have been mixed (Stromsdorfer, 19724. First, Stromsdorfer's (1972),

national assessment of VTE found little evidence to suggest that exp&ure to

VTE programs encourages students to remain in high school until they graduate.

Second, he notes that ohly 25 percent of the trainees actually get jobs in their

speCific fields of training, anCI 50 percent of 'the graduates seek additional

education. This finding is consistent with analyses by the Florida State

Advisory Council on VTE quoted above. Finally, evidence collected by Parnes'

(1968) and Stromsdorfer (1972) suggests that VTE training does increase earnings

and employment, but these benefits are highly cyclical. This is primarily due

to the emphasis on programs related to construction and manufacturing,

on the average, evident in the nation.

-

Since substantial public resources are devoted to VTE programs, ii is

important to compare their labor market efficiency to that of other manpower

training programs. A rigorous analysis of the relative cost-effectiveness of

VTE training vis 5 vis other educa,airival and training programs does not

What evidence there is (Stromsdorfer, 1972) is limited and inconclusive.

However, since there continues to be complaints about the employment experiences

of VTE graduates, we need to further examine this issue. It is apparent that

VTE programs thro ghout the nation are not fully meeting the needs of business
\

and industry for tr71111ed workers and do not seem to be frilly meeting the needs

of workers for training.
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Since.business is the major source for demand for manpower, it\-is

s`5?.,

,
vital for VTE to meet,business needs for skilled labor. Unfortunately, the

National Assciciation of Manufacturers reports (1970) that the overall

effectiveness of,national VTE programs is not satisfactory. .VTE graduates

are not adequately prepared to meet industry's manpower needs because:

a. the transition from school to work has proved difficult fOr many,

b. VTE training is often either too narrow in scope, (i.e., a specific

job in a broad occupation) so students are not adequately prepared

for related company positions, or too broad with graduates not

possessing entry level skills,

c. VTE graduates do not adapt.well to changes in technology, and

d. there is no discernible difference in proficiency at learning a

specific job skill, between VTE graduates and non VTE graduates

(Mueller, 1969).

Improved communications between county VTE program directors and_

4nstructor's and industry would seem to be the logical solution. However there
g

exists a wide communications gap which Is difficult to bridge. On the one hand,

some firms have become disillusioned and started their own training prograes

(National Associations of Manufacturers, 1970). On the other hand, VTE

administrators and instructors in general.neither seek nor appreciate industry

inputs (Burt, 1969). Much apprehension and mistrust is evident on both sides.

In the Region Four area the situation appears somewhat different. Although the

communications gap between VTE educators and firms is still evident, there is

at least movement towards greater communication. Both groups seem to recognize

the community of interest they share. This is evidenced in a number of wpys.

For example, in both Duval and St. John's counties VTE administrators and

administrators from Florida Junior College conduct many "spot checks" of the

demands for particular types of labor with key business leaders throughout the



year to gauge the localabor market. Furthermore, firms throughout the region

are beginning to request help in training particular kinds of labor. Although

such efforts are not universal or daily experiences at this time, there is

movement present. Finally, we note that there was an enthusiastic response by

both business leaders and county VIE program directors to the idea'of a joint

business and VTE'needs assessment conference. However, there is much work to

be done in this alrea.
,

National evidence also indicates that VIE programs are also not fully

meeting student needs. The main reason is that most job training is highly firm

specific, so it is difficult for publicly provided programs to meet these needs.

In response most firms do a large portion of their own job training typically,

A in an on-thejob setting. A Department of Labor study (1968) revealed that less

'than 30 percent of all workers sampled said that they learned their jobs through

formal training (i.e., in schools of all kinds). Furthermore, almost 60 percent

of all workers sampled learned their job skills through on-the-job training

programs. While it is certaiply true that employers are demanding even more

extensive formal trarning for their new employees and the Manpowet Repont o6

the Pituident (1970 foresees a continuation of thislitrend, recent studies by

Somers (1971) and Wirtz and Goldstein (1975) indicate the continued pervasive-

ness of on-the-job training as the major source of job training. This being the

case, it may be impossible for VIE programs to fully displace on-the-job training.

A further question is,should VTEprograms attempt to do so?

Proposed solutions ; ess problem of VIE generalijOrevolve

around the implementation of VIE d industry coop.program. 'The Department of

Labor notes (1968, p. 91), "...the expa ion of the number of young people in

cooperative work-study programs would make a significant contribution toward

bri9 d ing the gap from school,to work: Perlman (1969) explains that VIE programs

1sh uld stress education with the goal of becoming a vocational college not a
L
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training center. He argues that VIE should provide industry wjth broadly
0

educated students with training in depth in a general vocational area or cluster.

The cooperating employer's role would ge to train the student for a specific

job, providing him with the requisite skill training.

6.2.2 Vocational Education Administration

Generalizations with respect to VTE administration can often be misleading,

but some issues are quite relevant for the purposes of this study. In many

states the State Plan for the Administration of VIE (which is required by federal

law) is often merely a pro forma-document produced to insure the continuation of

federal grants (Drewes and Katz, 1975, p. 1-48). Since the state plan constitutes

a contract between-the state and the federal government for,provision(of VIE

programs, the state plan is often not a real planning document. This is

certainly true in Floridat, The Florida State Advisory Council on Vocational

and Technical Education concludes (1975, p. 5), "A thorough review should be

made of all,procedures used to gather and analyze data contained in the State

Plan as a planning document-for vocational and technical education." Since most

state plans are not true planning documents, a systematic monitoring and

4
evaluation of VTE programs is often lacking at.the state level. Accordingly,

local decision-making with respect to prbgram offerings may be based on

considerations other than present and projected manpower needs. This may bften

be an inefficient utilization of resources, and Wcontributes to the problem

of program rigidity discussed above.

This problem is not easily solved since much of the data needed to

evaluate and effectively administer VIE programs is not available in most states

(Drewes and Katz, 1975). This has been a particular problem area in Florida.

As we pointed out above placement data for VIE graduates is just recently being

gathered. Furthermore, evaluations of the data, projections, and analyses in

,
The Florida State Plan for Administration of Vocational and Technical Education



have been quite critical in recent years (Harris et al., 1972; Florida State

Advisory Cou7i1 of Vocational and Technical Education, 1975). AgainIquoting

from the Adyisory Council Annuat Repoxt,1975, p. 11-12), "The prOcedures

used to project labor market data in The State Plan should be evaluated in

order that their accuracy might be verified.... Unemployment projections used

in The State.Plan are so unrealistic as to bring.into question the degree to

which education programs are indeed compatible with Fabor market needi...."

A related.copcern which is identified in national studies of VTE programs

. is the relationship between state level planning agencies and local semi-

autonomous school boards, school superintendents, principals, and county VTE

program directors (Drewes and Katz, 1975; Lecht, 1974).) The relationship

between state-level planners and local administrators is quite important.

State guidelines on program content are a necessity. However, the selection

of programs to be implemented and the eYaluation of ongoing programs can often

be a source of conflict between state and local.VTE administrators. State man-

power data i5 often disregarded by local administrators, who trend to rely on

area skill surveys and their own knowledge of.local business conditions. In

such cases, manpower projections haye little influence in program evaluations.

Since the funds are usually digtributed on a per full-time equivalent student

basis, local administrators are inclined to respond to student interest rather

than to business needs or labor market trends eithelLpresent or projected.

This supports the conclusions previously discussed--that VTE is too often locked

into training students for traditional occupations which are characterized by

cyclical influences. However, as we have noted for Florida the trend is away

from such behavior as better data ig generated and as new planning and programming

-procedures are being implemented. We shall discuss these trends more fully

below.

1 7
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This dilemma Of state versus local control is not easily resolved.

Within broad guidelines lbcal autonomy in the day to day running of VTE programs

is both necessary and desbrable. An excessively centralized bureaucracy is

rarely efficient or responsive to human needs. However:for, the nation as a

whole local areas do not seem to be will ingnorable to initiate new and
.11

innovative progeams on their own (Lecht, 1974). Typically new program needs A

are determined at the state level, and new prograMs are initiated under state
a

auspices. Furthermore, local VTE administrators appear unwilling or unable to

terminate outdated programs, or programs which are unrelated to the labor

market. Conflicts between state VTE planners and local VTE program directors

may be inevitable given the different incentive structures faced by each ,group.

Such conflicts further impair the flexibility of,local VTE program offerings.

We mist acki that in the Region Four area loCal VTE administrators at the

secondary and post secondary leveare capable of initiating new and innovate

programs. This Ls particularly truein the health related occupations. For

example, new"prOgrams in emergency medical technClogy and inhalation therapy

have been ktriated recently in the region.

However, conflicts between state planners and local VIE administrators

continue both in Florida and in the nation. , Furthermore, this problem is most

apparent in rural areas of the. U.S., Florida, and Region Four. These rural

areas are characterized by hi6h per student costs (relative to urban areas) and

limited porgram offerings. Furthermore, agribusiness (male) and homemaking

(female) programs are dominant in these areas. ,This emphasis is clearly in

terms of local needs, but declining emproyment trends in agriculture certainly

warrant some program diversification which would be responsive to needs outside

-of the immediate area. The trend-towards "agribusiness" is one response to

this problem. However, it is the responsibility of state VTE planners to

assume the leadership role in sUch situations.



Crucial to the effectiveness of VTE programs is the determination of

, whose emOloyment needs are to be met,,thelocal or the national economy. 'In

larbe urban areas, this is not a severe problem as employment needs generally

follow national trends. VTE programs can be adjusted to reflect specific local

needs. However, rural VTE programs should reflect needs, some of which are not

locally oriented. It would be inefficient to duplicate all urban programs due

to the high average student coits. HoWever, the4excessive reliance on
0

agriculturally related programs is not justified and often does not provide

students with salable labor market skills.

(' In sumndry VTE at the national level appears'to be lagging behind trends

in labor markets. Resources are sometimes being allocate to prograiris which

havAbt exhibited high growth rates in employment and-earnings. Moreover', many

of these occupatfons are highly cyclical. Other programs are primarily

avocational in nature, and these make rib contribution toward meeting business

needs,. Therefore, a restructuring of-VTE goals and programs may'be warranted.

Furthermore, industIty needs for skilled manpower ere not at present being fully

met by VTE programs at the national level.

State planning is a necessity to rvet this need. .Local officials are

often myopic with respect to future manpower requirements, and bee-a/use of

perverse incentives in the'disbursement of funds, they are often unlikely tO

assume a leadership role in the restructuring of VTE to meet future needs.

This .conclusion is particularly valid in rural areas. Therefore, improved

state planning practices coupld with greater state and local coordination will
/-

introduce eded flexibility/into the VTE system.

4
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6.3 State and Local Evaluations of the Needslor Vocational and Technical Education

This section examines recent efforts to assess the needs for vocational

education programs in Florida. The studies can be drvided into two categories

according to their areasaof coverage, statewide and Region Four. We shall discuss

each of these in turn in Sections 6.3.1 and' 6.3.2 below.

6.3.1 Florida Needs Assessment

In 1972 the Florida State Advisory Council on Vocational and Techincal

Education commissioned:a five volume evaluation oft VTE in Florida. Volume 1

by Harris and McInnis evaluates the State Plan for Administering VTE.

Volume II by Harris reports on a benefit-cost analysis of VTE programs. The

'extent of VTE services offered to the handicapped is examined in Volume 111

by Raepple, and.in Volume IV Purrington analyses the expectations and satis-
s

factions'of parents and students. with VIE. Finally, Volume V by Latta and

'Schmidt evaluates the VTE management information system. 'Blow we shall

describe and comment on each of these.

Volume I ,by Harris and McInnis examines the Florida State Plan fOr the

Administration of Vocational Education. The authors provide a detailed critique

4104,

of the State Plan with-respett to its degree of compliance with federal

regulations. The analysis is legalistic in tone and assumes a detailed know-

'ledge of the 1968 amendments to the Vocational Eaucation A. Of particular

interest to our study is the authors' discussion of the compliance of the

State Plan with federal regulations concerning long run and annual program

planning.

_ Federal law r'equires that each state's plan describe the,present and

future needs for liTE in the state. The 1968 Vocational Education'Act amend-

ments state (Section 123), "...due consideration will be given to Zhe results

of leriodic evaluations of state and local vocational programs, serSices, and

activities in light of information regarding current and projected manpower
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needs an'cLOOportunitiesonthe local, state, and'national levels-." Further

the,state employment service is to cooperate in this effort.

Harris and McInnis note that the data presented in the State Plan to

satisfy this requirement is inadequate and internally inconsistent. For

example, they report that while projected demands t'or some occupations du"ch as

40.
'offjce oCcupations were Predicted-to Contract, the State Plan indicate an

4,

increpse program offerings in this Occupation. .Similar pOns are ip Store,for

occupations suOi as-carpenters and Metal workers where future demands,are also

expewted to decline. Many other. discrepancies lit& these exist throughout the

,report.

'These problems in the State Plan are: reminiscent of the problems at the

national Jevel discussed, above. The Florida State Plan like the plans Of manY.

other states appeaesvto bg a pro forma document. In depth analyses 004-a-bor'.

market trends were not conducted. Data is used as so much window dressing:

TheamOtIvation behind the plan- seems to be to insure continued, federal aid ky

complying with federal regulations in form only.

) Volume II of the statewide evaluation provides a behefit-cost analysis,*
a

of VTE programs hy,Hal-ris. Twenty-one VTE programs were evaluated. Below we-

describe Harris study design, nesults and critique his methodology. HarPis

divides the state'into four geographic-areas, andJle randomly selects two area

..

4ocatiOnal-techni,tal centers from'each area,whose programs he would study.

Programs were selected for study if they satisfied four criteria: program

had to be offered in each area vocational-technical center
4

of fifteen students had to be enrolled, ) the program mix studies was to

chosen, b) a minimUm

. .
.

include serai,,s and females, and d) 'the programs had to serN/e.high school
.

_
.

non high'school students.
,

. [

. .

.
,

Harris chose a random sample of program graduates and early leavers,
.

. .

and,

and he used follow uP gudstionnaires as the main sourcelpf data-on benefits.
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Benefits accrue to,..boX EestUdents and,society, and Har culates,

benefit-cost ratios for each grourr. Public,and private ben its equal the
,.,

difference between14 arnings of skilled wOraA
,-

TE geuates)

and unskilled -workertkp entr l pvitiOns.. costs inctude fore-
,..-

1!'

gone'earnings and ottt, do6ocket
-expense4while ptb4s1costs are composed of

,

Adirect and' indirect program expenses.
. ,-''',: . .

,

,

The calculated'benefit-cost ratios for the first working year of VTE

leir
is no discussion of

graduates are.generaflry. less:than one. Furthermore
,

how tong thebenefit felon the VTE prograMs will 1

h3gh rates of:J-eturn as iearly net benefits are extrapolatedto the future.

ever, fleiris reports

THere ia. mUCH
,tudy at this point as to what is being-

measured,,and how it is Each program under.study had its net

benefit stteartLextrapblated out to djfferent time periods without any rationale.

FurtherMorg,
the,ojiscounting of benefits back to the present and the measure:

ments ot,befkefit_-04t ratios is not stN1dard nor is it explained clearly.

T.tre stocli is rflawepi by a number of major and minor methodological problems

.

cadodbts ppon tts'conclusions. Most important amorcg titese is the la

_

of an adequate-control group which is necessary to gauge net program benefits.

45

In Harris'"stUdy VTE graduates are compared to unskilled workers in the same

,

geographrc,areamith respect to earnings. No .contr6ls for self-selectIen bias

(the mostb1e may undertake Tit) or a myriad of other distorting socio-economic

variables are made even through socio-economic data was collected. Thus, the

two groups are not similar in.all respects except for VTE training, and valid

comparisopa-are not possible. Furthermore, no allowances are made for changing

economic conditions oe for disOlacemen effects (VTE graduates may displace

other workers wil*, no net benefits' to ociety)..

In addition; spme serious statistical probleMs result froM th#procedures
.

used in conducting the questionnaire survey. Useable returns are few in number

1 8 0
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and no attempt was made to sample the non-resPondent gr'..Oup. This is

studsibUrce of bias. Further problemS result fro. the wak ied

,

ograms to b1 .

schbo4are Selected, dents areFirst, high school.,and.non hi combined,

a sure

ON/

but each group halivery deferent opportunit y costs" (ji rmarily foregone earnings)

r

and training costs. Such aggregation produces imporfa* distortions. S econd,

only few programs are studied, auto mechan6s-7,--e;r ditioning and refrigera-

tion, cosmetolog, and nursing, due to the- rc

for program selection. This is a very smal

Thus, it is difficult to accept Harris

the study is 1119strative of VTE program benef

trictive *of theWiteria

mi;r16 of VTE programs.

fiWings at face value- 'While

and costs for: four

it is not donclusive. Further research along these
I seem;nes would

I

Finally, Weehould add'ihat Harris' findings of mixed results for 11TE

cost ratios are consistent with the mixed success of VIE theproarams at

national level reported by Stromsdorfer (1972).

Volume III of ,the statewide evaluation bjpple is concerne&with

,examining the availability of VTE programs for the hand icapped. The

programs,

appropriate-

benefit-

study

describes VTE policies for ihese services, targ et grouPs, ahd the'role VIE

plays/ rehabivtatibn

.preSent VTE programs are not

ts by,government agencies. RaePPle conc ludes that

adequately meeting the needs of the handicaPPed in
44

Florida for three main reasons:

VTE,instructors a reluctant'to

into-their r rVTE.courses,

b.

integrate handica Pped students

uncoordinated planning by governmental agencies, and

.c. hesitancy of VTE adMlnistrators to acceRt new. programs.

Purrington 11572) examines the exbectations 40 satisfactions of

and students with VTE programs.in Volume IV of the statewide evaluation.

,Students in traditional high schools, VTE students, an d parents of both groups

were surveyed by mail features ofquestionnaire. The limiting this approach.

parents
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A

ar'e that from only ten school's wesample5 re used and there waS a high ,

nonres Ponse rate Neverthe less, the studY generates some interesting insights.

First ,
satisfaction with all sil001 programs both VTE and non VTE varies

widely. However, VTE students and their parents are significantly more

satisfied with their tional high schoolprograMs counterits in tradi

programs..

.also identifiesThe studY some problems students and their parevs felt

exist in current VIE prgrams need for improved ViT guidance andO. First, a

placement is noted. Second, cl as4room facilities and equi pment are not always

adequate. Finally, students and Parents exPrested the desire for upgradiipg

VTE programs to meet labor market needs
more closell thus better'insuring that

v

VTE graduates will find jobs in the occupati ons for which they were trained.

The final vo lume of the statewide
eval uation analyses the VTE manage-

ment i nformation system (Latta and Schmidt, 1972). The extsting manpolr .

informati on y
..stem Was created b-Y the Floride Department Df Education tO

impleme nt the recommendations Of the FlorR State Advisory CounCil on.*:

em is e o s rts:syst composd f ix PaThe a) stu nt data, b) instruc or

placement
g

ot-

c) -progr__ am cou rse date, d) space and facility
(1,tilization,. 0- stud

and follow up, and 9 fiscal data. The iliplementsystem is being

stat6.
.-

However, Infited state u
f-nding has been an impeding factor

..

'

k.gsmore t needs for a revised en rollment sYstem and coordinatipn wit

Florida yment Service is e
.

Emplo
#,

The five vol ume statewide

r-Scignized-

in F1
-

evaluation of.NE .orida provi

ground for our discussion of the needs assessment studio

study a rea, manpower R*00,FoUT

--11fonducted

10.
..centered arou nd Jacksonviile.

problems which were idehtif ied ai the statieVel.have covnOparti at IlieH

9Fr

e .

Some o

local level.
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6.3.2 Needs Assessments fr Vocational tducation in the Jacksonville Labc4-

Market Area .

,

. In recent years seven separate studies of the needs for VTE programs

have been conducted in the Jacksonville labor market area. Table 6.3.2 "displays

, .

each study aiong Witb some important descriptive data. From the table we can
t ,

draw some tfliportantfcc4.1444$.fipnS.

First, only one of the needs asdsessments,, that b t.be Florida Departmeht,«

of Commerce (1970, covers the whole Jacksonville labor market area ich i ,

*
_y_puval, Nassau, Baker, Clay, Putnam, Flagler, and St. Johns countFes),:i441hus,

many sources 9f both the demands for and supplies of labor are-ignored in"whatOm

is really one coherent labor market area centered around Jacksonville'. 449su1ts

from such limited analysis may then be,misleading with respect to area wide

.trends. Second, background material describing labor market trends isAtypicaily

omitted from most analyses (the Battelle and C.E.T.An studies are exceptions).

/

the redder is provi.ded with tables of "projected job opeoings",or the%like with

:Jittle or no further analysis. Without the appropriate background materials

these projections are quite difficult to>terpret and to analyze, so most local

LfTEaministratbrs s and uidance counselors do not find these PnOjections
,

tf,

°Iparticularly useful in their work. A rotoed problem is that labOr market

projectionS.,are rarely categorized by VTE'Rrograms Which further ces

their useftilness. The experienced VTE administrators in the area use these

judiciously, we are glad to report. Spot checking with key business

Of
flik conducted.

'thig shortcom.ing..of the existing needs assessments is their sloppy

US-
( Itee

ketccicps described in Chapter I1r4 For example, many of

1u4that shortades of particular kinds of.labor wit]
,

he future7.and VTE-Gprograms need to be impleMentedto meet these 11.exist in

needS'.00.4Vver, this notion:'.Of 4 "shortage" is quiteAnailie since the.

.01
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Table: 6.3.2

Recent Assessment Studies of the
Programs in the Jacksonville Labo

CoUnties
uehloe'and Date Covered

Cat Empeoyment in Duval,.

he;a4t Feo,ida, Nassau,

r, et al., 1972 Baker

Vuvat County Job
Opolaunity Sululey,
'McFarland t& Assoc.,

1973

CaAceA" °PpAittunLaes
in Vat/q.t. and Na44au.

Saected
Vocationme-uchnicat

'?-Stalt4: 1913-1975,
5

McFarland. & Assoc.,

1973

A Modet Isoica State-

Cade 4y4t671 tiox

:-'Comounity Occara-
,tionat,Neekto

A.64 e6M7Ient,
Tucker & Rowell,.1974

cómpnehemsitie Man-

-AW.wet P FY 1976,
C'ETA, Dux Vo.
1975

Duval

Duval,
Nassau

Duval

Demand Side
'Methodology'

Employe
Survey

Empldyer
Survey

Employer
Survey

Needs for VTE
r Market -Area

Supply Side
Methodology "'vOt Comments

*

-er
N

4.07

None

m4

School en-
rollment.
survey,&
graduation
"precast &
unibn
interviews

School en-,

rollment
survey &
graduation
forecas,t &

unon
interviews

Employment None
Service
Listings

9

'Duval, Eltiployer

Nassau, Conlulty-

. Biker OA .'
4:414.

.--.

0

..144dhe

'retrIcted in scope
anfl'coverage to a

sMa1:l . area and very

few.occupations

'no descripti4te material
on thejocal labor .

market

methodology is naive
in that many .sources
of entry are ignored-
and labor market

.concepts nOt used
appropriately

no description:of
loCarlabor maekets

methodology, is naive

in that many sources
of entry aee ignored .

and labor market
concepts not used
appropriately

-no description of

local labor markets

,net job openings are
4>yonly a demand side

phenomenon kere.ecitial

to expansion' and
replacement demands

.no description,of
'local labor maeket
trends

escriptive and
dicative,-there are

o hard numbers bih:

1 forecasts

good economic profile'S
of-counties involvfd

111,

(continued . . .)
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bl : 6.3.2 (continued)

10
Author and Date

Counties
Covered

lackzonvitte Regionat Duval,
Oempationat Nied4 Nassau,
SuAvey, Battelle, 1975 Baker

-Ftonida Emptoyment
Ditectiona; Florida
Department of
Commerce, 1975

Ruval,
Baker,
Nassau,
.Clay,

Flagler,
St. ,Johns,

utnam

Demand Side
Methodology

EmptOyer
Survey

BLS,

TOMMOVLOWP 4 .

Manpowa
Neer4

1

Supply Side
Methodology

School
Survey

None

.

Other COmments

quite naive, leaving
many sources of entry
and exit to an
oc-Cupation.unexplained

-'and unanalyzed

good descriptive
discuSsion of future
economic trends

this is the most
comprehensive
demand side model
now in existence

no supply side
analysis

no description of
local labor market
trends
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occupational and obility of workers is totally ignored as.arel

possible changes in relative wage rates. Furthermore, the linkage between

a "shortage" and the implementation of a VTE program is not as apparent as is,

stated. The cost of implementing the VTE progrk-must be weighed against the

potential benefits. While the experienced administrators in the area do

attempt such a balancing, without the existence OT rigorous analyses to go

on 'such efforts ar largely ad hoc. Other important labor market concepts such ,

as what constitutes demands (i.e., effective demand, indicated by a willingness

gb

to pay,or merely notional), and nee re also often handled in a very

flaphazard'manner.

Fourth, only three of the seven studies attempted any supply side analysis'

at all. Without some knowledge of the su,pfy of labor by occupations, demand

0,
projections are of limited value,for VTE needs assessmentsi, In fact, deMand

analyses alone can be downright misleading. Even the three studies which did
4P

examine the supply side were very limited in. their scope. All of these

(Battelle, 1975; McFarlfnd:1973; and Mcrallarid; 1973) only examined the supply
11

of new entrants into an occupation from school training program's. Since

4 .

39-pe04ept of the labor force acquired its skills i thus ffianner (U.S.

)epartylent,Of labOr, 1968), this is clearly i4derate. Furthermore, any

-

,6thetS3prcep of occupational entry,exist, including occupatiOnal meibilitY,
.

§eogTaphic mobility, and new entwits to the labor,:f0cpe, add:many of theSeare-,

.
,

.

,J .
i''

' notc'measikred.)
4.4

,.. .A. finai problem affricting six oil the seven nee4 *sessments is their
'ilt s. L.,:,

."`
. ,

in:4e
..

ate methodology for projecting the deminds for;-.40bor by occuija7-

1* .

,

1,

Oril.t. J.W.da Depek:tmentof Commerce stndy (1976k$Aed the method6_

:
de.4166d'bi4.beliU-414u.C$f LabOr Statistics in Tomo/0404 Manpowen Needs

ich is similar:0:,,OlOr:OrocedUre-aAd was described adbiie in Chapter III. This

proced04 which emplOo an inclUstryiroc :11)t to reflect 'ndustrial
4

"'"i



staffing patterns has provided accurate occupational demand forecasts (BLS,

1975). These six studies made use of employer.surveys. In the employer

survey procedure a sample of local emp,loyers is queried with respect to their
'

present and future occupational employment requjrements. This procedure has

been shown to be notoriously inadequate because it does not deal with effective

demands (a willingness to hire) and because changing economic conditions
-

influence the willingness of emploYers to hire worker's (Campbell and Tarr, 1975).

Florida State guidelines for needs assessmeht eecommended the use of the area'

skills survey pp until 1973 althougla;BLS had previoUsly recommended that the
4%idio

employer surVe methodology not be used to determine preSent and future occupa-
.

tional demands (Bl.S' 1969). Below we shall brIefly describe eath of the seven

studies. Since the geographic and occupational-stope of the studies vary,

riiParisons of their results and projections are difficult. However, Aere

ooJ
-comparisons are possible, we shall make them.* We will organize Ihe descriptions

and comparisons with respect to geograp c scope.starting with the most

restrictive and working up to the area wide study.

Two studies have focused on Duval' County alone, a) Dumf. County Job,

Oppon.tunity Sunvey, McFarland and Assocfates (19V), and b) A &Oda ion: a

Statewide Sy4tem liot Community Occupationat Need4 44e64intit, Tucker'and Rowell

(1974). The McFarland Study was a t month Oilfort whose objfctive was to

,quantitaXively assess the demands forandthe suppl ies of laboroccupations as

a guide todetermining the need for VTE programs. The met ol'ogy used was

quite simple. ,A sample of 205 Duval County eMployers WarsealeCted, and 106 ,

personal interviews of the largest employers and 100 mail survey samples were

Conducted. The employers were asked'about their current and future occUpational.

requirements for the 1973-75,.period. We have discussed the limitations of this

approaCh above:

1877
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In the interviews with employers the McFarland researchers also asked

employers six interesting questions concerning the local labor market and

ertIOloyer satisfaction with VTE graduates. First, employers noted most

s(

difficulty in finding eMployees wi/h the following skills: experienced

OOP secretaries (7.5 percent), clerical-typists .(5.6 percent), industrial machine

operators (4.9 percent), welders (4.9 percent), experienced draftsmen (3.5 per-

cent, and mechanics (3.1 pgrcent), where the number in parenthesis indicate the

percentage of respondants citing the skills. Business managers mainly ascribed

their hiring difficulties to a tight local labor market which existed at the

time of this study in 1973. Third, while most managers had little idea of what
47'

VTE could'do to solve their problems, some mentioned expanding,offerings in

mechanics, welding, electrical constructiOn, and drafting. Fourth, managers

have in general a high opinion of VTE graduates with 40 percerl describing VTE
0

graduates excellent or good, but percent felt VTE graduates were poor and

;.; 7,

34.5 percent found them to be only fair. Thererdid not seem .to ,pnY'significa9t

deviation by industy type of occupation. Of those who rate VIE .graduates as fair

or poor, 52 percent found the training to be shallow and inadequate, and 23 per-

,i
4-

cent mentioned wdrk habit
,

problems. Fin, ally, emOoyet responses as to how to
f .a "': *%.., 1 .

improve the VTE programs varied but can 'be. categorlie&4s4,-,

a., institute more work experignCe into-the curriculum,

b. improve faculty and equipment, and

c. upgrade students basic reading and mathematical skills.

or

On the suppljr side the McFarland study also Used .4 survey Oocedure of

, -

public and private schools. These institutions were askeeabout:/fteir present

and future numbers 4 graCluates by v.ocational education clustlra' Othei- impoetant

sources of occupational supply were not included in the analysis.

Finally, the proje9 d demindsJor-and supplies of labor were compared'

A and Flortfall of supply was eemed to indicate a need for expansion in,a1/TE

18
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program: Given the methodology limitations and restricted scope' of this

study, such conclusions are not warranted.

The other study which focused on Duval County was by Tucker and

Rowell (1974). The purpose of this study was to identifi job needs at the

local revel and to relate job needs to training programs in the educational

.system. The methodology used in this studywas different from that in the

McFarland report. Tucker and Rowell rely exclusively on published,data. On the

demand side quarterly employment reports from the DepariMent of Commerce are

.uqgt.r.to,measure current employment. Unfilled job openings are determined from

the Job Bank Information System of the Florida Employment Service. A fundamental

limitation of this approach is that many employers do not use the Florida

Employment Service in their recrujtment programs. This is particularly true

of the higher skilled and better paying jobs. Nowever,4since VTE graduates in

skill categories are generally at the entry level this problem may be mitigated

4
'somewhat. Projections of future "net jobs" and unfilled,jobs are made by

simple-extrapolations of existing employment and unfilled jobs listed at the

employment Service. Th is inadequate. No interaction of labor demand and

labor supply WOIldWed for and changes in relative wages, industrial structure .

and the 1 ilZe are ignored.

On the supply side data frgin the Florida Department of EducatPon on

enrollments and-graduates by program are used. -There VS no attempt to,measure

other sources of entry into an ocpipatibn besides the formal training route,

which as we haVe mentioned, may account:forv.only 30 percent of those,in an

.,,,
I

%

occupation. Furthermore, no attempt is made to match "unfilled jobs" against

%la.
:Ii.,,i*.-

school program enrollmIts.beca se,. thenl'umber of unfilled jobs is determined
-.k

..

.,-

solely on'the demand side through extrapolatiob of job bank information.

yhile we have remarked on the many serious methodological weikneSses of

the Tucker and Roweli approach; their research has proVidedmuctlouseful.infor=
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mation on he types of jobs, wages, and experience required for jobs listed

with the employment service. /hey provide extensive tabular listings on

occupations by salary range, o cupations by length of time the job opening

remains, educational requirements.pe'r occupation,'experience requirements, and

a composite weighted index of occupations based on the data on salaries,

experience, educate, etc. Furthermore, the authors took pains to relate

occupational information to VIE cuqicula.

, Allhough the McFarland and Tytker and Rowell analyses were both conducted

for D4Val picnty, compat-146e)s'aeemewhat difficult due to different definitions
.

. !
of occupatt6iis'and of'job openings. However, it seems appropriate to compare

0

McFarland's estimates of "employee increases needed" to, Tucker and Rowell's

"projected net jobs." Each study makgt projections for the 1974-75 period.

- Below we have listedimpome common occupational Aefinitions for which projections

sci)e

are available from both studies.

Projections of Job Openings 1974-75

Occupation . Tucker and Rowell

Stenographers and
typists 239

Clerical 221

Welders 94

Mechanics 206

McFarland

.0335

0059

2,284

It js clear that these projections are very different aswe might have
,

7.;

expeRed. Since'Tuckdr and Rowell's procedure isknown to underestimate the

demanAforlaboP antfthd-bmployer sui-Vey use by McFailand is 'known to ov

estiMate employment, the directions of these differences is not unultipal... The

magnitudes of the differeAes, however, are quitelkIjOrle.

.4*
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McFarland and AssociateS also conducted a study for Duval and NassaU

counties in 1973. This studY 1 identical methodologically.to their Duvalp.
DuvalCounty study and repeats the Thus, we shall not discussCounty dale.

further.

Three studies Were conducted which covered Duval,,hassau, and Baker

counties:
4.

it

a. Baker et al., Technicat Emptoyment in Nonthea4 FtolLida (1972),

b. Comptehenzive Manpowet.Ptan sok FY 1976 (1975), and

C. Battelle, Jack4onvitte Regionat Occupationa Need6 Sunvey (1975).

The Baker study compri4led "five volumes °and was conducted for the Duval County

School Board. Its purp se w'as to assess technical occupations in the area, so

that the feasibility of Chew curriculum entitled pre-technical could be

investigated. The pre-- techn ical cureiculum was designed to fill the gap

between the college PeeparatorY-and VTE programs. The study's objectives
. .

included identifying so called technical occirpations, deterrine employment in

each technical occuPtion forecast future employment needs, and determine fhe

skills necessary for success rn the.occupations, An employer survey was

Evi
conducted fere this purposei but only a limitectIlumber of government agenciet-'

and larger'.f.irms were contacted- No supply side analysis was undertaken.

-
.

lp.:)..974 Baker, Nassau, and Duval counties formed the Northeast Florida
. ,

..1 .
.

Manpower-Consortium, and with.Dgval County.as the prime sponsor., C.E.T.A. Tunds
r

were successfully applied for. Under C.E.T.A.,prime sponsors are requii-'ed'-;io

,. J a

develop manpower plans to insure.the continuation of federal grants. Tit

document describes the consortium's C.E.T.A. program in teems of its objectives,'

'4roUps served,operations, client and plans for the upcoming yeSr along with

fiscal data on prohe ram isoperat ions. The document is desdiptive in- ature.
A

t..- g

t
No quantitatiye projectioss are included, bu it does include a useful economic

411

profile of each codrity in the con sortium. However, the studY notes that, "An

riatYsis of 226 occuPations considered important in the area suggests that the
i



local.supply of workers is generally adequate for the demand, .0f the profes-

sional and non-professional occupationsserved by the Florida Department of

Commerce, 95.1 percent were-rated as having an adequate supply of wotkers to
f

meet the,area's nee4 (p. Howeven, the Florida Department of Commerce

noteS_thathortages (we are not told what precisely constitutes a shortage)

ar.P;
tetl in the foll.owing occupations: nursing, cleg-typists, secretaries,

sten*q _, and mechanics. Furthermore, busines§ firms in the area are

claimed to agree with this prognostication. Finally., a tablelentitled

"Opportunities for Work in the Jacksonville Area 1974-1975" is inclUded at the

ind of the report. However, the analysis is.in qualitative terms. Service and

deri,cal occupations are rated from A (strong demknd for workers, serious

shortage of lualified a ilcatiOns) to E (few Or rte workers ewlayed Woccupation
A'

in this area). The Vre'consistent with. reports from the Florida

DepartmentpfComniej Jfirms in the area.

The third 6i6- .-Li-06SMent conduCied for Duval, Baker, and Nassau

,
counties was by B. On fhe demand side an employer survey (both byMail

and by personal view) was conducted. The limitations of this approach

,
have-already been discussed. On the supply side a survey,of grailuates froM

publiC and private schoois was conducted. Once again the limitation of this

approach is that it ignoresTiost other sources of occupational entry. The

a
demapd and supply are matched and a total over or undersupply'of labor is

determined.. This represents. a.requirements approach as inlOur eTcimates in

Chapter V. However, as wethoted ts apRroach does not account fqr potential

adju.stments in the labor market-due to, imbalances. The'limitetions should be

set out as we,have done. OtherWise thisapproach is misleading for two reasons.
0

First7it assumes that' nolabor market adjustments will occur to mitivate.any'

imbalances, SecOnd, since all sources of 'supply and demahd by occupations.

have not
f

en accounted f0r, a mechanical'48tChing of ,inaccurate components can.

192
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only be misleading if it was used alone. No mentionis made of potemtiar
,

ljmitations or-caveats for the use Or4,projected under/over supplies.. The'

naivete which surrounds'the uses of labor market concepis -like demand, and

shortage is troubling. With all its limitations the study does provide a

'useful description of the area's economic base and grospects for the future of

the area's economy. Furthermore, the study includes a bseful,appendix whiCh
A

lists VTE programs with OCcupations grouped under eacb pro4Tam. This is useful

°-for croswalking between occ pational projections and the implications for,VTE

programs. Comparisons of t e projections 'of the-three studies exaMined above

is not possible because they are qualitative in nature, and becaUse they give

projections for different occupations and different time periods.
,

.

The final needs a1/4ssessment for "the jacironvilLe rabor ma ket area was

condUcted by the Florida Departmvit of Commerce. This analysis it unique for

three reaoh's. First, it is the only study which covered the entire seven
-.&?!

'county labor marrket area. Second, it is the only quantitative-study which'is

conducted on an ongoing basi the'only stgdy,wffich used ademand

I.

s-i-de methodology endorsed
',-

limitations of the-ttudy are:

:U.S. Bureau of Labor'Statistics. The major'

it does nott examine the suppll side, and

it does noi relTte the demands for labor by occvations tO VTE

t programs.

The demand-side methdology follows the BLS procedures as described in

0!
.the BLS publication 1bmohltow'4 Manpowek Need4 (1969). Briefly, the procedure

can be described as a series of steps.. First, employment forecasts by detailed

indastries are made by.simple regression techniques. A typical

forecasting equation takes,the

3Tjt+l "$(Eiust+l' P.opijt+l)"

t.

1

1.7 7

employme5t

Q.



\

where: E = employment, 1 = industry index,'j = region index, Us = ,Ai.S. economp

t = time pei-iod, Pop = population. Second, an updated industry. ccupation

matrix for the iarget.year (which refleces industrial staffing patterns) i

.,appiied to the industrial employmegt forecasts. inis produces projections of

-occupational demandssefor the target year. ,By subtracting the target year's

.

otcupatitnal employment from the current year's occupational employment, the

expans-ion (or growth) demand for labor by oCcupation is obtained. Thir40, the

BLS tables of working li alb replacement factors are applied to the current '

year's occupatidnal empl rent

- leave each occupatiorr;ver the

to estimate the numbers of workers whotwillI.

forcasting horizon, caiiesi replacement demand.

d ansion demands t\Finally; by adding replacement an exp e.total -occupational

deand for
al

abor is determined. e/have already discussed the limitations of.,

7 .4

this approach In Chapter III, and we shall not repeat that discussign here.

Sincethe other'existing needs as essments we 'reviewed more limited

geographic'scopes and covered ffeent tiMe periods, we cannot coMpare the

, .

fovecasts.of these studies to the Florida Department of Commerte

.1"\

6.4 'FiUd SCaveys of VTE in theiJacksonvMe Labor Market,

i

- ,

,

.1 6.4.1 Introduction

,This porfiom of our report describes the metnodo4ogy and results of our
v

field work. in the jacksonvilleklabor market area. On site vistesf and discussions
4

'
1

wifh students, instruttors and administratdrs provided us with much valua ble ,

.

inforjnatior which would otherwise be unavailable. In fac t, none of the previous
/

,

1

, '.

Jac sonville area needs assessments conducted field interviews with all these
.1 ...,.

groups:, Atudents, instructors, A'dministrators, and qpiployers. field work
,

was pursued as in the Battelle and McFarland studies, it was limit d to a few

a.
_groups and never included facility and equtpmeht monitoring. Thuspe finCi hem'

inadequate in terms of a comprehensiye heeds assessment of VIE,, and we have:

tried to remedy these deflciences in Our. work.

I.
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-Section 6.4.2 describes our survey methodology. In Section 6-4.3

we discuss the local organization,af VTE administration, and i °Settion 6.4.4
,

We evaluate VTE facilities and equipment. Fundihg,,is the topic of 6.4.5 and

students and student needs.are discussed in 6.4.6. Faculty and business needs
, ..

are-examined in Sections 6.4.7 ahd 6.4.8 respectively.

,

6.4.2 ,Ltrvey Methodology,
4

We feetthat field work is-an qmportant component of a comprehensive

needs assessment for VTE. In only three,of/phe seven needs asse5sments

conducted recerhly in Region Four was any field work pursued (see Section 6.3).

This seCtion discusses the methodology we used in our field work.

A-total of eleven visits were made to Baker (2), Nassau (2), Clay '(2),

St. Johns ) , and Duval (4)-counties, and they can be categorjzed- in the

following manner. First, efforts ,fe're de to interyiew each of the county

11(

directors of VTE in addition to the occupational dean at Florida Junigrollege,

and these interoliews provedtIo be 'extremely valuable. The directors and he

ctin were quite willing to discuss problems which they encounetred.in their

day to day operations, and th provided valuable assistance by describing

the type of manpower data which would be most useful to them. Thus, an

0. 41k

excellent rapport was establo.ished, and permission was'received to4Visit the

VTE facilities in each of the coahties and FJC.
S.

Although.Unlimited Access was granted to the VTE facilitlies in each

cOuntyi the recommendations of f6e rrector and his staff deterMined for the

moStpart which facilities were actipally toured. Their recommendations proved
',114

to be quite adequate for the purposes of this study. . Within each;county, the
4

quality.of the'facilites varied greatly, and no.attempt was madeto distort

/)

the evaluation process by selecting- facilties of one particular type or

<
another.
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--At each facility RersOndl interviews were conducted with students,

.fatulty members, ansd administrators. A structured questionnaire was used in'

these interviews with the purpose of determining the needs and problem.areas

encountered by-'each of these grOups. -However, special effOrts were made so'

that the subject's responses were not channeled into any'one direction. Thus
.

the charcteristics of each county in addition to those within each county

e emerged.

. Well over one hdndred interviews were conducted in tHe field, and

information gleaned'from these Interviews cOmprises the basis -Nor the evaluations

and conclusions which followed. -Before begin'riing fhe analysis howeyer, one

caveat should be made clear. In some cases probl,ems will be analyzed which may

only be chaacteristic of one or two counties in the area, and insignificant

in the others. Although care will be takel to note these instances, specific

references will 'not-,be given. The interviews-were conducted in a most candid

...iand'open manner, and "off the-record" commentswere commonplace. "herefore,

neither individuals nor particular locations will be cited.

6.4.3 Local aiganization

We must begin this section with'a disclaimer. We are not professional
/-"\

education administrators, and our comments and analysis here will be somewhat

cu'rsory. The purpose- of this section is to sketch out the organizational

structure of,the VTE delivery sysiem in Region Four. To the uninitiated the'

A

Organizational structure appears. Byzantine. In Region Four seven county

school broards and iwo community colleges have responsibilities fop-providing

VT. grams. Each of these..,\nine units operates in an autonomOus manner.

This fragmented administrative structure" frustrat a close coordination of
t

program.offeringq. There is no one administra ive unLt which has responsibjlity, '

for monitoring the total liTE effort in the region. Although tPere does exist an

area director for VTE, the geographic boundaries of his districeare not
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AconsiStent with.the Region Four labor market. Furthermore, his role isft,1:u

provide technical assistance.to tl:le seven local schoor boards and two

community colleges in conducting needs assessments or facilities surveys.

His duties do not include labor market analyses in the region'or program

coordination. This is unfortunate because each of these nine administrative

units are in fact serving the same labor market-.

Within each of the nine administrative unitS the lines of responsibility

are qujte clear. In each county the county school board has the primary

administrative res'ponsibility for all public school programs including VIE% A

As the,chief executiVe officer of the school board the county super1nten'clent of

schools bas the day today operating responsibility for VTE and non VTE puTolic

school programS. Each county has a VTE program director who is directly

responsible to the superintendent (or his c1Ose assistant often called a

curriculum coordinator). The VTE prOgram director administers'hisNcounty's

VTE programs. Given the autonomous nature of each county school board,,the

school board and superintendent have a great deal of contror over the type of

VTE'program in their county._

The specific roles and duties of the VTE program directors vary wideliy

according to the poOwlation and income of a given- county. F6r example, our

-

-field interviews revealeethat in cOuntles with relatively sma1,1 Ropulations

anIc/Ilow per capita incomes, it is c(ommon for the VTE program irector to have
,.

additional duties in other areas-of,the county Wioo.1 admi istration. This is

in conflict with state regutations.. Therefore, the VTE program director is

' not able to devote all of his time to VTE, and the programs may_suffer as a

result. Similarly, occupational siecialists are primarily involved with the

, -recruitment and placement of studeRts into VtE programs., However, actual daY

to day responsibilities vary greattly from county to couRty. The position of

occUpational coordinator exists only;in Duval County, and these individuals are

' 1 `.0 7
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responsible for administering the School-Industry Education program, a co-op

. .

program, in the county. Finally, instructors also may parti.cipate in program

development, upgrading, and student placement in addition to normal teaching

responsibilities. However, these activities depend more on the initiative of

the instructor rat4r than being attributed to a particular county or counties.

therefore, it is important to note that instructional arrangements at the county

level within a labor market ar,ea can vary significantiy.

The institutional arrangeMent of the community colleges is somewfrat

different from the county school systems. Instead of a county school board the

community colleges are responsible to their boards of trustees. /Day to day

administrative control is provided by the college president and his deans. The

internal*administrative structure of the community college is ,similar to that in

- --

a university with faculty, departmen chairMen, and deans.

Viewing the organization structure of the VTE effort in Region Four from

the state perspective we noted that nine autonomous units have VTE prOgram

responsibility. This fractionalized adMinistrative structure is perpetuated

sat the s_spte level. Table 6.4.1 shows the organizational structure of the

Florida Department of Education'. Note-that the'divisions Df vOpionaleducation,

public schools, and community colleges are separate admini$trative entities.

Efforts are underway at the state and local level to better coordinate
0

VTE.program offerings. At the local level progress Idwardgreater program ,

coordination is most apparent in Duval County. In4Nt, the efforts by Duval,

County VTE administr4tors at FJC'and the county YTE program director are mist

laudable and can serve as a diode1 for other areas. Within Duval County extensive -

communication and greater program coordinaion' are occuringl To a.sorelhat

lesser entent coordination between St. Johns River Community Collegg and the*

Putnam County school board is also.in'progress. ,
z

198.
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"Duval.CoUnty VTE officials also coordinate their'programs with Nassau

,CoUntY: .AdMicastratorS-in.botn.COunties.repOrt'that'the progrAM,coordination"

,Which has resulted strengthened YTE programs in both areas. .Ful'Ither coordina-
.0

tiori occurs betwedn FJC and VTE'prOgrams in Duval, Baker, and Nassau counties;

0 ,

since all'three counties are involved in C.E.T.K. programs wi,th Duval-County

serving as'the prime sponsor. Ties between-the other countieS in the

Jacksonville labor mOirket area, St. Johns, Clay, Putnam,and Flagler, are much

more tenuous. Also coordination between Duval, Nassau, and Baker counties and

the other counties in the region lso coUld be improved. This is a problem

since VTE programs'in All thesecounties service the same labor market.

At the statelevel efforts are upderway to provide a closer coordination

' of VTE programs. The primary vehicle for this is fhe regional coordinating

councils,. The coordinating councils

4community college representatives, and the area VTE director.- The idea is a
1

good,one, and it can aid in greater VTE program coordination. Howeven, 'a basic

include county,NTE program Airectors,

problem with this approach is the geographic delineation of theicoordinating
J\

councils.- The 6oundaries of i coordinating council are not consistent with

labor markets,Aut instead they are based Uponcommunity college distriCts.

rn TabLe 6.4.2 we display the voc<9,140' program planning regions bald upon

the comMunitf-college districts. As the chart shows four different coordinating

councils exist in Regton Four. The coordinating councif boundaries bear no

relationship to labormarket-areas. District Seven includes Dixie, Irchrist,

Columbia, Union, and Baker counties. Distr ct j1ht covers Nassau and Duval

counties while Dis.trict Ten encompasses Clay, Putnam, and St. Johns

\,

Flagler county is included in District Twelve.

r efforti at developing a 600rdinated planning procedure are

currently underwa . The staff of the BUre'au of'Planninp, Programming., and

\11441geting (PPB) has

\k3
oped a .draft for "A Program Planning Model r

,



TABLE 6.4.2FL0RIDA COMMUNITY COLLEGES

0

I. PENSACOLA JUN 1 OR COLLEGE
Pensacola, Florida

2, OKALOOSA-WALTON JUN IOR COLLEdE
Niceville, Flor)da

3, GULF COAST COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Panama City, Florida

k. CH1POLA 'JUN IOR COLLEGE
Marianna, Florida

, 5. k.TALLAHAG. SEE COMMUN1 TY CqLLEGE
Tallahassee, Florida

6. NORTH FLOR IDA JUN IOR COLLEGE c'T_

Madison, Florida

7. LAKE C 1,TY COMMUN 1 TY COLLEGEc Lake Cit)7, Florida

G. FLORIDA JUN IOR COLLEGE AT JACKSONV 1 LLE
Jacksonvi I le, Florida.

9. SANTA FE 4,9MMUN 1 TY COLLEGE
Gainesville, Florida I

10. ST. JOHNS R 1 VER JUN-1OR COLLEGE
Palatka, Florida

IL. CENTRAL FLORIDA COMMUN 1 TY COLLEGE
-Ocala, Florida

12. DAYTONA BEACH COMMUN 1 TY COLLEGE
Daytona Beach, Florida,

13. SEMINOLE COMMUN I TY COLLEGE
Sanford, Florida

14. LAKE-SUMTER COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Leesburg, Florida

15. PASCO-HERNANDO COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Dade City, Florida

16. ST. PETERSBURG JUNIOR COLLEGE
St. PetersburgFlorida

17. HILLSBOIOUGH COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Flo

18. POLK C. UN 1 TY COLLEGE
Minter Hay , Florida)9. VALENC IA COMMUNITY COLLEGE

.41 Orlando, Florida

20. BREVARD COMMUNITY COLLEGE
-Cocoa, Florida

21. INDIAN RI VER GOMMUNI TY COLLEGE
Ft. Pierce, Florida

22. SOUTH FLORIDA JtiNal 'COLLEGE
Avbn Park, Florida

23. MANATEE JUN 1 OR COLLEGE
s)Bradenton, Florida

24. EDISON 'COMMUN ITY COLLEGE
Ft. Myers, Florida

25. PALM BEACH JUNI OR COLLEGE
Lake Worth. Florida

26. BROWARD COMMUN 1 TY COLLEGE
Ft. Lauderdale, Florida ,

27. M 1 AM1 -DADE 9OMMIM L'ICOLLEGE
MiajnI'FIorlda ;.0.,;;'

28. FLORIDA KEYS CUNITY cpu_EGE
Key West, Florid

r-1: -.1 28ti

TO MONO'0( COUNT,. -
14,

SouAce: -Florida Department of Education, Tallahas-see, Flo.rha..
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Vocational Education:1' This proposed planning model is d great improvement

over tne current system, and our critical, comments shoulcknot be'cbastrued as

a demotition job but rather as constructive susjgestions. First, we discuss the

4,

'strengths of the proposed p4anning model, and then we bfffer some COnstructrve

criticism and suggestions. Finatly, we compare the proposed planning model

with a suggested alternative.

.The proposed planning model is a,coherent and workable procedure for

improving the planning process and program coordination"in.vocational education.

The background materials on the vocational education delivery system and the

crucial in
A

ences of the labor market are discussA in a relevant and

0%.

s phisticated manner: Labor market projections are developed from the now"

op rational OIDS system,..and these are integeated illto.the planningprocess
_

frowthe outset. Finally, the lines-of direction and authority are clearly

spelled out in the model: In conclusion, the proposed planning'model is a

sophisticated, consistent procedure which if implemented would vastly impr ve

vocational education planning,and O'rogram coordination in Florida.

I Nk
While the proposed planning model is certainiya-step in the_right

direction two areas mei-it criticism and revision. First, the proposed model

is too centralized, and its approach is too hierarchical. We can characterize
*

the model generally as a top down approach--the star specifies the labor

market demand and supply,projections by.bccupafions, then the PIA6 staff presents

this Ita,and their planning profile to the regional program director and the
A

regional coordinating council for'implementation., This isboth a poor planning

procedure and a poor management$rocedure. . It is,a.poor planning procedure

because it ignores the intimate knowledge of local labor market conditions and

programiunctioning which the 4rea coord inators, regional coordinating councils,

and regional program directors possess. The omission of bus iness and industry,

leaders from the planning process is'particularly vexing since the goal of

203
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vocational education is to train for jobs. Thts knowledge of local area

coHditions r-ovided by local people is valuable in augmenting the sophisticated

labor'maaket analysis provided by the PPB sdtaif using the OIDS system, and it

Id insure the jeasonableness_of those labor market forecasts and planning

In addition, the,proposed hierarchical top-down app ach is also a poor

management technique. The proposed'adel has the PPB siaff de ermiming 'program

needs and presenting' the planning,profile to the regional progranidirector and,

the regional coordinating council fordimPlementation. Howevdr, the model notes

(p. 7), "Idenfify the role and services-of the Department of Education Regil
1.

ona_
. .

,
q

Program Director and his staff including the type of techinical assistance to, r
, .

be provided to the membership of the Council. ,This is of crifical imPortance

1 Because of the major role which the Regional -Program Director, and his/her staff

must assume in the successful coppletion Of the planningprocess." It is

unrealistic to assume that the Regional Program Director, his staff, or the

Regional Coordinating Council will help complete the,plan and implement it with

(--(any alacrity because the planning profile is essentially imposed on them by the

PPB staff. Those who are to implement a plan need to provide_input t that

plan at its initial stages; sd hey feel it is their'plaq,.and they have

stake in-its outcome.
L.

The second area where the planning model is weak is its reliance-On the

regional coordinating councils. The'problem here is that the district bound-

.aries of the coo.rdinating councils are based on.gcommunity collegedistricts.

As we hive noted above these'community college districts are not based on

economic regions, as the.State of Florida Planning DiStrictS, nor -are i1'ES10 .

.

based on regions for. which OIDS data is available. Sine the proposed planning

'model is to use OIDS data, this' appeans tq-be a Seriou§problem.

.187
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, .......,' uck .7
A

&

s

.

. ..

.
Givenfehe criticism of the proposed planning modele endeavored A

, -..

..,.. .. - "
. .

.

.'Aip
xonsT ict a plarning.model wNich integrateS Our criticisms into the..peOp osed

..,
.

.,

,-
......

model: rjable ,6.4.3 lp a fiow chart'of the.planning,process from the proposed

mode- l,eand Tatile 6.4:4 is'a'flow.°ehoit Of our laltecnoOve model. Tabke 6.4.5

contains 3ir(4plana.irdn of.the steps in our:planning al emotive.
,te V .

't,-
..-

,./ u

/
11,S1 1 - . / . 0

Y 6,4.4 tvalaation -of Facr,ltie anti Equ'iprnent : 4, -

Vil r. ,

.... e A miice0 finding of our fiel2d work ig-that of program' nevenness., both.

-AT,'
- r

\

_within and across counties, and this is best'iLlustrated ih terms of facilities:
e

and equipent. Although general statement's in-this area mOy,ncit be appropriate,

One conclusion, drawn from-numerous'examples, is that the ixtter facilities and
.

_ .

,

equipment are indigenous I() those areas wilich haue relalively high per capita ,

income As %gel) population growth. For example, in terms of ficilitiet some

'

programS in the poorer rural counties are housed in condemned buildings.

futlermore, it was brought out in the interviews that Sóme of these structures

are Cnlikely to be replaced in the near future. Money for repairs at.one school

had to be raimoed through a candy drive. -Another structure (used for welding),

through not condemned, had very poor ventilation and was heated by a stove in

the center of the room. Other examples could be cfted, howeverithese facilities

stand in stark contrast to the excellent facilities and eqUipm- ent ofhe
.-

Southside Skills Center val), St.,Augustine Technical Center (St. Johns),

and Orange Park Vocational High School (Clay). It should be noted that.the-

latter two facilities are locatdd in kOidly growing areas adjacent to Duvale

County. However, thesPfacilities are not representative_of other facilities

even within the same county. In fact, a wrde diversity of facilities is the

rule rather than the exception.

Similar stotements can be made with respect to equipment, texts, and .

. e

consumables (solvents, hand cleaner, wood, etc.).

1
Or example, some of

1
_

necessary equipment in.the industrial trades cour es in'three rural countis

1-,
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0 Table: 6.4.3.,
-0

PROPOSED PROGRAK:PLANNIN9 PROCESS

e
PPB staff Oill compile and analyzer
five year projectedlabor Market'
data fOr.a giVen planningegion.

,

V
PPB staff will identify.publig
,séhool pot.e9fal supply based on
cu&ent-pr gram and facility
capac4ty. °

r
-PPB staff will obtain and enter
Program data from CtT4and private
schools in program planning- -

profile.

4
PPB staff will develop a program
planning profile for a given
p4nning region.

\T
PPB staff will present profile to
regional coordinating council and
'regional program director; will
review procedures 4be followed
to complete process;.will
negotiate time linb= Regional
program director will define role
and,services of staff.

4

Regional coordinating
vand synthesize additional

m
w,ill complete.data.-package
POB staff witi:m!copy "to

council wilt,9ather
data'reOixed,
and Mail to

regional,soffice.

Staff member of PPB section will meet
with regiona44program direitor and staff
to reVise_data and peach concensuon

.conclusions. ..-A

.

-

o '
'

PPB sitaff will meet with cOuncil and
regi4nal program"director to 'review and
interpret data and determine tentative
site locations.

/

I
.

o

Regional coordinating council will tObmit
official recommendations for program
initiation Or modification to PPB staff.

-

.

,k-

.

PPB staff will review recommendations and
will prepare final s'reports

td.

Soutc.v. Department ç# Education, "Pro-posed P4anning Process."

2 0 6
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to

ALTERNATIVE PROGRAM PLANNING PROCESS

Area vocation education coor-
dinates will submit Initial
reports to their regional
prog new d i rectore.

.

0
,

lb.

8 2b

,
1

. . f
. .

PPB staff will complle initlal
labor mirket.data/fcir'a giVen
planning regibn fRr five years
into the future.

,

.

Ale 'te v , %. 1°./

.

. ,

Regional'program directorill
meet with cegional coordina-
ting council, and they will
jointly develop,an initial
plpnning profile and,program
evaluation.

PPB staff v4p develop an ini-
,tial -planrang prAile for the
planningoreg4n based on ',!lb"

/
and an'tri'al-sis of the region's

Jr
training resources,

. ,

.

,
1

.

Joint Planning Meeting. T e PPB staff, regional program director, regional'
of business, government, ind

review the initial planning profiles,
the proredures to..comptete the planning.

and evaluate additional data needs.

coordinating council, a d presentatiyes
vopational education students will
modify these as required, determine
.process, negotiate tasks and deadlines,

4.----

.

V
40

1
Regional program director and
coordinating council will
gather and analyze additional
data required, complete their
planning profiles, and;mail
their report to the.;PEB staff.

PPB staff will revietheir
labor market projections in
light of the conference infor-
matiqp and provide technical
assl-stance to-the regional
program director and regional
coordinating councils.

vl
-

plei staff member from PPB will meet with the regional program director, his

staff, and representatives from the regional coordinating council to review

and finalize the planning profile and reach a concenslis on conclusions.

Furthermore, the groupiill then determine the locations for programs 11*

initiation, modiTication d termination.

\ 1
When the joint review and evaluation is completed, the regional prwra

director and the regional coordinating council will submit a final

to the PPB section of the Department of Education-

The PPB staff will preRpre the necessary official documents in compliance

-with State Board regulaions aed submit any-required reports to the
..

appropriate agencies.

7
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Table: 6-16(5.

Area vocational education coordinators will provide initial reports to their
regionel. rogram directors including an evalu tion of existing progaMs

,-placemenf patterns, local labor market trends, input and replorts fromthe
regional advisory and cr ft committees, staff art&culties needs' 'reports'
and inputs fOrm.industry eaders'and students..

:

lb PPB staff using the 0166 system will make 5 year'proje.stioni-of occupational,
demands and sUpplies--all. manpower suppty systems,including migration, CETA,
public schpols, private schools, etc. willThe counted in the potential slpply
orlabor. p /(-7_7,

,

2a The regional program.director-will ciimpile the reports.from the areaicoordi-
gonators, and,he will meet with his regional coordinating council. An initial.'

- . planning profile wil(1 be developed joinily.
.A

. .N '

.

1-t4.
cp -PPB staff wrll ,also de elop an rmitialoolanning pr'ofile.bag'ed on "lb and an

\....,

analysis of the region's traiAing resftces.'
4,4 ):

.
, 1

\ , .

5 The planning conference is the cornerstgne0of,an effective planning prOcess.
Here the initial planning profiles developed at the local level with an invi--
mate knowledge of local labor market -concrtions and program fdnctioning, will
,.,be coordinatedrand reconciled with the pl nning profiles developed by the PPB

staff with their exper knowledge of natiinal and state economic trends,
industry staffing patte and funding forecasts. The initial planning_proffles
will be reconciled, proce ures for.comilleting the.plan will be determined, tasks
and deadlines will be decide*, and addOtional data needs evaluated. Finally; an

evaluation of any shortcomings in last periods plans and forecasts will be
discussed and the necessary,modifications will wade.

. 4 The planninjOco;ference wilf point up any weaknesses7R e initial plaAing
profiles, additional data needs, and further analyse ssary.

w

The regional planning dir tor and coordinating council Will gather and analyze

any additional data bmit their report to the PPB staff. *-

4b The PPB'staff will revise their labor market analysis and provide technical
assistance to the regional program director and coordinating council in
completing their work.

5 The regional planning director, his staff, a representative from the regional
coordinating council, and a staff member from PPB will review and finarize the

planning profile. Then they will determine the locations for program initiation,

modification, and termination.

-1
6 When the14oint Teview, evaluation, and site determination process is compAeted,

the regional program director and regional coordinating council will submit a
final report.to the PPB.

Given the final report the PPB staff will prepare the required official documents

and submit the necessary reports to the designated agencies.
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was bsolete, nonexiseent i-n several instances, or inoperative due to lack

.

of funds for repairs. kistructors often nad.to use their Own tools, to .
c mpensate for.this i.nadequacy. Other ,compo5lenWwere sometimeg7donated,

.. K. .

beC use purchating funds are often unavailabfe. Obsolescence was also a problemt.k?
t

in the oider facilities of the higher income counties. This "equipment. gap"

Is...further exacerbated by inadequate textb644 and consumables.t kn one auto
-

mecharqcs program pe textbook has.been published in 1964. Furthermore,'oniy

WO had Nen allocated'to consumablesierar4 this did not even-cover the annual.

cost of solvents. It is not uncomKon for inttructors to pay fer certain items

Out of theft own.salaries Wit t re.10116rsementiin this situation. The bettel-

endowed facilities had most recent tektbooks and repair manuals, and they,
iss

dreceived up to hree and four .times greater al)cations f
.

ol- consumables while
.

teaching the same auto'mechanics course.
.

Alth ugh onlvextraordinary cases have been cited, they are indLcative,

oecountless examples of program unevenness of a somewhat less severe nature..

4's

It has been assumed in this study that the Jacksonville area is one e ployment
OP.

area. However, it seems likely that job-entry level training is more ccessible

in Duvall County and in certain areas of Clay and St. Johns counti-es- Wan in
A

other areas. The assignment of a student to one facility may render him.with

a comparative.disadvdntage in the job market, and this is the inequity of

program unevenness. Evidence orthis phenomenon came fOrth itji the interviews

with severaloccupatiqpal specialists in rural areas who stated that they are

not able to place their students into jobs. Rather, they attempt to give their

graduates_accesS to institutiOns where they can receive training which is

equivalent to virtually any high school VTE program in Duval County. Thus,

-these students must seek post secondary training so...that they_.can_compete with

high school graduates from Duval County. This i

.

s certainly an accolade for-he
,

programs in Duval County and at the Orange Park Vocational High School and,the

St. Johns Skill Center. 209
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\ The most vexing-problem all VTE administrators face is with their older,

equipMent. Thks proble 'was voiced' repeatedly in the field work, The capital

equipment purchased for.VTE traCning often'remains in workajole conditiOn long

after it is made dbsdlete by changes in technology. Since the equipment is

4
.still serviceable at such points in time, it is difficult to, justify the

purchase'of newer equipment Tpis equipment problem is particularly apparent

in older'Ongoing programs, .
?

..:---''''-. --},
. t !, -,.-

..---k- The,fundlid*o6ess is the primari.contributor to the problem of ppo.gram

Or -J-uneven
?

ess, and we examine the adequacy and conduct of VIE-funding -next. ,

)
,.6°

J

.

../ 6.4.5J-FTWing

, A complete and consisteht analysis of the costs anAlundingfor VTE

C-

1

programs,,is,not now available. Furthermore, given.the current state-of VIE L.

funding and cost calogqies such an analysis is not eVen poSsible at .thi's

time. A quote from a report by.the-Florida Post-Secondary. Education Finance

Committee (1975, p. 4-5) best explains the problem:.

There is no single or predominant pattern in the way vocational
education, adult basic education, adult general edUcation and community
instructional services.are yrovided in Florida. The sathe service may
be-Aavailable in several delivery systems, and where this occurs, it
may be funded/through different formulae. For example, full-qime high
school students who also attend a county based area vocational-tech-
nical center are not funded by the State for all of their work in both
institutions. Where additional work is under aken by high school

,

students in an area Nocational-techniCal sb4l located in a community
college, the state fully funds both deliver stems. .'

, When the'Committee undertOolcto 'conduct afl analysis of actual
program costs and to make appropriate comparisons, it learned that
this is not presently possible. There is no agteed upon structure'
which defines programs, permits identification of those programs
which are the same and indicates the differences between those which
?re not.

",

_
altile such data limitations Can be fruitrating we can provide some rather-

coarse rialysei Of existing funding 'data. From the, Advisory'Council's Annual;

Repo/tt (1975, p. 74) we note that in 1973-74-the State Of Florida spent
,
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$147,218,784 to put 938,019 stignts at all levels of VTE for an averge

cost of $156.95 per student.

In Regjon'four area cost per studeht varied WITelocas we can see from

the data below: /

Cost-Per.Student in VTE Programs

taker A : $419 Duval

f 41Pr , $266 Nassau

Some: Our calpulations from
. supplied by the Florida DepSletment

in Selected'RegioQ FOur Count es: 1974-75
4 ,

$296 St. Johns $477 .

-$355

unpubli.shed
of EluCaro

nrol lment ancost data.

This pattern is repeated in the cos full-,time equivalent (FTE)
. """ 1

studnt displaye'd below: s,k

..

C
is,

Cost Per Full-TimeE0b-tvalent Student in VTE

in Selected Region Four Counties: 1974775
7- - N 4t-c

. Báker $1,604.37 Duval $1,468.16- St. Johns $1,738.76

Clay $1,507.5g Nassau $1,546.35-.

\,

.&04.1.4.ce: Our calculations rróm unpubltshed dat suppiied by the

lorid Department Of Educafion. ,
__,

I/I

This dataindicafes that the larger programs are less expensive to

operatemeasured on either a per student or per FTE.baSis. This imp.I.sthat

VTE programs exhiliit economles of scale which stan'ds to reason given the

capital intensive nature of VTE. The impti-cation'toibe drawn here is that

a

the larger programs tend to be lower cost programs. -Furthermore, wtien we,

recall the facilities,ahd equipment limitation's mOich exist in rural areas,

the problem of program unevenness can only be exacerbçed. kural areas tend

to have older equipment and are faced with higher- cost per student programs'

than'urban areas. ')

An analysis of the VIE funding process helps to explain why some of the

problems with respect to facilities and equipment exisf. Over the past few

, years the Florida Legislature has made effor s_tO.adequately fund both new

and Ongoing VTE programs. In 1 973 the Florida Legislature enacted a new state

(

Pw'rtj°' 1 94
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school financing law which was designed to alr or the differeitial expenses

of alternative public school programs. The FLpirida Education Financing Program

was modi d since the .1973 legislation. oThe cu rent school funding

formura can be described as:

$754.51'X District Co St Differential X_COst Fat

11

15)
uivalenr""<'

Local fx efforOis rewired to share A burden of thrrt1 $745 base rate

,

per FTE studedt and both rich and poor c untie; must apply equal tax efforts
.

through not equakadoliar amounts. The !strict Cost differential factor is/r4j-
/

W .

....,

desi ned to allow for varying costs of living and costs of supplying"educational

..,

. se Ices,throUghout the state., The cost factors represent the different costS

-A
..4 (Aw

of various educational program There are.now six"VTE T ranging .

.

s,

,

.

..
_

from a faOor of'iN17 to44,.26. :For example. Cost,cav
. .

lircludes prograMs in,emergAsz medicbl technology', datar;'
4.

,4i171
ad-diesel

,

6 factor ...
,

mechanics. Cost Category VI having 0 'factor Of 1,1714 ds progp5 of

instruction in ehtry skills-for Agriculture, distributi*,,.9,0 diversfied
. -

'..* .'';'
71IVoccupations. ,

.In theory this funding formula 'mould proVide adequate revenues to
4

Operate the stateJe VTcoorograms. However, for soft: counties in Region Four.
4

4 this is clearly not the case. As we reported,above, in some rural counties

k.

there is insufficient operatihg revenues to provide sufficient equipment,'

textbooks, consumables, and tools in particulAr%, The probleM resUlts because

the county school boards Ahd their'superintendents ar'e not required to provide

the VTE programs 4the state funds whiCh these programs generater That is to

spy, VTE programs generally havea relatively 8igh Costfactoi- compared to otHer

educationat-pr9grams. When students enrolirin such-prolgrams, this generptesa

r
relatively large amount of state support per FTE as thi funding formula '

.

indicates. However, there is a tehdency for.county school- superintendents to

212
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/skim the funds so generated and spend them for non TIE Programs. While. .

this is perfetly legal, it operates to

Ou ield work revea1e0 that this p

1161.on. Four al'.&ugh the'virultilce of the problem varies widely

In those-counties-where the school b4d and superintendent are committed

gtriment of VTE programs.

lem is endemic to all the

Ounties

to'VTE,- this is not mubh of a problem. In fac ,such 'counties prefer notice-

1:able-suppori for VT?in thpir areas.: How other countries,

111

those, in,rural areas, this problemjs qu teLapparent.

par,acularly

For the cgmmunity colleges the,funding formula is 'somewhat different.

4
Fifst, the community co reges are not goyerned Wthe Florida Education

Fundind Piogram. Second .the 4mmunN co174e funding(formi-a- does not
/

incliode any factor for local effort because the community alleges generate

0

fees inste;I. Third, the doSt factOf weights a

since these are consti

categorres are different

n a broadIprcigram basis. The probleM of

superintenderit skimming does not exist in the c

The funding of VTE is complicated by. t

'for equipment and cOntributions for operatUg

. /munity college environment.

syste Ofpriority :.fundings

Th
,

ese fundS are pro-

vided by the federal 'government under PL 90576, and the State alFocates

these fiepds. 4wrin the interviews-with VTE admjntstrators, It was ,brought
-------,---

Jr

put.many limes that here are bia,ls in the state VTE priorities funding
.

formulae,4,hich work againSt,lower income counties with stable poPulations,
L

,

thereby perpetuating program uneveriness._ Priority4unding is classified

into th e categories. Priority one funding occurs when a newVTE program (s)

houSed in.a new facility. Therefore, ftuds are allocattd. to the con-

structio costs of the building in addition the necessary equipment.

Since new facilities are allocated primarily on the basis of population

growth since this-largely determings_thenumber of students,.priority one

funding is concentrated in Duval County and the "bedroom,' conrhities in

Clay and St. Johns. Priority two funding encomPasses

-are housed in old facilities. This category provides funds only for

196

new programs which
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Tablf: 6.4.6

, (-
. ,

;

Re ion 4 Vocational and Technical Education: Undu licated Enrolltent

u_y 1 une

likt counting y cottege,41

Baker Clay 'Duval 1 Flagler Nasau

Num- Per- Num- Per- ,Num- Pe14- Num- .Per- Num- Per-

Program ber cent ber cent
......
cent ber cent ber cent

l

i

Agribuiness
, 1

285 28.5 303 5.6 , 9!,8 2,.0 4200 18.9 2 15.4

I ,

Business 221 22.1 2,094 18.6 13,163 ,27.3 192 18.2 269 10.2

Consumer & homeMing 0 158 ' 15.8 600 11.1 3,165 6.6 86 8,1 tla,19 12.8

ix Distr4utiye education
mmO -Om

369 6.8 3,934, 8,2 .., .. ... ...

.4
\

0

lversifte

I

..,
43 .0.8 435 0.9 11 0 7 0.3

)7

Home economics,gainful

t

4

181 18 1' 847 15.6 10,174 21.1

...

...

.

,

t

2.6.2. 24.18.,

20.2

Health ompations198 3.7 307 0.6 6.2

Industrial arts . 33 3.3 554, 10.2 12,229 (' 25.4 162 15.3 598 24.1

Industrial occupations 121 12.1 324 6,0 2 997 6.2 143 13.5 239 9.6

Job entry M M MOM i

--- 48 0.1
... -MO

12 0.5

2

4

4,Work experience
MOM

87 , 1.6 .648 1.3
M0m 0.2

Technical
MOo

, 72 0.1
ENO

Total 999.. 100.0 5,419 100.00. 48,1100:0

continued .

\

1,056 100.0 2;484 100.0

ci 2 1,5



Proqrap

Agribusiness

'Business

Consumer & homemaking

Distributive education

Diverried

Home,eionomics gainful

Health.occupatiOns

Industrial arts

Industrial occupations

Job entry

Worli eiperience

Technical

Table: 6.4.6

Region 1 Vocational and"Technical Education: Adu licated EnrollMent

July 1, 1974-June 3, 19 5 ontinue

,

Not counting community cottege4)

Putnam

Num- ,Per-

ber cent

Tofil

790 16:4

41,002 20.8

t 764 15,8

57 1.2

845 17.5

753 15.6

613 12.7

I.

District District

St, Johds totals enrollment.

ilruTr7W Num- Per- as a percent Florida totals

ber ber. 'cent 'of Florida ,Number Percent

199 /41-- 3,137

612 16.2 f 17053

,

2201N-5.8 5312

224 5.9 4,527

22 0.6 ,575

245 6.5 13,0'55

362 9,6 1,020

324 8.6 14,653

978 25.9 5,415

60SOO

4.7

26.3

8.0

6.8

119,6

22,0

0.1

6.1 , 51,119. 6.8

139,326 18.6

, 1

5.3 100,200 13,4

10.8 41,983 5.6

6.5 8,899 1,2

10.2 127 934 17.1

4.1 24,581 3.3

11.0 133,214 17.8 I
f

5,8 93,660 12.5

3,675 ., 0.5

15,417 2.1

9 446

--- 739 1.1 4.8

' 596 15.8 668 1.0 7.1

4,824 40.0 3,782 100.0 66,714 100.0 8.9 749,454 100..0

1

kite: Unpublished data courtesy of th,e Florip Department of Education.
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equipment, and it is also concentrated in tAt previously cited areas which

have a considerable degree of program diversity Compared to Nassau and

Baker (see enrollment data Table 6.4.6). The final category is priority
- J

4 .
three, and iOs concerned with current expenses'and repl-acementtcgsts for

A

ongoing programs in o14, facilities. A

This system of priority fu6ding essentially limits low income.countLeS.

with relatively stable populatiohs to the third category. High average costs-

per student4rithese areas generail/ do not justify the introduction of new.

&_,,
.

' *programs,whith would bring in prjority two funds. It may Well be that from
. , .A. , *

D
f . j,

n

the statewide.peupective of_coSt-effeetiveneSs it is desirable to limit,
; (

,....

'prograth.growth4rural areas with stagre popUlations. Howejler 'such a response

-. ,:,*
1:1cles. not then take:account Of the inequities of program unevennesS.. in'

, . v '%.
.., .

,.
'a

.addition, replacement fundsmade' available under'prior,ity thi-ee e allocated
& ,

;

on an annual basis with no carrydver. S4nce equipment deprediates at va ying

rates, and is available only in large unis, this method of replacement f nding
-

is extremety inefficient.

Other factors in the funding process,also contribute to rogram uneven-
)

ness. First, ,the-,economic condit.iongof a county are considere in the funding

process-and in terms of equal local tax efforts. Thus, the-combination of

poor local effort due to a poor attitude with respect to education, relatively

4 -

low property tax potential, dhd priority,three funding and its deficiences is

likely to result in inferior VTE training relati've to Duval County for example.

Seciehd, although a Florida Inventory of School, Housing Survey is done, these
a

studies do not seem to be utilized for funding allocations. This survey could

help to preverit the continued use of condemned buildings. Finally, VTE staffs

the smaller, Icivi incame counties often.must assume nuMerous duties: There-

they dre not able to apply for federal and state grantsto the extent

that the larger counties do. Even if a grant is obtained, local matching funds'

are often unavailable. 218
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The funding problems coupled with these related factors tends to
4,

perpetuate the status qUO ln VTE. National evidence suggests that VTE programs

are often not releVant lo current and projected manpower needs. This prograM

rigjdity exists j.t.) some programs offered in the Jacksonville labor market'

area parOcularly in the-rural areas. The trend ill prograM unevenness is

likely to worsen, toUthe detriment of students and business needs, unless a

fresh approach is taken to state planning and organization. Such movement

at the %tate'level is now underway as we have reported above.

6.4.6 Students and Student Needs 1L-

TI-assectionwillbedtotedtostudeaJ sand their needs in VTE in the.

Jacksonville region. First, an attempt will be made to classi.ry students
-. ..

ill

accord)hgto their mode of program e try. Second, the mdihcid of program
-

selection will,be analyzed. Third,- the relevance of coop programs and their

role in (rI-E will be discussed. Finally, studefft needs in terms Of:placement

will be evaluated.
a

Students in VTE can be clasified in the following manner. The first

group consists of high school students, who are oft.66 exposed to VTE explorer,

programs in their early high school years. 'In the eleventh and twelfth-grades,
--

they pursue a speci.fix area of program instruction. -This is a basic scenario

for all counties visited with-the exception of Duval, which has three year

programs to accommodate the.SIE program. In additir)n, the adequacy of the

explorer programs will vary greatly from school to school, and from county to

county.
/,

The other major category of students are those papticlpating in VTE h

a post secondary program. Disregarding adult education courses, these students

are assigned to either FJC, the St. Augdstine Tech Center, or the St. Jo)(s

River Community College. An important characteristic of this group is that

many receive stipends from either a) VA benefits in the case of retired

219
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military personnel or b) ,CETA (Comprehensive Employment and Training Act of

1973). To receive funding under the.CETA program, an individual must meet

one of the followrng criteria: a) unemployed, b) under-employed, or c) eonom-

ically disadvantaged. A final group in the post-high choolélassification

are those students who,pay tuition for their program instruction. This group

represents a plurarlity of those enrolled in community colleges in Region Four.

The primary need of any pqtential VTE entrant is that of program gurdance

conseling. In this area high school students face several problems. A

recurrent theme in the interviews was that guidance counselors were primariill

oriented to precollege or academic funding. Students were able to enro/01 in

VTE programs by their own persistence pr they are dum)into VTE programs

because they have been disruptive. Although occupational specialists are

responsible for VTE recruitment, they are handicapped in that they ace often'

unable to meet with students'on an individual basis until the student expresses

an interest in VTE. This interest is often discouraged by academic guidance

counselors, who are generally ignorant of VTE programs. At the post secondary

,
level tHis is not a problem since students generally have a clear perception of

their goals.

The placement of students within a particular program is also the

responsibility-of the occupational specialist. Aptitude tests and student

interests are the primary placement eools. However, since VTE does maintain

an nopen doorII 'policy, student interest generally takes precedence. Further,

a

those students who require remedial skill; in reading and mathematics are often

assigned to VTE, and there is little recourse except-to place the individual

iaccording to his nterest.

A' serious shortcoming in the placement process is.the lack of good

occupational employment information. Although programs in career exploration

operate at the grammar school level and there are the wheel and explorer
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woe.
programs in junior and senior high school, students we interviewed were often

unaware of their employment potential upon graduation. Great use, of manpower'

projections by occupatjons, earnings profiles and the like are a necessary

adjunct to the exploration type programs now in use to aid studentsmjn their

career decisions. /

The dr.awbacks of guidance and placement at therost secondary level are

similar to fhose previously cited. Students often stated that they learnecrof

the programs through friends. Preplacement counseling programs are ah

attempt.to deal with this problem,but their effectiveness has not yet been

establish0*, Further, stUdent/interest rs the prima'ry determinant of his

Wrogram selection. This is consistent with findings at the national level,

which state that:post secondary institutions tend to place more emphasis on

-§tudent demand rather than manpower requirements,as the criterion for programC

need particulary in existing programs. Popular porgrams are the paying programs.

The recipients of VA and CETA stipends have special concerns. Within

#
this group there are individuals who view VTE as an opportunity to enhance

their employment potential, and they are generally dedicated to their work.

However, they commonly have not been exposed to any manpower-projectionsyrior

to program entry. Individuals without stipends would also fall within this

group.

In contrast there is a substantial number of individuals whose primary

interest is the receipt of their stipend rather than VTE training. This group

Will continually shift from one program to another until their benefits (VA.or
P

CETA) are exhausted. It is unlikely that they will seek employment in their

areas of training.

This situattion occurs at the St. Augustine Tech Center, FJC, and

St. Johns River, and it was cited asa real problem by both instructors and

administrators. Many of these individuals are retired military personnel,

,

2,2 1
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and they view VTE in terms Of.avocational rather than vocational training.

,According to instructors this- phenomenon has reduced the rate of program
T Nif

collipletors, diluta the quality of vocational training, and tarnished the

generally excellent reputation of the" institutions involved. Recently reps

have been taken to ameliorate this problem. Students are now required to

make progress towards completing a degree. Furthermore, time itself will

help to relieve this problem as fewer men are eligible for veteranS

I.

administration educational stipends.

With the excekion of Duval County, coop programs have not been instituted-

in a comprehensive manner. The lack of student transportation' and cooperative

employers were cOmmonly cited constraints. There is also a need foriadditional

personnel to handle the Administrative duties in terms of placement and follow

However, Duval Couniyruns an extremely effective coop program, S.chool-,

Industry Education, (SIE). The program operates in the following manner.

Students who desire entrance into SIE begin their VTE training at the 10th

grade'level. Thus, it is a three yearcommitment for them, rather than the

more common two year training period. If the student is judged to have

job-entry skills by his instructor, then in his senior year, he can fulfill

his requirements for graduation by working in an outside job.

The placemeht of these students is the responsibility of the occupa-

tional coordinator in a specific program area (business, mechanical trades,

etc.). Occupational codidinators are required to have prior work and teaching,

experience in their designated area. Since the placement of students into

jobs is a necessity for the success of the program, occupational coordinators

work full-time in this area in addition to the maintenance of follow-up

records.

2')2
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The SIE program has been a success.An several respects. First, it is

a tremendous "selling point" to thoSe stUdents who are considering vocational

education. Second, over 2,900 students were placed in the program, and they

earned over $3.7 million in salaries, thereby indirectly ,ontributing to the

cosfs'of their own education. Third;-- students are able to obtain waivers from
1, 4

varidus regulatiOns which,mouWordinaeily prohibit peesons under eighteen

,years of age from workiq9 in certain hazardous occupatio7s. -Finally, the-student
a

( is able tO'acqu.ire valuable Work experience and contacts for full-time employ-

ment upon graduation.

-SIE'differs from other coop programs in that the student is trained at
,

the job-entry level pTior to' placement. However, it is unlikely that this-
,

program can be implemented in other areas, despite its'advantages. The cost

of maintaining a staff of coordinators may be prohibitive in most counties.

Severe problems in tra6sportatjon and placement are'also likely to be

encountered.

Traditional coop programs are primarily concerned-with on-the-job

training prior to the completion of a VTE program. This could be very important

for those facilities which are lacking the equipment necessary for the atta?1.-f-

,

ment of job-entry level instruction, an4 some efforts have been made along '

, these lines. 'HOIWVer;-codedimti-on- has-been-lacking-, and-anr-successcan.be-...

primarily attributed..to a few individuals rather thian to a concerted county

effort. Post-graduate placement is a vital area of studentneeds, and it is

generally conducted on an ad hoc basis in most areas. Administrators,

instructors, and students all pdrticipate in the process to some degree, but

coordinated efforts are nonexiltent at both the high' school and post-high
,/7A

school levels. Very little assistance Is provided by ihe state employment

service in most areas, and this lack of cooperation is consistent with

national findings.
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Important changes'im,:this situation are now going forward. As of 1974

the State Legislature has required each schOoi board to _conduct placement and

follow up studies to detrmine the effectiveness of their programs. As We

noted above the first.set of,useful data should be.available later this year.

In addition, in Duval County efforts at coordination between counties in the

context Orthe Duval-Nassau Coordippting Council have made good progress.

furthermore, Duval County VTE administrators have established a cooperative

sharing of labor market,igormation with 61e Elorida Employment Service.7

fina'lly,, the Community colleges in Region Four have established placement

programs_for'their graduates and followup data is being Collected.

Even with this progress placement remains a problem for most of the

VTE studentt we iAerviewed in areas outside of Duval County. Although job

openings can sometimes be obtained by placement offices and occupational

specialists, the task of matching required jobeskills to studenttris often

tne responsibilityof the instructor in most of Region Four. The instructor's
4

contacts with business associates and former employers allow them to determine

if a student has the necessary skills and work habits demanded by a

particular.jbb. However, many students reported that they receive no help

whatsoever from these sources.

Student placement is still a major source.of-frustration-at ail levels

of VTE, and a' structured syttem for providing employment information is

essential. Furthermore, counties contiguous to Duval are somewhat myopic in

that they sometimes do not-consider employment opportunities in Jacksonville.

However, an effective placement system is vital not only for meeting student

needs, but also the needs of business. Such a placement system must view the

entire labor market area as its service region. Finally, greater coordibation

between the employment service, VTE, and business anA industry is needed to

make placement efforts more successful. While tne greater future dse.of
\
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the regional.coordinating councils shodld help resolve some f these place-

ment pi-Oblems, 'wh remind the reader that four coordinating ouncils service

portions of the Region Four labor mqrket.

6.4.7 Faculty

This section will attempt to assess the overall capability of VTE

instructors, and it will discuss the major problems which they encounter.

In the,field work at least one instructor from virtually every VTE,program
--

%

was interViewed, and most were quite willing to discuss both their short-

comings and the primary di4iculties associated with their work. Furthermore,

the relationchip between instructors and their craft committees will be

analyzed.

-A The instructors can be grouped into three categories: retired military

personnel", former workers in the private sector,and those who'have college

trainipg combined with their prior technical experience. Overall, it would

appear that the technical expertise'ot the instructors was quite high. .However,

in a small number of interviews, some instructors did admit that they were not

qualified to teach in their respective VTE programs. Usually, they 'attempted

to remedY this situation by enrolling in training courses and attending program

workshops.

Although generalizations can be misleading, several complaints Were

made in reference to the shortcoming of retired military personnel In their

roles as instructors. The most commonly cited inadequacies were their lack

of _knowledge of how the private sector operates-in addition to not having.prior

teaching experience. 'Since personal job experiences are often more relevant

than "textbook" training in VTE, the first criticism is particularly rele;iant.

However, moseof the instructors in all categories had mot had prior teaching

experience or training, and this drawback was generally overcome in time.
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It\should be noted that many of the,..instructors"have enrolled ih

\-
college programs in order to improve Uheir teaching skills. Work towat4d

6

advanced degrees was not uncommon. P6rthelmore, we,found that those instructo

with-the higtiest credentials tend to gravitate td'I'the newer facilities with the

-

most modern equipment. This does not imply that all of,those.individuals are

superior teachers, but in a general sense, this pattern can be l'irewed as

augmenting the comparative advantage of those areas with better facilities and

equipment.

Without question, the most difficult problem faced by the instructors

in the county schools is the proper method of dealing with disruptive students.

These individuals.seldom have fundamental skills in reading and mathematics.

Yet, sinde most VTE programs still maintain an "open door" policy, academic

guidance counselors utilize this device to remove problem students from

academic courses by transferring them into VTE programs, particularly in the

mechanical and building trades. The use of VTE as a "dumping ground" for

problem students is indicative of the bias against VTE by academicians at the

local/level. It is also consistent with findings at the national level.

Although instructors in some cases canscreen prospective program entrantyith

personal interviews, thiS practice is not widespread.

In the fleld work instructor readt+ons-to-t-ilis-di-fficu-l-ty-fell-4nt

(\

two categories. One group complained that these problem students brought down

the quality of the program, were the cause of theft and vandalism of equipment,

and contributed to the poor work habits of other students through demonstration

effects. In contrast, the second group of instructors rarely mentioned these

'difficulties. Rather, they could demand rigorous work habits of alF of the

tudents in the program, and reluctant or disruptive students either voluntarily

t the program due to the work requirements, or they wje dismissed for
0

violating safety rules in the work area. Nevertheless, many of these students

were able to gain at least a cursory knowledge of mathematics, but more
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importanllif,--knowledge directly applied toa skifl.. Thus, they responded to

the practical training of VTE, and they would have a marketable skill upon

4

graduation from the program. From this discussion during the interviews, it

became rather s imple to separate the highly motivated) instructorsYfrom those

that were ihdifferent. 4

difficulties)faced by inStructors are the devel4ment and upgrading

of program tiontent, and the placement of their students into full-time jobs.
. .

The first pi-oblem isusually attributed to a lack of teaching experience,

whereas the second resuits from-the-ad-hoc nature of student placement in many
-r-

parts of Region Fout (refer to 6.4.6). However; effective craft committees can

aid the instructor in both of these areas. First, by acting in an advisory

capacity, they can insure'that a program stresses the training necessary for

job-entry level skills. Second, craft committees can serve as lobbying groups

for funds and provide donations of equipment and materials. This function is

particularly important in the smaller, rural counties, where the participation

of a community business leader on a craft committee can be the source of

copsideDable economic and politicalipower. Finally, craft committees represent

a source of much needed employment information.

'reacttons of the instructors to their oraft committees were rather.
4

-mixed. Although sOme of the'committees had proved to be quite helpful, others _

-merely went through-the-lormalities of meeting once a year. En some instances

craft committees did not even-exist. These findings are quite consistent with

other studies commissioned by the Florida State Advisory Couhcil on Vocational

and Technical Education.

6.4.8 Business Needs

The needs of businesS are strongly related to caliber of VTE training

and to the efficient placement of VTE graduates. Field-work in the business

sector has not been cohductedlor this project. However, a conference to
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assess busEness needs and to open avenues of communication between VTE program

directors and individuals from the private sector would be most beneficial.

The idea of such a conference was enthusiastically received by both-educators

and the business community but we did not have the time to conduct such

conference for this study. Hopefully a future effort will be directed to this

area.

it should be noted that F.it'presently runs employer programs; and these

are utilized by businesses for the job upgrading of their employees. As a

result of' its success major bUsinesses in Duval County have reduced their own'

training programs in favor of those operated ipy FJC. This is becatise of the

effectiveness in terms of costs and skills acquistion of the FJC programs.

Therefore, it is one example where program coordinatipn se'rved the.needs

of business.
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Chapter VII

'CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1 introducticin

fhe purposes of this chapter are,to highlight, our major conclusions and:

,to discuss our recommendationS. Each of the earlier chapters contains a.,

detailed'suMmary of the methodology which we have developed, so here

concentrate Our attention on the implications of our,resparch for further

development of obr needs assessment methodology.

The objective of this report is to develop and test systematiqprocedures

for assessing the needs for vocational and technical education (VTE), in Florida.

We have deve)oped a five-part approach to the methodology: 1) set forth an

\fi

overall economic analysis of the region and its potential fvfconomic and

population growth, 2) develop and test alternativ414KOcedureför projecting

the demand for labor by.Occupation for *I given urban area, 3) develop and test

,

. ., .

methodology for projecting the supply of labor by occupation for an urban labor

market, 4) dPVelop procedures for meshing forecasts of occLipationV demand and
,

. ,

supply for urban areas,
1

so that prospective shortages an N rplusps of manpowerO

-
can be readily identified, ) conduct exten'sive field surveys of VIE programs,

, * )

facilities, students, teachers, and administrators.

It is fair to say that this study has broken new ground. First., we show

how existing manpower projection techniques for an urban labor market areas can

be improved, expanded, and make mote meaningful VTE planning. Specifically, we

believe that the Occupational information Delivery System (Tarr and Campbell,.

1975) now implemented at the state level in F 6iida can be fully,adapted for

(I.

,..
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use in individual Urban areas. Second, ve'develop a systematic and comprehensive

procedure to project the future supply of labor by occupations. 'While further

testing of the technique is needed, we provide the first set of detailed

occupational supply projections for an* urban area. Jhf.rd, we relate our

occupational supply and demand forecasts to Vit program codes iri,a format we

believe VTE admini,strators will find useful.

However, as we noted in Chapter 1, this sttj.dy falls' short a full needs

assessment. We have gone only part of the way. For example, we do not attempt

'to perform cost-benefit analysis on potential changes of VTE programs whit!, may

be warranted'in light of our labor market analyses. Futhermore, if I'S clear

that theoprocedures we have formulated have conceptual and data problems whiCh

require torther work and continuing study. As we suggest below, it will be

important to test these procedures in other ur6an settings.

7.2 Conclusions

7.2.1 Uses of Manpower Information in VTE Programming and Planning

ACcurate manpower information onlpast and prospective labor market

trefor urban areas is essential for effective VTE planning and pro-

gramming. This is acknowledged by VTE administrators in both the State

of Florida and in Region Folk. Sincere efforts are underway at the state
Ai

level to produce more accurate agd more useful labor market information.

Manifestations of this trend include.the initiation of The 6Ccupational
4

Inforpation Delivery System (Tarr and Campbell, 1975; cf. Chapter 3) and

the proposed "Program Planning Model for Vocational Education" (1976;

cf. Chapter 6). In Region Four the utilization of manpower information

by VTE administrators appears very uneven. VTE administrators in the

-

more urbanized counties were more familiar wit'h ...tal4cand local sources

of labor market than their counterparts in the out6fing areas.

212
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Also our field work revealed that little if any use is made of'

national manpower information or national labor market trends and

projections. This is myopic for two reasons, First, national labor

-

market trends and national economic events will have a large impact on

all'regional labor markets. Ignorance of such trend's may result in.

0

inappeopriate planning and programming. Second, it may be appropriate in

P
some instances to tram students for occupations in the national labor

market as opposed to the strictly local labor market. In such cases,

knowledge of national labor:market trends is essential.

A final point with respect to the uses of manpowee information is

that more mileage can be derimed from the existing set of data and pro-

jections. There is a need for the systematic use of existing information
-4.

not only for planning new programs but also'for student guidance and

placement and for the evaluation of ongoing programs. Furlhermore, more

accurate assessments of the adequacy of existing facilities and equipment

for meeting present and future training Aemands would be proMOled by a

greater utilization of existing manpower information.

Consistent with findings at the -national level reviewed in Chapters

2 and 3 is the fact that manpower information is sometimes abused by VTE

administrators. Such abuses can be divided into two categories. -First, -

manpower informatiOn is sometimestused to justify programs pre-selected

on other grounds, and.manpower data and projecti ns are rarely the

motivating factors in program terminations. Such b do mit promote a

close coordihation of VTE programs andlabor market needs.

The second.category of abuse of manpower informatioq concerns the

sloppy use of labor concepts. As we noted in Chapter 6 in the

I
context-of our review of

-

the existing set of VTE needs assessment studies,

the authors of,these studies did not use labor market concepts in a care-
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ful manner. The most serious source of cOnfusion is due to the naive

use of the terms* job opening,-job. vacancy, and needs. A common procedure

in these needs assessments is tb project the future demands for and supplies

of labor. These projections are then compared in a mechanistic fashion

and wbenever projected demands exceed upplies the existence of a job

vacancy is declared and a need for training is said to be present.

Such conclusions are not warranted as we indicated in chapter 3..

Since comparisons of projected demands and supplies represdni-out-

comes, they only constitute projected job.openings not job vacancies. A

-job yacancy means than an employer is willing and able to hire additional'

workers,,and this cOncePt would require a far more sophisticated model
(

for its proper estimation than a job opening's riodel. Finally, eOen if
4

we possessed a forecastipg model powerful enough to accurately assess

future job vacancies, the existence of a job vacancy does not necessarily

imply that VTE programs should be expanded to meet this need. A careful

analysis of the costs and benefits derived-from this training would be'

necessary first.

7._2.2 A Preferred Methodology for Projecting_the Expansion Demand for LabOr

One objective of this research was to test and evaluate alternative
4

procedures for.assessing future demands for manpower by occupation in urban

areas. In this regard we evaluated three techniques for projecting the

future expansion demand for labor. The time trend, shift-share, and

econometric techniques were described and forecasts derived frOrileach were

displayed above.' As we noted all the techniques provided reasonable looking
r

4
projections which were tiqhtly clustered.

We feel Okeconometric technique ii the best procedure to use for

projecting expansion demands for labor. All three techniques required

approximately equal time and resources to develop by trained personnel.
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One disadvantage of the econometric technique vis .6 vis its competitors

is that it requires an analyst familiar with regression analysis for its

impl1 e entation. However, we feel this drawback is far outweighed by the

othec advantages of the econometric approach.

The econometric technique is the most flexible tool we employed.

The technique is useful not only for foi-ecasting, but it can also be

used for policy analysis and ihe simulation of alternative futures. For

example, at the present time in Region Four the status of the Off-Shore

Power Systems (OPS) project is unclear. Only the econometric model can

evaluate the potential futdre labor mal-ket implications of a full imple-
.

mentation of OPS, a partial start up, or the discontinuation of OPS.

Futhermore, once an econometric model ,is built, it can be used to estimate

the labor market implications of such changes very inexpensively. This

is not the case for either the time trend of shift-share teChniques.

For instance, to analyze the effects of the OPS system,each of these

other models would have to-be extensively reworked in a largely ad hoc

manner: The costs of rigorously estimating alternative futures are much

higher in these cases thanSfor the econometric model.

A final beneficial characteristic of the econometric approach is

that this kind of model can be linked to existing state and national

econometric models. Such a linking would allow analysts to-estimate the

impact on Region Four's labor markets due to national or state economid

developments. We believe that further.work on urban econometric manpower

models in Florida is needed to test the generality of the model in a

wider range of urban areas and to explore more fully the linking of state

and local manpower simulation models.
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7.2.3 The Calculation of Replacement,Demand

We have utilized the BLS procedures for calculating replacement

demands for,...labor by occupations. Our rationale for this choice was

simple: it is the only existing methodology for estimating replacement

demands. While the procedure does seem to provide reasonable projections,

we wish to remind the reader of the, limitations of this BLS methodology.

First, the separation rates for men only account for death and retirements,

and the rates'for women include only death, retirement and child bearing

as causes for separation from the labor force. Other important factors which

affect labor market separation rates, including geographic mobility and

occupational change, are ignored. Second, although separation rates

are developed for each state, the rates are based on standard tables of

working life. ThisWill result in two types of distortions: a) the rates

are predicated upon a constant age and sex distribution of labor by occupa-

rions over the forecast horizon and b) the rates are not occupational

specific even though death and retirement rates vary among occupations..

In addition, BLS procedures for calculating replacement demands are

designedsfor application at the state level.. We have ssumed in this

study that they can be used for local labor markets.

Replacement demands are estimated to equal oAhe total

demand for latior in Florida (Tarr and Campbell, 1975), and our analysis

confirms this eStimate. Therefore, further work in this area would be

beneficial. We might add that work along these lines is now in progress

at BLS. However, we see the need to further develop and test procedures

for making estimates of replacement demands in metropolitan labor markets.

Specifically, how valid is it to use state coefficients in local areas?
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7:2.4 Forecasting the Supply of Labor by Occupations

Supply forecasts by occupation are a necessary component of a VTE

geeds assessment. WAhout such supply forecasts projections of labor

can have only limited use. The difficulties of making occupational

supply projections are well recognjzed. The tehnique developed in this

report is being used for the first time.

Our ,technique has much to recommend it. First, it is both systematic

and comprehensive in its scope. Second, it is a low cost technique which

is rather straightforward. Thus, the technique can be readily usedby VTE

planners. Third, although there does not exist any basis fdr comparison,

the procedure seems to provide reasonable supply estimates. As we noted

in chapter 5 comparisons of our supply projections with our demand forecasts

implied 1980 unemployment rates for Region Four ranging from 1.8% to 8.8%.

These estimates are all consistent with historical unemployment rates in

the region.

Our supply forecasting procedure does have some important limitations

which need to be emphasized. First,.we have not conducted an analysis of

potential forecasting errors. Furthermore, the technique needs to be

applied in other areas to insure that we are not getting results which are

a special case applicable only to Region Fout.

Second, since the technique utilizes the OES forecasts of future

U. S. occupational demands as its driving element, it is subject to a

number of conceptual and empirical limitations. On the conceptual side

it is not quite proper to use national occupational demand projections

in forecasting loge) occupational supplies. A more proper approach would

have been to use a U. S. occupational supply projection. Unfortunately,

comprehensive and systematic occupational supply forecasts do not now

exist. 236
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A third limitation of our supply forecasting technique is that the

shifi-share approach is a nonbehavioral technique. Thus, it i based

upon statistical regularities which have existed at two points in the

past. There is no guarantee.that these past regularities will be repeated

in the -future.

A final limitation of the supply projgction techn que is that at

times it produced clearly.unrealistic forecasts (ie. occupationa: growth

rates of 250% or 300%). Such problems occurred in approximatelY 20% of the

occupational categories. In such circumstances we used "enlightened judge-
--

ment" based upon past national, state, and local trends to produce more

realisIic forecasts.

Even with all its limitations we feel our supply estimates are both
a

cLi

reasonably accurate and valuable. Only with time can the accuracy of o r

1980 supply forecasts be assessed. Nevertheless, our supply projectio s

represent the fiest set of systematic and comprehensive occupational supply

projections produced for a regional economy. Supply estimates are crucial

.0"

-for-gauging the future-conditions-of labor markets,- -furttiermoref-without--

such supply estimates the implications of manpower forecasts for VTE

111'

programs cannot really be determined. Finally, tince our procedures

seem promising, further testing and refinement are in order.

7.2.5 Meshing of Supply and Demand Forecasts

The comparison or meshing of occupational demand and occupational

supply projections is an impo-rtant step in needs assessment. An undistorted

picture of future labor market conditions is developed only through a com-

bined analysis of supply and demand factors. Thivmeshing of supply and

demand forecasts highlights those occupations for which there may exist

excess demands or supplies in the future. Such information is an important

7
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input to VIE planning and Programming.

Our forecasting methodology is based upod the requirements approach -

to the labor markets because the methodology.does not allow folfadjustments

by the labor market cro poterial future excess ilemands or supplies ot

Such adjustments can take many forms including: geographic,fflWation,

._
occupational migratibn, changes in the structure of relative wages, expanded

VTE programs, or shifts in the production technologies of firms. The meshing

of our supply and demand projections then identifies potential unmet labor

market requirements (either surpluses or shortfalls) without allowing for

labor market adjustments due to srUch gaps. The estimation of responses

by the labor market to potential future imbalances is beyond the state of

the art at this time, however, our model is one of the more sophisticated

in existerice.

7.2.6 Crosswalking from Occupational Projections to VTE Programs

The manpower information developed in this study is classified by

occupations and riot by'VTE program codes, Sinceige utilized the OES

program's industry-occupation matrix-to-translate-our-industrial employment

forecasts into occupational categories, thls'problem was expected. We

should emphasize that procedures for directly forecasting the demands and

supplies of labor by VTE programs do not exist, and all the manpower

information we have studied is classified by occupations in accordance

with either the Census Bureau or the Dictionany oti Occupationat Titte4

classification systems. For our manpower projectpns to be most useful

in VTE programming and planning,the analyst must translate the proect ns

into VTE program codes.

In this report we provide a table in which our forecasts of occu-

pational demands and supplies are related toyILoc6gram codes. Further-

more, the table lists theilatest number of VTE graduates by program and
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a,projection of total VTE graduates by program over the forecasting

horizon. ,The format of the table allows VTE administrators to analyze

potential future labor.markef trends in relationship to specific VIE

programs.. To ouT knowledge this is the first time that occupational

projections have been carefully related to VTE programs in'a comprehensive

and systematic fashion.

We use a BLS crosswalk to translate our-occupational projections,

into VTE program codes. fhis crosswalk is not perfect as we pointed out

in Chapter 5. The fundamental problem is thafithe VTE program codeS'and

the occupational classification system-were developed for very different'

purposes, so a completer mapping is improssible. However, this is-the best

methodoliogy now available. More importantly, the results we,obtained '

appear to be highly informative; of course, final jucigements on the

procedure will depend upon how Useful and accurate VIE administrators

find the 4nformation we have gehered. Again, there is'eneed for continuing

study of our methodology.

-7:2.7- tonclusionsDrawn from our-FieldWork--

The most important conclusion we can draw from the field work is

the existence of program unevenness Within' the Region Four. This can

be attributeeto a,numbd- of factors.
,

'aveeage costs per,student

in the same program will vary greatly from county to cOOty. . Costs are

higher in, those counties which have low total enrollments. \This indicates

the presence of economies of scale in VTE, which means that VTE resources

are utilized more efficiently in the larger counties thereby resulting in

lower costs per student. VTE is capital intensive relative to academic

courses and the VTE cost factors reflects this fact. The high initial

costs for machinery and equipmtnt are mitigated by its intensive usage.

The irony of the situation is that counties with small VTE programs must
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spend more money per student, and therefore, they have limited program

diversity. In contrast, counties with large VTE programs can offer

substantial program diversity because of greater efficiency. Therefore,

program Cluplication in each county is unwarranted in.terms of/Cost effective-

ness.

However, "progt-am unevenness extends beyond the element of program
lb

diversity. It is,also present within the same program. For example, we

noted that it is impossible to conduct an analysis of actual VTE program

costs, because there is no common structure which permitAthe identifi-
.

cation of similar Programs and indicates the differences of those which

are not. Thus, comparisons made between programs with the same title,

but located in a dif.ferent facility or county, are not appropriate. This

aspect of program unevenness was encountered on numerous occasions in the

field work.

Finally, a third factor contributing to program unevenness is the

lack of coordination between the nine semi-autonomous administrative units

which have responsibilities for providing VTE in Region Four. Although

greater efforeg at coordination are underway, the use of Regional Coordina-

ting Councils defined on the basis of community college districts may

frustrate these efforts. We have argued thatRegion Four is a consistent

labor market area, so coordination of VTE planning and programming can

most fruitfully occur in a labor market wide context.

A final issue which should be discussed is that of local autonomy

and state planning. Essentially, this is concerned with the degree of

centralization. in VTE planning. Although state planning should be

encouraged, it must not ignore the intimate knoledge.of local labor;

market conditions and program functioning which is possessed at tHe county

level. The implementation of a "top down" planning hierarchy would neglect
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valuable sources of information, exclude many knowledgeable, individuals

from the planning process, and ultimately, it would likely be a substantial

source of friction between state and local VTE administrators.. Therefore,

it is suggested that the local officials be included in the planning process

from its inception, rather than at its termination.

7.3. Recomwndations for Improving our Needs Assessment Methodology

We can identify five main areas in which future research efforts can

strengthen our4leeds assessment methodology. First, we have developed a

generalized methodology for needs asse5sment which we feel is appropriate for

any urban area.of Florida, and we tested our procedures in the Region Four

(Jacksonville)A bor market. However, we can not guarantee the transferability

of our methodoJody to other urban areas without further testing. It may be that

Region Four is a special case in some sense. Thus, the application of our

methodology in other urban areas is warranted.

Second, we have formulated techniques to project the future demands for and

supplies of labor by occupations. These techniques produced apparently reasonable

resuits -as we have noted. Nevertheless,' we,-fe-er -that a further iefinement Of

these techniques would increne their accuracy and reduce their costs of imple-

mentation. (=,This is particularly true for the supply model which has not been
,

fully tested at this time:

ThIrd, further work on the crosswalk.between occupational forecasts and

VTE program codes would be beneficial. This is an important element in our

methodology. Improvements in the mapping from occupational classes toTE

program codes woufd augment the usefulness of the occupational demand arai

supply projections.

Fourth, the estimation of separation rates is subject to a number of

limitation's.. These Include the following: a) they are not occupation

specific, b) geo9ra-Phic mobility is ignored, c) occupational mobility is
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not accounted for, and d) replacement rates exist only for siates,not for

urban areas. When we consider the fact that replacement demand constitutes

50% of the total demand for labo'r, the importance of more accurate estimates

of replacement demand is obvious.

Finally, we did not adequately assess the needs of business and industry

in our work. The idea of a regional workshop Was enthusiastically reteived

by business and industry leaders in Region Four. We envision that such sessions

which would bring business leaders and UTE program directors together would

,be most beneficial. Not only would this provide a way.of examining the needs

of business and industry'for VTE programs, but it would also develop more

channels of communication between the two groups in particular labor market

areas.
0

We betieve that workshops held on a regular basis between VTE officials

,
and business'and industry within a given labor market area will not only

improve needs aSsessments per se but also develop more channels of communi-

cation.
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